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lr is to be hoped that the reader of the ensiniig narrative will not
suppose that it is a fiction, or that the acense and persons that I
have delineated, had not a real eistence. It is, ale desired, that
the author of this volume may be regarded not as a voluntary par.
ticipator in the very guilty transactions which are described; but
receive sympathy for the trials whici she has endured, and the
peculiar situation in whicb her past experience, and escape from
the power of the Superior of the Hotel Dieu Nunnery, at Montreal,
and the snares of the Roman Priests in Canada, have left her.

My feelings are frequently distressed and agitated by the recol-
lection of what I bave passed through ; and by night and day I have
little peace of mind, and few periods of calm and pleasing reflection.
Futurity also appears uncertain. I know not what reception this
littie work may meet with, and what will be the effect of its publi-
cation here or in Canada, among strangers, friends, or enemies. I
have given the world the truth, so far as I have gone, on subjects
of which I am told they are generally ignorant; and I feel perfect
confidence, that any facts which may yet be discovered, will con-
firm my words whenever they can be obtained. Whoever shall ex-
plore the Hotel Dieu Nunnery at Montreal, will find unquestion-
able evidence that the descriptions of the interior of that edifice,
given in this book, were furnished by one familiar with them; for
whatever alterationa may be attempted, there are changes which no
muason or carpenter eau make and effectually conceal; and therefore
there must be plentiful evidence in that Institution, of the truth of
vxy description.



There are living witneuues, also, who oughi to be maa speak.
Irithoat four of peas., toitures, and death, and possibly their
testimony at ome fature time, may be added. te conirm my state
muats. There are vitness.s I should gruatly rejoice to seet liber-
ty; or rather there ur. Are they living now ? or will they be
perlmitted to live aftr the Priesta and Supenor bave seen this
book ? Perhaps the wretched nuna in the Sell have already safer-
.d for my sake-perhap Jane Ray bas been aleneed for ever, or
will be murdered, before aue has time to add her mout important
estimony to mine.

But speedy death in relation only to this world, can be no great
Calamity to those who lead the life of a nun. The mere recollection
of it always makes me miserable. It would distresa the reader,
should I repeat the dreams with which I am often terrified at night;
for I sometimes fancy myself pursued by the worst enemies ; fre-
quently I seem as if again shut up in the Convent; often I imagine
myself preuent at the repetition of the worst scenes that I have
hinted at or described. Sometimes I stand by the secret place of
interment in the cellar; sometimes I think I can hear the shrieks
of the helpless females in the hands of atrocious men; and nome-
times almost seem actually to look again upon the calm and placid
features of St. Frances, as she appeared when surrounded by her
murderers.

I cannot banish the scenes and character of this book from my
memory. To me it can never appear like an amusing fablh, or lose
its interest and importaàce. The story is one which is continually
before me, and must retiurn fresh to my mind, with painful emo-
tions, as long as I live. With time, and Christian instruction, and
the sympathy and examples of the wise and good, I hope to learn
submissively to bear whatever trials are appointed me, and to im-
prove under them all.

Impressed as I continually am with the frightful reality of the
painful communications that I have made in this volume, I ca
orJy offer to all persons who may doubt or disbelieve my statements,
these two things:-

Permit me to go through the Hotel Dieu Nunnery at Montreal,
with nome impartial ladies and gentlemen, that they may compare
my aeoount with the interior parts of the building, into which no
persons but the Roman Biahop and Priests are ever admutted: and
if thq de ntnd ds tion tre, thendiscard me as an im,



I vu

pnaort. Bring me befôre a eourt of jatee-dioe 1 am vihg le
meet ILat&rgw, Dufreus4 PAelaii, Bow&an. d RicàaoetU, ud
thef ViCked compamniou, with the. Suporior, and any of the nun
before a thouaaad mon,

BVew York, faonuary 11, 1836.

POWAOEL
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Chapter I.

UARLY RECOLLETIONS--RALY LIPE-ELIGIOUS UDYUCATION

wtmLTan-Inafr BOOL-UNTRANOE INTO THE SCHOOL
OP THE CONGREGATIONAL NUNNRY--BRIEP ACOoUNT OP

THE NUNNXPERI IN MONTRKAL-THE CONGREGATIONAL

NUNWRY-THE BLACK IUNNERY--THE GRBY WUNNERY-

PUBLIC RBRI'Rer FOR THBEB INSTITUTIONS--INSTRUCTIONS

REcXV>-THE CATBCHISM--THE BIBLE.

My parents were both from Sotland, but had been resident
ii the Lower Canada some time before their marriage,
which took place in Montreal, and in that city I have spent
most of my lite. I was born at St. John's, where they liv-
ed for a short time. My father was an officer under the
British Government, and my mother has enjoyed a pension
on that account ever since his death.
. Acoording to my earliest recollections, he was attentive

to hs t&mily, and had a peculiar passage from the Bible,
wjieh often occurred to me in after life. I may very pro-
bet ly have been taught by him, as after his death I <iid not
recoilect to have received any instruction at home, and w.a
not even brought iup o read the riptures; my mother,
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although nominally a Protestant, not being accustomed to

pay attention to her children. She was rather inclined to

think well of the Catholics, and often attended thei

churches. -To my want cf reliious instruction at home,
and the i cf my Creator and my duty, which w
its natural effect, I thiln I can trace my introduction to

convents, and the smnes which I am to describe in the foI-
lowing narrative.

When about six or seven years of age, I wont to echool
to a Mr. Workman, a Protestant, who taught in Sacrament
Street, and reramned several months. There I learned to
read and write, and arithmetic as far as division. Al the
progres I ever made in those branches was gained in that
school, as I have never improved in any of them uince.

A number of girls of my acquaintanoe went to school to
the nuna of the Congregational Nunnery, or Sisters of
Charity, as they are sometimes called. The schools taught
by them are perhape more numerous than some of my
readers may imagine. Nuns are sent out from that con-
vent to many of the tovns and villages of Canada to teach
srnall schoola ; and some of them are established as instruc-
tresses in different parts of the United States. When I
was about ten years
old, my mother sask.
ed me one day if 1
should like to learn
to read- and write

French, and then 1

began to th in k Sern -

oualy of attending \
the school in the
Oongregationai
Nunery. I had
already ome a.
qnaintancewiththat
language, ufmoient

to gan it a lithe, Jàaaa wi ano ua xormn.

go1
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as i heard it every day, and my mother knew somnthing
cf it.

I have a distinct recolection of my firt entrane Into

the Nunnery; and the day was an uinportant one in my lif,
as on it commenced my aoquaintance with a convent. I
was conductied by sorne of my young friends ulong Notre
Dame street, till we reached the gate. Entering that, we
walked some distance along the side of a building towards
a chapel, until we reached a door, stopped, and rung a bell.
This was soon opened, and entering, we proceeded through
a long cover-ed passage till we took a short turn to the left,
soon after which we reached the door of thq school-room.
On my entrance, the Superior met me, and told me firut of
all that I must dip my flngers into the holy water at her
door, cross mymelf, and say a short prayer; and this she
told me was always required of Protestant as wll as Oa-
tholic children.

There were about fifty girls in the school, and the nuna
professed to teach something of reading, writing, arithm.
tic, and gedgraphy. The methods, however, were very im.
perfect, and little attention was devoted to them, the time
being in a great degree engrossed with lessons in needle-
work, which was performed with much skill. 1%e nune
had no very regular partu asuigned them in the manage-
ment of the schools. They were rather rough and unpo-
lished in their manners, often exélaiming, 'C 'est un menti,'
(that's a lie,) and ' mon Dieu,' (my God,) on the most tri-
vial occasions. Their writing was quite poor, and it was
not uncommon for them to put a capital letter in the mid-
dle of a word. The only book of geography which we sti-
died, was a catechism of geography, from which we learnt
by heart a few questions and answers. We were sometimes
ref'erred to a map, but it was only to point out Montreal or
Quebec, or some other prominent name, while we had no
instruction beyond.

It may be neceaary, for the information of sone cf my
reader, to mention, Uat there are three distinct Convui

il
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in MontreSl, al of different kinda.-that is, fonzded on di.
ferent plans, and governed by diferent rules. Their namas
are as follows:-

1. The Congregational Nunnery.
2. The Black Nunnery, or Convent of Sister Bourgeoise.
a. The Grey Nunnery.
The first of these professes to be devoted entirely to the

education of girls. It would require, however, only a pro-

per examination to prove, that with the exception of nee-
dle-work, hardly anything is taught excepting prayer and

catehiam ; the instruction in reading, writing, &c., in fact,
amounting to very little, and often to nothing. This Con-
vent in adjacent to the next to be spoken of, being separat-
ed from it only by a wall. The second professes to be a
charitable institution for the care of the sick, and the sup-
ply of bread and medicines for the poor; and something in
ione in thesedepartments of charity, although but an in-

~r rnu 0o1«~PXQAXIO~AL KU~oeX.



oignincant amount compared with tha suio ai the buildings
and the number of inmates.

'The Grey Nunnnry, which is situated in a distant part
of the city, is also a large edifice, containing departments
for the care of insane porions and foundlings. With this,
however, I have les personal acquaintance than with ei.

ther of the others. I have often seen two of the Grey

nuns, and know their rules, as wel as those of the Congre-

gational Nunnery ; they do not contine them always within

their wal, like tho.e of the Black Nunnery. These two

Convents have their common names (Black and Grey) from
the colours of the dresses worn by their iunates.

In all these thrwe Convents there are certain apartments

into which strangers can gain admittance, but others from
which they are always excluded. In al, large quantities

of various ornements
are made by the nuna,
which are exposed for

ane the Ornament
Rooni, and aford large
pecuniary receipts eve.
ry year, which contri-
bute much to their in-
come. In these roomS,
visitors often purchase
such things as please
them, from some of
the old and confiden-
tial nunâ Who have the SAma E r I? Ova N Ausr UCous.

charge of them.
From al that appears to the public eye, the nuns of these

Convents are devoted to the charitable object appropriated
to each, the labour of making different articles known to
be manufactured by them, and the religious observances,

which occupy -a large portion of their time. They are re-
garded with much respect by the people at large ; ard now
and then when a novice takes the veil, she la suppoesd to

AWWUL D10l6ik.V O KAIA NONE. 'tla
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retire from the emptations andétroubles of this world it.
a ate cf holy secluaion, wher., by prayer, seif-morsifica-

tion, and good deeds, ah. prepares hermelf far heaven.
Bometinas the Superior of a Oonvent obtaina th. characte
of working miracles : and when uh an on. dies, it in pub.
liahed through the country, and crowds throng the Oon-
vent, who think ndulgences are to be derived from bits of

-- he clothes and other thigu ahe has ponsss ; and many
have mnarticles to be touched to hr bed or chix, in
which a degre t of virtu is thoughl to rmunm. uSed to
participate in uch ides and feelings, and began by de-
grees to look upon a nun'a the happiestof war, anad a

-(ýpnventas the most peaceful, holy, and delightful plaes of
abode. It in true, mome piam were taken to impreos such
views upon me. some of the prisas of the seminary of-
ten vieited the Congregation Nunnery, and both oatechised
and talked with us on religion. Th. Superior of th. Black
Nunnery adjoinning, also, occasonal'y cane mto the achool,
ma eilarged on the advantage we enjoyed in baving such
sanher-s, and dropped something now and then relating to
her own couvent, calculated to make un eutertain the hgh-

li est ides' cf it, and make us sometimnes think of the poesi-
bility of getting into it.

Amung the instmtions given to un by the priests, nome
of the most poirted wers directed against the Protestant
Bibie. They often enlarged upon the evil tendency of that
book, and told us that but for il many a soul onudeMned te
hell, and sufering eternal pnUniahment, might have been in
happines. They could not say anything Lu i favour;

ufor that would be speking against religion against
God. They warned u agaist is woe, and represented it
as a thing very dangerous to our soula. In confirmation
cf this, they would repeat ome cf the anwers taught us
at caecnhiam ; a few of which I wil hors give. We had

"l. Onisohim, (' Les Petite Catechiamane') put into our
hands bo study; but the priess soon began to teaa us a
w mg cf answera, which were not to be found in ou

EL_________



oooks, from ome of which I have received new ideas, md
got, as I thought, important light on religious subjecta,
which confirmed me more in my belief in the Roman Ca-
tiolio doctrines. Those questions and anawers I oa still
recail with tolerable accuracy, and sme of them I wiU add
here. I never have read theum, au we vese taught them
cnly by word of mouth.

' Quetion.- Pourquoi le bon Dieu n'a pas fait tous laa
Commndemona r-'B eaponsw. Parce que 1' himm n'est
pas si fort qu'il peut garder tout ses mmmandman.'
/ ' Queston. Why did net God make a the ommand-
mente-' Amuws. Because man is not strong meough to

keep themn.'
And another: Q. Pourquoi 1' bame ne lit pas ' Evan-

gile t'-' A. Parce que ' esprit de l home est trop borne
et trop faible pour comprendre qu'est ce que Dieu a écrit,'

' Q. Why are men not to read the New Testament.?'-
'A. Because the mind of man is too limited and weak to
understand what God has written.'

These questions and answers are no to be found ln the
common catehisma in use l Montreal and other places
where I have been, but al the obldren in the Qongrega-
tional Nunnery were taught them, and many more not
ound in these books.

Atvire »iaoostmas os AmA 1or.
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Chapter Il.

ooWYGREGATIONAL NUNXKBY-TORY ToLD ET A 7NLLOW FU•

Pi AGADO<ST A PRIUST-OTRKR 5TORIEe--PRETTY MARY--
cONQEPSSON TO PATKMR RIQHAPnS-T SVISUQIENT 00-

7810IN--INsBTUoToNS I!E.l OATECHIsM.

Tw was a girl thirteen years old whom I knew in the

school, Who re.ided in the neiMghbourhood of my mother,
-- t and with whom I had been fnnilir. She told me one day

at school, oi the conduct of a prient with her at confession.
at which I was astonished. It as i ofa oriminal antd
shameful a nature, I could hardly believe it, ana yet I had
oa much confidence that she spoke the truth, that I could
not discredit it.

Ehe was partly persuaded by the priest to believe that ha
could not sn, because he was a priest, and ut anythmg
he did to her would sanctify her; and yet she llmed some-
what doubtful how @he should act. A priest, ah. had beei.

1 told by him, is a holy man, and appointed to a holyoffice,
and therefore what would be wicked in other men, could
not be so in him. She told me she had informed her mu-
ther of it, who expressed no anger nor disapprobation ; but
only enjoined it upon her not to speak of it; and remarked
to her, as priest were not like men, but holy, and sent to

inatruct and save us, whatever they did was right.
I afterwards confessed to the priest that I had heard the

story, and had a penance to perform for indulging a infui
curiouity in making inquiries; and the girl had anotber for

aommunicating it. I afterwards learnt that otherechildren

had been treated in the sme manner, and also of uimiarprocIdings
Indeed it was not long beforesuh lagaewas used to

mi, and I wel remember how my views of right and wrong



*ere shaken by it. Another girl at the school, from a
place above Montreal, caled the Lac, told me the folloW-
ing story of what had occurred recently in that vicinity.
A young equaw, called La Belle Marie, (pretty Mary,) had
been seen going to confession at the house of the priest,
who lived a little out of the village. La Belle Marie wa
afterwarde missed, and her murdered body was found in
the river. A knife was also found bearing the priest's
name. Great indignation was excited among the Indiana,
and the priest immediately absconded, and was never heard
from. A note was found on his table addressed to him,
telling him to fly, il he was guilty.

It was supposed that the priest vas fearful that his con-
duct might be betrayed by this young female; and he un-
dertook to clear himself by killing her.

Theee otories struck me with surprise at first, but I gradu.
ally began to feel differently, even supposing them true,
and to look upon the prieste as men incapable of sin; be-
aides, when I first went to confess, which I did to Father
Richards in the old French church, since taken down, I
heard nothing improper ; and it was not until I had been
several times that the priests became more and more bold,
and were at length indecent in their questions, and even in
their conduct when I confessed to them in the Sacristie.
This subject, I believe, is not understood nor suspected
among Protestants; and it is not my intention to speak
of it very particularly, because it is impossible to do so
without saying things both shameful and demoralizing.

I wil only say here, that when quite a child, I heard
from the mouths of the prieste at confession what I cannot
repeat, with treatment corresponding; and several females
in Canada have assured me that they have repeatedly, and
indeed regularly, been required to answer the saime and other
like questions, many of which present to the mind deeds
whieh the most uiiquitous aud corrupt heart could hardly
invent.

There was a frequent change of teahers in the chool q#

AwlTU DIsALoANS o? Mam'a MONL 11l
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the m annery, and no regalar system was pursued in our in-,
truction. There were many nuns who came and went

while I was there, being frequently called in and out with.
out any perceptible reason. They supply chool teachers
to many of the country towns, usually two to each of the'
towns with which I was acquainted, besides sending Sisters
of Charity to many parts of the United States. Among
those whom I saw most was Saint Patrick, an old woman
for a nun, that is about forty, very ignorant and groos in
her manners, with quite a beard on her face, and vory cross
and disagreeable. She was sometime. our teacher in sew-
ing, and was appointed to keep order among us. We were
allowed to enter only a few of the rooms in the Congrega-
tional Nunnery, although it was not considered one of the
ueoluded (onvents.

In the Black Nunnery, which is very near the Congre-
gatiomal, i a hospital for sick people from the city ; and
sometimes mone of our boarders, such as were indisposed,
were snt there to be cured. I was once taken ill myself
and snt there, where I remained a few days.

There were beds enough for a cousiderable number more.
A physician attended it daily, and there are a number of
the veiled nuns of that Convent who spend most of their
time there.

These would also sometimes read lectures and repeat
rrayers to us.

After I had been in the Congregational Nunnery about
two years, I left it, and attended several different schoola
for a short time. But I soon became dissatisfied, having
many and severe trials to endure at home, which my feel.
ings will not allow me to describe; and as my Catholic ac-
quaintauces had often spoken to me in favour of their faith,
I vas uclined to believe it true, although, as I before said,
I knew little of any religion. While out of the Unulery,
I saw nothing of religion. If I had, I believe I should
p.rer have thought of becoming a an.
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Ohapter IIL.

RLAoK NUNNER--PRBPARATIONs TO BECOKU A îoTIC3 ne

TEE ULAC][K NUET-ORPNcU--ocUPATION5 oP TRI

NOVICES--THU APAETMENTB TO WNIC TEET RAD ACCEAS

-PIAStT nrNTaviEW WITr JANE RAT-RTRANCm FOR

TUE sVTPEMO-A WONDEaFUL NiU--HER RELIQUEBS-

THE ROLY GOOD SREPERD OR, NAMELMS NUN-CON-

FISSION op NOVICES.

AT length I determined to become a Black Nun, and called
upon one of the oldest priestsu in the Seminary, to whom I

made known my intention.
The old priest lo whom I applied was Father Rocque.

He is still alive. He was at that time the oldest priest in
the seminary, and carried the Bon Dieu, Good God, as the
sacramental wafer in called. When going to administer it
in any country place, ho used to ride with a man before him,
who rang a bell as a signal. When the Canadians heard
it, whoe habitations ho passed, they would come and pros.
trate themielv-e to the earth, worhipping it as a God. He
was a man of great ago, and wore
large curls, so that ho somewhat
resembled his predecesor, Father
Boue. He was at that time at the
head of the Semmary. This In-
stitution is a large edifoce, situated
near the Congregational and Black
Nunneries, being on tbe east side
of Notre Dame Street. It is the
genei rendezvous and centre of
all -e priest in the district of
Montreal, and I have ben told,
supplies al he couary as far town zarauz IooQVU.

go
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as the Thrme Rivera, which place, I believe, is under the
charge of the 8eminary of Quabea. About one hundred
and fifty priests are connected with that at Montreal, as
every emall place has one priest, and a number of larger
ones have two.

Father Rocque promised to converse with the Superior
of the Convent, and proposed my calling again at the end
of two weeks, at which time I visitsd the Seminary again,
and was introduced by him to the Superior of the Black
Nunnery. She told me she must make some inquiries, be-
fore she could give me a decided answer, and propoeed to
me to take up my abode a few days at the house of a French
family in St. Lawrence suburbe, a distant part of the city.
Here I remained about a fortnight; d gi which time I
formed nome acquaintance with the fa flygbarticularly
with the mistress of the house, who was a devoted Papist, and
had a high respect for the Superior, with whom she stood
on good terme.

At length, on Saturday morning about ten o'clock, I call-
ed, and was admitted into the Black Nunnery as a novice,
much to my satisfaction, for I had a high idea of life in a
Convent, secluded, as I supposed the inmates to be, from
the world and al its evil influences, and assured of everlast-
ing happiness in heaven. The Superior received me, and
conducted me into a large room, where the novices, who are
called in French, Postulantes, were assembled, and engag-
ed in their customary occupation of sewing.

Here were about forty of them, and they were collected
in groupa in different parts of the room, chiefly near the
windows; but in each group was found one of the veiled
nuns of the convent, whose abode was in the interior apart.
mente, to.rhich no novice was to be admitted. As we en.
tered, tie Superior informedthe assembly that a new no-
vice hadeome, and ahe desired any one present who might
bave known me in the world- to signify it.

Two Mise Feugnees, and a Miss Howard fro Vermont,
wbo had been mfellow.pupils the Congregaminea XunM
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nery, immediately recognized me. I was then placed in
one of the groupa at a distance from them, and furnished
by a nun, called Sainte Clotilde, with materials to make a
purse, such as priesta use to carry the consecrated wafer
in, when they go to administer the sacrament to the sick.
I well remember my feelings at that time, Sitting among a
number of strangers, and expecting with painful anxiety
the arrivai of the dinner-hour. Then, as I knew, oere-
monies were to be performed, though for which I was but
il prepared, as I had not yet heard the rules by which I
was to be governed, and knew nothing of the forms to be
repeated in the daily exercises, except the creed in Latin,
and that imperfectly. This was during the time of recrea.
tion, as it is called. The only recrêation there allowed,
however, i that of the mind, and of this there is bujittle.
We were kept at work, and permitted to speak with each
other only in hearing of the old nun Who Bat by us. We
proceeded to dinner in couples, and ate in silence while a
lecture was read.

The novices had access to only eight of the apurtments
of the Convent; and whatever else we wished to know, we
could only conjecture. The sleeping room was in the se-
cond story, at the end of the western wing. T7he beds
were pláced in rows, without curtains or anything else to
obstruct the view ; and in one corner was a small room par-
titioned off, in which was the bed of a night-watch, that
is, the old nun who was appointed to overse us for the
night. In each aide of the partition were two holes,
through which she could look out upon us whenever she
pleased. Her bed was a little raised above the level of the
others. There was a lamp hung in the middle of our
chamber, which showed everything to her very distinctly;
and as she had no light in her little room, we never could
perceive whether ahe was awake or asleep. Au we knew
that the slightest deviation from the rules would expose us
to her observation as well as to that of our companions, in
whom it was a virtue to betray oe another'a faits, Conti-
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nual exposure to suffer what4-diùiâed, and had my mind
occupied in thinking of what I was to do nezt, and what I
must avoid. Though I soon learned the rules and cere-
monies we had to pas, which were many, and we had to
be very particular in their observanoe, we were employed
in different kinds of work while I was a novice. The most
beautful specimen of the inun's manufacture which I saw,
wa a rich carpet made of fine worsted, which had been be-
gun before my acquaintance with the Convent, and was
finished while I was there. This was sent as a preseut to
the King of England, as an expression of gratitude for the
money annually received from the government. It was
about forty yards in length, and very handsome. We were
ignorant of the amount of money thus received. The Con-
vent of the Grey Nuns has also received funds from the
government, though on some account or other, had not for
several years.

I was sitting by a window at one time with a girl nam.
ed Jane M'Coy, when one of the old nuns came up and
spoke to us in a tone of liveliness and kindness, which
seemed strange in a place where everything appeared so
cold and reserved. Some remarks which she made were
evidently intended to cheer and encourage me, and made
me think that she felt some interest in me. I do not te-
collect what she said, but I remember it gave me pleasure.
I also remember that her manners truck me singularly.
She was rather old for a nun-that is, probably thirty ; her
figure large, her face wrinkled, and her drem carelsas. She
seemed also to be under les restraint than thc others, and
this I aftarwards found was the case. She sometimes even
set the rules at deflance. She would speak aloud when si-
lanced and sometimes walk about when she
ought to have kept her place : she would even say and do

things on purpose to make us laugh, and, although often
blamed for her oonduct, had her offences frequently pamsed
over, when other would have been puinigand with pen-
ancesl.
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I learnt that this woman had always been singular. She

never would consent to take a saint's name on receiving the
veil, and had always been known by her own, which was

Jane Ray. Her irregularities were found to be numerous,
and penances were of so little use in governing her, that
she was pitied by some, who thought her partially msane.

She was, therefore, commonly spoken of as mad Jane Ray ;
and when she comnitted a fault, it was apologized for by
the Superior or other nuns, on the ground that àlhe did not

know what she did.
The occupation of a novice in the Black Nut.aery are not

such as some of our readers may suppose. They are not
employed in studying the higher branches of education:
they are not offered any advantages for etoring their mida,

or polishing their mann ers; they are not taught even read,

ing, writing, or arithmetic ; much less any of the more ad-
vanced branches of knowledge. My time was chiefly em.
ployed, at first, in work and prayers. It is true, during
the last year I studied a great deal, and vas required to

work but very little ; but it was the study of prayers in
French and Latin, which I had merely to commit to me-

mory, to prepare for the easy repetition of them on my re.
ception, and after I should be admitted as a nun.

Among the wonderful events which had happened in the
Convent, that of the sudden conversion of a gay young

lady of the city into a nun appeared to me one of the most
remarkable. The story which I first heard while a novice,
made a deep impression upon my mind. It was nearly as
follow :

The daughter cf a wealthy citizen of Montrea vas upu.
ing the church cf Bon Secours one evening, on her way to
a bal, when h. vas suddenly thrown down upon th. steps
or near the door, and received a severe shock. She was
taken up, and removed first, I thin, into the church, but
soon into the Black Nunnery, which she determined to
join as a nun; instead, however, of being required to pas
through a long novitiate, (which usually occupieg about
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two years and a half, and is abridged only where the char-
acter is peculiarly exemplary and devout,) she was permit-
ted to take the veil without delay, being declared by God
to a priest to be in a state of sanctity. The meaning of
thi expression is, that she was a real saint, and already in
a great measure raised above the world and its influences,
and incapable of sinning; possessing the power of interces-
sion, and a proper object to be addressed in prayer. This
remarkable individual, I waa further informed, was still in
the Convent, though I never was allowed to see her ; she
did not mingle with the other nuns, either at work, wor-
ship, or meals ; for she had no need of food, and nqt only
her soul, but her body, was in heaven a great part of her
time. What added, if possible, to the reverence and mys-
terious awe with which I thought of her, was the fact I
learned, that she had no name. The titles used in speaking
of her were, the holy saint, reverend mother, or saint bon
pasteur, «he holy good shepherd.)

It is wonderful that we could have carried our reverence
for the Superior so far as we did, although it was the direct
tendency of many instructions and regulations, indeed of
the whole system, to permit, even to foster, a superstitious
regard for her. One of us was occasionally called into her
room to cut her nail , or dress her hair ; and we would
often collect the clippings, and distribute them to each
other, or preserve them with the utmost care. I once pick-
ed up all her stray hairs I could find after combing her
head, bound them together, and kept them for some time,
until she told me I was not worthy to possess things no
sacred. Jane M'Coy and I were once sent to alter a dress
for the Superior. I gathered up al the bits of thread, made
a little bag, and put them into it for safe preservation.
This I wore a long time round my neck, so long, indeed,
that I wore out a number of strings, which I remember I
had replaced with new ones. I believed it to possess the
power of removing pain, and have often prayed to it to cure
the tooth-ache, &c. Jane Ray sometimes professed to out.
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do us all in devotion to the Superior, and would pick up the
feathers after making her bed. These she would distribute
among us, saying, ' When the Superior dies, relics will be-

gin to grow scarce, and you had better supply yourselves
in season.' Then she would treat the whole matter in some

way to turn it into ridicule. Equally contradctory would
she appear, when occasionally she would obtain leave from
her Superior to tell her drea. With a serious face,
which sometimes imposed upon all of us, and made us hall
believe she wa in a perfect state of sanctity, she would

narrate in French some unaccountable vision which she
said she had enjoyed; then turning round, would say,

'There are some who do not understand me; you all ought

to be informed.' And then she would say something totally
different in English, which put us to the greatest agony for

fear of laughing. Sometimes she would say she expected

to be Superior herself one of those days, and other things
which I have not room to repeat.

While I was in the Congregational Nunnery, I had gone
to the pariah church whenever I was to confess, for al-
though the nuns had a private confession-room in the build-

ing, the boarders were taken in parties through the streeta,
on diflerent days, by some of the nuns, to confess in the
church; but in the Black Nunnery, as we had a chapel,

and priesta attending in the confessionals, we never left the
building.

Our confessions there as novices were always performed

in one way, so that it may be sufficientto describe a single

case. Those of us who were to confess at a particular time,

took our places on our knees near the confession-box, and,

after having repeated a number of prayers, &c., prescribed
in our book, came up one at a time and kneeled beside a

fne wooden lattice-work, which entirely separated the con-
fessor from us, yet permitted us to place our faces almost to

his ear, and nearly concealed his countenance from our

view, even when so near. I recollect how the priesta used
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to recline their heads on one side, and often covered their
faces with their handkerchiefs, while they heard me confesa
my sins, and put questions to me, which were often of the
most improper and revolting nature, naming crimes both
unthought of and inhuman. Still, strange as it may seem,
I was persuaded to believe that al this was their duty, or
at least that it was done without sin.

Veiled nuns would often appear in the chapel at confes-
sion ; though, as I understood, they generally confessed in
private. Of the plan of their confession-rooms I had no
information; but I supposed the oeremony to be conducted
much on the same plan as in the chapel and in the church,
vis., with a lattice interposed between the confessor and
the confessing-.

Pniamnents were sometimes resorted to while I was a
novice, though but seldom. The first time I ever saw a
gag, was one day when a young novice had done something
to offend the Superior. This girl I always had compassion
for, because she was very young, and an orphan. The Su-
perior sent for a gag, and expreased her regret at being
compelled, by the bad conduct of the child, to proceed to
such a punishment; after which she put it into her mouth,
so far as to keep it open, and then let it remain for some
time before she took it out. There was a leathern strap
fastened to each end, and buckled to the back part of the
head.
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Ohapter IV.

DIOPLEAsED WITH THE CONVYNT-LIFT IT-RESIDENCI AT ST.
DENIs-RELIC8-MARRIAG--RETURN TO TR3 BLACK NUX-

NERY-OBJECIONS MADE BY &OuE NOVICES.

APTBR I had been a novice four or five years, that is, from
the time I commenced school in the Convent, one day I
was treated by one of the nuns in a manner which displeas-
.d me, and because I expressed some resentment, I was
required to beg her pardon. Not bing uatasfied with this,
although I complied with the command, nor with the cold-
ness with which the Superior treated me, I determined to
quit the Convent at once, which I did without asking leave.
There would have been no obstacle to my departure, I pre-
sume, novice as I then was, if I had asked permission; but
I was too much displeased to wait for that, and went home
without spaking to any one on the subject.

I soon after visited the town of St. Deni, where I saw
two young ladies with whom I had formerly been acquaint.
ed in Montreal, and one of them a former school-mate at
Mr. Workman's schoolW After some conversation with me,
and learning that I had known a lady who kept a achool
in the place, they advised me to apply to her to be employ-
ed as her assistant teacher; for the was then instructing
the government achool in that place.

I visited her, and found her willing, and I engaged at

once as her assistant.
The government society paid her £20 a year; she was

obliged to teach ten children gratuitouly; might have

fifteen pence a month, about a quarter of a dollar, for each
ten scholars more, and then ahe was at liberty, according

to the regulations, to demand as much as she pled for

the other pupils. The course cf irtructioU s required by
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the society, embraced only reading, writing, and what was
called ciphering, though I think improperly. The onlybooks used were a spelling, l'Instruction de la Jeunesse,
the Catholic New Testament, and 1' Histoire de Canada.
When these had been read through, in regular succession,
the children were dismissed as having completed their edu-cation. No difficulty is found in making the common
French Canadiana content with such an amount of instruc-
tion as this; on the contrary, it is often found very hard
indeed to prevail upon them to send their children at al,
for they say it takes too much of the love of God from them
to send them to school. The teacher strictly complied withthe requisitions of the society in whose employment she
was, and the Roman Catholic catechism was regularly
taught in the school, as much from choice, as from submis-
sion to the authority, as she was a strict Catholie. I had
brought with me the little bag before mentioned, in which
I had so long kept the clippings of the thread left after
making a dress for the Superior. Such was my regard forit, that I continued to wear it constantly round my neck,and to feel the same reverence for its supposed virtues asbefore. I occasionally had the tooth-ache during my stay
at à. Denis, and then always relied on the influence
of y little bag. - - On such occasions I would say
-- ' y the virtue of this bag may I be delivered from thetooth-ache!' and I supposed that when it ceased it was
owing to that cause.

While engaged in this manner, I became acquainted with
a man who soon proposed marriage ; and, young and ignor.
ant of the world as I was, I heard his offers with favour.
On consulting with my friend, she expressed a friendly in.
terest to me, advised me against taking such a step, and
especially as I knew so littile about the man, exoept that areport was circulated unfavourable to his character. Un.
fortunately, I was not wise enough to listen to her advice,
and hastiy married. In a few weeks I had occasion to re
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pent of the stop I had taken, as the report proved true-a
report which I thought justified, and indeed required, our
separation. After I had been in St. Denis about three
months, finding myself thus situated, and not knowing
what else to do, I determined to return to the Convent, and
pursue my former intention of becoming a Black Nun,

oould I gain admittance. Knowing the many inquiries
the Superior would make relative to me during my ab.
sence, before leaving St. Denis I agreed with the lady with

whom I had been associated as a teacher, (when she went
to Montreal, which she did very frequeitly) to say to the

Lady Superior I had been under her protection during my
absence, which would satisfy and stop further inquiry ; as
I vas sensible, should they know I had been married I

should not gain admittance.
I soon left and returned to Montreal, and, on reaching

the city, I visited the Seninary, and in another interview

with the Superior of it, communicated my wish, and desir-

ed her to procure my re-admission as a novice. Little de-

lay occurred.
After leaving for a short time, she returned and told me

that the Superior of the Convent had consented, and I was

soon introduced into her presence.
She blamed me for my conduct in leaving the nunnery,

but told me that I ought to be ever grateful to my guar-
dian angel for taking care of me, unless prohibited by the

Superior; and this she promised me. The money usually
required for the admission of novices had not been expect-
ed from me. I had been admitted the first time without
any such requisition ; but now I chose to pay for my re-
admission. I knew that she was able to dispense with
auch a demand as wel in this as in the former case, and she
knew that I was not in possession of anything like the sum
required.

But I was bent on paying to the Nunnery, and accus-
tomed to receive the doctrine often repeated to me before
$W. lzime, tbat when tbe advoage of the eburch was co
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sulted, the stepe tken wer justifable, let them be what
they would; I therefore resolved to obtain money on false
pretences, conftdent that il ail were known, I should be far
fromn displesuing the Superior. I went to the brigade-ma-
jor, and asked him to give me the money payable to my
mother from her pension, which amounted to about thirty
dollars, and ýwithout questioning ny authority to receive it
in her naine, he gave it me.

From several of their friendi I obtained small sums under
the name of loans, so that altogether I had soon raised a
number of pounds, with which I hastened to the Nunnery,
and deposited a part in the handa of the Superior. She re-
ceived the money with evident satisfaction, though she
must have known that I could not have obtained it honest-
ly; and I was at once re-admitted as a novice.

Much to my gratification, not a word fell from the lips of
any of my old asociates in relation to my unceremonious
departure, nor my voluntary return. The Superior's or-
der, I had not a doubt, had been explicitly laid down, and
they certainly were carefully obeyed, for I never heard an
allusion made to that subject during my ubsequent stay in
the Convent, except that, when alone, the Superior would
bometimes say a little about it.

There were numbers of young ladies who entered awhile
as novioes, and became weary or disgusted vith some
thingu they observed, and remained but a short time. One
of my consins, who lived at Lachine, named Reed, spent
about a fortnight in the Convent with me. She, however,
conceived such an antipathy to the priesta, that she used

expressions which offended the Superior.
The first day that she attended mass, while at dinner

with us in fll community, she said before us all, ' What a
rascal that priest was, to preach against his best friend !'

Al stared at much an unusual exclamation, and some one
inquired what she meatf.

'i say,' ahe nntinued, 'he hbas been preSching agains$
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ems who ha. given him his bread. Do you suppose that if
there were no devil, there would be any priesta '

This hold young novioe was inamediately dismissed, and
in the afternoon we had a long sermon from the Superior
on the subject.

It happened that I one day got a leaf of an English Bi-
ble which had been brought into the Convent, wrapped
around some sewing .i1k, purchased at a store in the city.
For some reason or other, I determined to commit to me-
mory a chapter it contained, which I soon did. It is the
only chapter I ever learnt in the Bible, and I can now re-
peat it. It is the second of St. Matthew's gospel. ' Now
when Jesus was born at Bethlehem in Judea,' &c. It hap-
pened that I was observed reading the paper, and when the
nature of it was discovered I was condemned to do penance
for my offence.

Great dialike to the Bible was shown by those who con-
versed with me about it, and several have remarked to me
at different times, that if it were not for that book, Catho-
lies would never be led to renounoe their own faith.

I have heard passages read from the Evangile, relatig
to the death of Christ; the conversion of Paul; a few chap-
ters from St. Matthew, and perhaps a few others. The
priests would also sometimes take a verse or two, and
preach from it. I have read. St. Peter's life, but only m
the book called the 'Lives of the Saints.' He, I under-
stood, has the keys of heaven and hell, and has founded
our church. As for Saint Paul, I remember, as I was
taught to understand it, that he was once a great persecu-
tor of the Roman Catholics, until he became convicted, and
confessed to one of the father confessors, I don't know
which. For who can expect to be forgiven, who does nos
become a Catholic, and confes ?

si
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Chapter V.

EBCEIVED CONFIRMATION--PINFUL FEEBLINGS--SPECIMENs oP

INSTRUCTIONS RECEIVED ON THE SUBJECT.

Tn day on which I received Confirmation was a distress-

ing one to me. I believed the doctrine of the Roman Ca-
tholics, and according to them I was guilty of three mortal
sins: concealing somethiug at confession, sacrilege, in put-
ting the body of Christ in the sacrament at my feet, and
by receiving it while not in a state of grace ! and now Ihad
been led into al those sins in consequence of my marriage,
which I never had acknowledged, as it would have cut me
off from being admitted as a nun.

On the day, therefore, when I went to the church to be
confirmed with a number of others, I suffered extremely
from the reproaches of my conscience. I knew, at least I
believed, as I had been told, that a person who had been

anointed with the holy oil of confirmation on the forehead,
and dying in the state in which I was, would go down to
hell, and, in the place where the oil had been rubbed, the
names of my sins would blaze out of my forehead ; these
would be a sign by which the devils would know me, and
would torment me the worse for them. I was thinking of
all this while I was sitting in the pew, waiting to receive
the oil. I felt, however, some consolation, as I often did
afterwards, when my sins came to my mind: and this con-
solation I derived from another doctrine of the church, viz.,
that a bishop could absolve me from all these sins any min-
ute before my death ; and I intended to confess them all to
a bishop before leaving the world. At length the moment
for administering of the ' sacrament arrived, and a bell was
rang. Those who had come to be confirmed had brought
tckets from their confessors, and those were thrown into à
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bat, and carried around by a priest, who in turn handed
each to a bishop, by which he learned the name of each of
us, and applied a little of the oil to the foreheads. This
was immediately rubbed off by a priest with a bit of cloth
quite roughly.

I went home with some qualma of conscience, and often
thought with dread of the following tale, which I have
heard told, to illustrate the sinfulness of conduct like
mme.

T' C FRlEST TRATELLING ON HORçEBACK.

A priest was once travelling, when just as he was pas-
ing by a house, his horse fell on his knees, and would -not
rise. His rider dismounted and went in, to learn the cause
of so extraordinary an occurrence. He found there a wo-
man near death, to whom a priest was trying to administer
the sacrament, but without success; for every time she at-
tempted to swallow it, it was thrown back out of her mouth
into the chalice. le perceived itwasowing to uncorfèssed
sin, and took away the holy wafer from her: on which his
horse rose from his knees, and he pursued his journey.

I often remembered also that I had been told, that we
£hall have as many devils biting us, il we go to hell, as *
have unconfeseed ains on our conscienoes.
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I was required to devote myself for about a year to the
study of the prayers and practice of the ceremonies neces-
sary on the reception of a nun. This I found a very tedi.
ous duty: but as I was released in a great degree from the
daily labours usually denmanded of novices, I felt little dis-
position to complain.

4
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Chapter VI.

rax[Nf4 TrK VXML--rTRV=W ArEUwABng wlrT T"3 1U1

PRIO--sUPRIsB AND HOB.OR AT THE DI8cLosUER2--

RESOLUTION TO SVEMIT.

I às ixrtroduced into the Superior's room on the evening

precting the day on which I was to take the veil, to have
an interview with the bishop. The Superior was present,
and the interview lasted about half an hour. The bishop
on this, as on other occasions, appeared to be habitually
rough in his manners. His address was by no means pre-
possesing.

Before I took the veil, I was ornamented for the cere-

mony, and was clothed in a dress belonging to the Con-
vent, which was used on such occasions; and placed not far
from the altar in the chapel, in the view of a number of
spectators, who had assembled, in'number, perhaps about
forty. Taking the veil is an affair which occurs so fre-
quently in Montreal, that it has long ceased to be regarded
as a novelty; and, although notice had been given in the
French pariah church as usual, only a small audience as-
sembled as I have mentioned.

Being well prepared with a long training, and freqent
rehearsals, for what I was to perform, I stood waiting in

my large flowing dress for the appearance of the bishop.
He soon presented himself, entering by a door behind the
altar; I then threw myself at his feet, and asked him to
confer upon me the, veil. He expressed his consent; and
then turning to the Superior, I threw myself prostrate at
her feet, according to my instructions, repeating what I
had before done at rehearsals, and made a movement as if
to kias her feet. This ahe prevented, or appear to prevent,
natching me by a audden motion i her hband. and graud

88
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my request. I then kneeled before the Holy Sacramemt,
that in a large round wafer held by the Biahop between hi&
fore-finger and thumb, and made my vows.

TAKING THE VIIL.

Thiswafer I had been taught to regard with the utmost
veneration as the real body'of Jesus Christ, the presenoe of
which made the vows that were uttered before it binding in
the moet solemn manner.

After taking the vows I proceeded to a umail apartme=t v
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behind the altar, accompanied by four nuns, whete ther
w0as a coffn prepared with my nun's name engraved up@n

it .t
My companions lifted it by four handles attached to it,

while I threw off my dres, and put on that of a nun of
Sour Bourgeoise ; and then we all returned to the chapel.
I proceeded first, and was followed by four nuns, the Bis-
hop naming a number of worldly pleasures in rapid suc-
cession, in reply to which I as rapidly repeated, ' Je re-
nounce, je renounce, je renounce,'-I renounce, I re-
nounce, I renounce.

The coffin was then placed in front of the altar, and I
advanced to place myself in it. This coffin was to be de-
pouited, after the ceremony, in an out-house, to be pre-
served until my death, when it was to reoeive my corpse.
There were reflections which I naturally made at that time,
but I stepped in, extended myself, and lay still. A pillow
had been placed at the head of the coffin, to support my
head in a comtortable position. A large thick black cloth
was then spread over me, and the chanting of Latin hymns
immediately commenced. My thoughts were not the most
pleauing during the time I lay in that direction. The pall,
or Drap Mortel, as the cloth is called, had a strong amell of
incense, which was always disagreeable to me, and then
proved almost suffocating. I recollected the story of the

novice, who, in taking the veil, lay down in her coffi like
me, and was covered in the same manner, but on the re-
moval et the covering was found dead.

When I vas uncovered, I rose, stepped out of my coffin,
and kneeled. Other ceremonies then followed, of no parti.
cular interest ; atter which the musie commeneéd, and hee
the whole vas tlniahed. I then proceeded from the chapel,
and returned to the Superior's room, followed by the other
nu, who walked two by two, in their customary manner
with their bands folded on their breasts, and their eyes cas

el
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down upon the foor. The nun who was to be my com.
panion in future, then walked at the end of the procession.
On reaching the Superior's dçoor they all left me, ar.d 1
entered alone, and found her with the Bishop and two
Priests.

The Superior now informed me tha' having taken the
black veil, it only remained that I should swear the three
oathe customary on becoming a nun ; and that some ex-
planation would be necessary from her. I was now, she
told me, to have access to every part of the edifice, even to
the cellar, whexe two of the sisters were imprisoned for
causes which she did not mention. I must be informed
that one of my great duties was to obey the priests in ail
thing ; and this I soon learnt, to my utter astonishment
and horror, was to live in the practice of criminal inter-
course with them. I expressed some of the feelings which
this announcement excited it me, which came upon me
like a flah of lightning ; but the only effect wa toset her
arguing with me, in favour of the crime, representing it as
a virtue acceptable to God, and honourable to me. The
prieste, she said, were not situated like other men, being
forbidden to marry ; while they liLed secluded, laborious,
and self-denying lives for our salvation. They might, in-
deed, be considered our saviours, as vithout their service
ve could not obtain pardon of sin, and muet go to hel.
Now it was our solemn duty, on withdrawing from the
world, to consecrate our lives to religion, to practice every
species of self-denial. We could not be too humble, nor
mortify our feelings too far ; this was to be done by oppos-
ing them, and acting contrary to them; and what ehe pro.
posed vas, therefore, pleasing in the sight of God. I now
flt how foolish I had been to place myself in the power of
such persons as were around me.

From what she aid, I could draw no other conclusions
but that I was required to act like the most abandoned of
beings, and that all my future associations were habitually

guilty o! the most beinous sud detestable crimes When I
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tepeated my expressions of surprise and horror, sh. tokd
me that such feelings were very common at first, and that
many other nuxw had expremoed themselves as I did, who
had long since changed their minds. She even said, that
on her entrance into the nunnery, she had felt like me.

Doubts, the declared, were among our greatest enemies.
They would lead us to question every point of duty, and
induce us to waver at every step. They arose only from
remaining iiperfections, and were always evidences of sin.
Our only way was to dismias them immediately, repent and
confess them. Priests, she insisted, could not sin. It was
a thing impossible. Everything that they did, and wish-
ed, was of course right. She hoped I would see the reason-
ablenes and duty of the oaths I was thon to take, and be
faithful to them.

She gave me another piece of information, which excited
other feelings in me, scarcely les dreadful. Infants were
sometimnes born in the Convent, but they were always bap-
tiaed, and immadiately strangled. This secured their ever-
lasting happinoe; for the baptism purifies them from al
sinfinns, and being sent out of the world before they had
time to do anything wrong, they were at once admitted in-
to heaven. How happy, she exlaimed, are those who s-
Oure immortal happinnas to such little beingl Their souls
would thank those who kill their bodies, if they had it in
their power.

Into what a place, and among what society, had I been
admitted. How different did a convent now appear from
what I supposed it to be.' The hly women I had always
fancied the nuns to be, the venorable Lady Superior, what
are they P And the priests of the Seminary adjoining,
(some of whom, indeed, I had reson to think were base
and profligate men,) what were they ail? I now learned
that they were often admitted into the nunnory, and al-
lowed to in'dulge in the greatest crimes, which they and
others call virtues.

And having listened for some timento the Superior aklm@

ae
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a number of the nuns were admitted, and took a free part

in the coveation. They concurred in everything which
@hie told me, and repeated, without any signe of shma or

ompunction, things which crimiuated themselves. I must
acknowledge the truth, and declare that all this had an ef-
feot upon my mind. I questioned whether I might not be
in the wrong, and felt as if their reasoning might have
m just foundation. I had been several years under the

tuition of (atholica, and was ignorant of the Scriptures,
and unaccustomed to the society, example, and conversation
of Protestants; had not heard any appeal to the Bible as
authority, but had been taught both by precept and ex-

ample. to receive as truth everything said by the priests.
I had not heard their authority questioned, nor anything
said of any other standard of faith but their declarations.
I had long been familier with the corrupt and licentions ex.
presions which some of them use at confessions, and be-
lieved that other womén were also. I had no standard of
duty to refer to, and no judgment of my own which I

knew how to use, or thought of using.
Al around me insisted that my doubts proved only my

own ignorance and sinfulnes; that t h ey knew by experi-
ence that they would soon give place to true knowledge,
and an advance in religion; and I felt something like in-
decision.

Still there was so much that disgusted me in the disco-

very I had now made, of the debased cbaracters around me,
that I would most gladly have escaped from the nunury,
and never returned. But that wa a thing not to be
Ciought of. I was in their power, and this I deeply felt,
while I thought there wa not one among the whole num-
ber of nuns te whom I could look foi kindness. There
ws one, howeer, who began to speak to me at length in
a tone that gained something of my confidence,-the nun
whom I have meutioned before as distinguished by her-
oddity, Jane Bay, who made us so much amusement when
I was a novice. Although, as I have remerked, there waq

y

i
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notUng in her face, form, or snmann, to give me any
pleasure, sh. addred m with apparent friendlines; and
while ah. seemed to concur with some things spoken by
thom, took an opportunity to whisper a few words in my
ear, nnheard by tbom, intimating that I had better comply
with everything the Superior desired, if I would mve my
le. I was somewhat alarmed before, but I now becamn
much more so, and determined to make no further resist-
ance. The Superior then made me repeat the three oaths;
and, when I had sworn them, I was shown into on* of the
conimunity-rooms, and remainod me time with the nuns,
who were released from their usual employments, and en-
joying a recreation day, on account of the admisaion of a
new sister. My feelings during the remainder of the day
I aIl not attempt to describe, but pas on to mention the
ceremonies that took place at dinner. Thia description
may give an idea of the manner in which we always took
our meals, although there were some points in which the
breakfast and supper were different.

At eleven o'clock the bell rang for dinner, and the nunc
all took their places in a double row, in thesame order as
that in which they left the chapel in the morning, except
that my companion and myself were stationed at the head
of the line. Standing thus for a moment, vith our hands
placed one on the other over the breast, and hidden in our
large cuRs, with our headt bent forward, and eyes fixed on
the floor, an old nun, who stood at the door, clapped her
banda as a signal for us to proceed ; and the procession mov-
ed on, while we all commenced the repetition of litanies.
We walked on in this order, repeating aIl the way until we
reached the door of the dining-room, where we were dividt
ed into two linos; those on the right passing down the aide
of the long table, and those on the left the other, till all
were in; and each stopped in her place. The plates were
all arranged, each with a knife, fork, and spoon, rolled up
in a napkin, and tied round with a linon band marked with
the ownor's name. My own plate, knife, tc., were prou
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pared like the rest: and on the band around them I fount
my new name written-' Saint Eustace.'

There we stood till all had concluded the litany, when
the old nun, who had taken her place at the head of the t&
ble next the door, aaid the prayer before meat, beginning,
'Benedicite,' and we sat down. I do not remember of
what our dinner consisted, but we usually had soup, and
nome plain dish of meat ; the remaina of which were ocea-
sionally served up at supper as a fricasee. One of the nuns,
who had been appointed to read that day, rose, and beguna
lecture from a book put into her handa by the Superior,
while the rest of uS ate in perfect silence. The nun who
reada during dinner, stays afterwards to dine. As fast as
we finiahed our meals, each rolled up her knife, fork, and
spoon, in her napkin, and bound them together with the

band, and sat with hands folded. The old nun then said a
short prayer, arome, stepped a little aside, clapped her hands,
and we marched towards the door, bowed as we passed, be-
fore a little chapel, or glass box, containing a wax image of

the infant Jesus.
Nothing important occurred till late in the afternoon,

when, as I was sitting in the comnunity-room, Father
Dufremne called me out, saying, he wished to speak with me.
I feared what was his intention ; but I dared not disobey.
In a private apartment, he treated me in a brutal manner;

and, from two other priests, I afterwards received similar
usage that evening. Father Dufresne afterwards appeared
again ; and I was compelled to remain in company with him
until morning.

I am assured that the conduct of prieste in our Couvent
had never been exposed, and it is not imagined by the peo-
ple of the United States. This induces me to say what I
do, notwithstanding the strong reasons I have to let it rM-
main n own. Stili I cannot force myself to peak on

Wnc ubjeçd except in the most brief mannt
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Ohapter VII.

DAILY cREMONI8-4ÂN3 RAY AKONG THU NUXI.

O Thursday morning, the bel] rang at half-past six to wak.
en us. The old nun who was acting as night-watch immo.
diately spoke aloud:

' Voici le Seigneur qui vient.' (Behold the Lord cometh.)
The nuns all reeponded :

SAllons-y devant lui.' (Let us go and meet him.)
We then rose immediately, and dressed as expeditiously

as possible, stepping into the passage-way, at the foot of
our bed, as soon as we were ready, and taking place each
beside her opposite companion. Thue we were soon drawn
up in a double row the whole length of the room, with our
hands folded acros our breasts, and concealed in the broad
cuffs of our eleeves. Not a word was uttered. When the
signal was given, we al proceeded to the community-room,
which is spacious, and took our places in rows facing the
entrance, near which the Superior was seated in a vergiere.

We first repeated ' Au nom du Père, du Fils, et du Saint
Esprit-Aniusi soit il.' (In the namne of the Father, the
Son, and the Holy Ghost,-Amen.)

We then kneeled and kissed the floor; then, still on our
knees, we said a very long prayer, beginning: ' Divin
Jesus, sauveur de mon ame,' (Divine Jesus, Saviour of my
soul.) Then came the Lord's prayers, three Hail Marys,
four creeds, and five confessions, (confesse a Dieu.)

Next we repeated the ten commandments. Then we re-
peated the acte of faith, and a prayer to the Virgin, in
Latin, which like everything else in Latin, I never under.
stood a word of. Next we said litanies of the Holy Name
of Jesus, in Latin, which were afterwards to be repeated
svoeal times in the course of the day. Thon nmm tb
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prayer for the beginning of the day; then bending d-wn,
we Ommenoed the Orison Manm 1, (or Mental Orison,)
which Iasted about an hour and a half.

This exorcise vas oonsidered peculiarly .olemn. We wers
told in the nunnery that a certain saint wau saved by the
use of it, as she never omitted it. It consiste of soveral
parts: First, the Superior read to us a chapter from a book,
which occupied five minutes. Then profound silence pre-
vailed for fifteen minutes, during which we were moeditating
upon it. Then she read another chapter of equal length on
a diferent subject, and we meditated upon that another
quarter of an hour; and after a third reading and medita-
tion, we finished the exercise with a prayer, called an act of
contrition, in which we asked forgiveneas for the ains com-
mitted during the Orison.

During this hour and a half I became very weary, hav-
ing before been kneeling for some time, and having then to
sit in another position more uncomfortable, with my feet
under me, and my hands clasped, and my body went hum-
bly forward, with my hoad bowed down.

When the orison was over, ,we all rose to the upright
kneeling posture, and repeated several prayers, and the 11.
tanies of the providences, ' providence de Dieu,' &c., thon
followed a number of Latin prayers,
which we repeated on the way to mass,
for in the nunnery we had mass daily.

When mass was over we procoeded in
our usual order to the eating-room to
breakfast, practising the same forme
which I have described at dinner. Hav-
ing made our meal in silencé, we repeat-
ed the litanies of the 'holy name of
Jesus,' as we proceeded to the commu-
nityroom; and such as had not fininhed
them on their arrival, threw themselves
upon their knees, and remained there
until they had gone through With them, x&nA Mox.
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arA tbm O&te <me oi us kismtne the 1oor, we al arnse to
Our tfe, a.pa.

At Une o'clock comnced the lecture, which was
read by e non appointed to perform that duty that day;
aU the rest of us m the room being engaged in work.

The nuns were at this time distributed in different com-
munity rooms, at different kinds cf work, and each was
listening to a lecture. This exercise continued until ten
o'clock, when the recreation-bell rang. We etill continued
Our work, but the nuns began to converse with each other,
on subjects permitted by the rules, in the hearing of the
old nuns, one of whom was seaeted in each af the groups.

At half-past ten the silence-bell rang, and this conversa-
tion instantly ceased, and the recitation of sme Latin
prayera commenced, which continued half an hour.

At eleven o'clock the dinner-bell rang, and we went
through the forma and ceremonies of the preceding day.
We proceeded two by two. The old nun who had the

command of us, clapped her hands as the frst couple reach.
ed the door, when ve etopped. The fret two dipped their
fngers into the font, touched the holy water to the breaet,
forehead, and each aide, thua forming a croas, said, ' In
the name of the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, Amen,' and
then walked on to the dining-room repeating the litanies.
The rest followed their example. On reaching the door
the couples divided, and the two rows of nuns marched up,
stopped, and faced the table against their plates. There
we stood, repeating the close of the litany aloud. The old
nun pronounced

' BmEDIcTE,

and we sat down. One of our number began to read a lec-
ture, which continued during the whole meal ; she stays to
eat after the rest have retired. When we had dined, each
of us folded up our napkin, and again folded her h9nds.

The old nun then repeated a short prayer in Fr and
sevping asde fromri the had of the table, let us pam ot es
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we came in. Each of uns bowed in passing the little chapel
near the door, which in a glass-case, containing a waxen

figre of the infant Jesus. When we reached the commu-
nity-room we took our places in rows, and kneeled upon
the floor, while a nun read aloud, 'Douleurs de notre
Sainte Marie,' (the sorrows of our holy Mary). At the end
of each verse we responded « Ave Maria.' We then repeat-
ed again the litany of the providences and the

Then we kised the iloor, and, rising, took our work, witk
leave to converse on permitted subjects-this is what is
called recreation-till one o'clock. We then began to re-
peat litanies, one at a time in succession, still engaged in
sewing, for an hour.

At two o'clock comnmenced the afternoon lectures, which

lasted till near three. At that hour one of the nuns stood
up in the middle of the room, and asked each of us a queu-

tion out of the catechism ; and such as were unable to an-
swer correctly were obliged to kneel, until that exercise
was concluded, upon as many dry peas as there were verses
in the chapter out of which they were questioned. This
seems like a penance of no great importance; but I have
sometimes kneeled on peas until I suffered great inconveni-
ence, and even pain. It soon makes one feel as if needles
were running through the akin; whoever thinka it a trife
had better try it.

At four o'clock recreation commenced, when we were al.
lowed, as usual, to speak to each other while at work.

At half-past four we began to repeat prayers in Latin,
while we worked, and concluded about five o'clock, when
w conmenced repeating the prayers for the examination

o the 'prayer after confession,' the ' prayer
before sacrament,' and the 'prayer after sacrament.' Thus
we continued our work until dark, when we laid it aside,
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and began to go over the same prayers winch we had re-

peated in the morning, with the exception of the oriscn

mental; instead of that long exercise, we examined our

consciences, to determine whether we had performod the

resolution we had made in the morning, and such as had

kept it repeated an ' acte de joie,' or expression of grati-

tude ; while such as had not, said an ' acte de contrition.'

When the prayers were concluded, any nun who had

been disobedient in the day, knelt and asked pardon of the

Superior and her companions 'for the scandal she had caus.

ed them,' and then requested the Superior to give her a

penance to perform. When all the penances had been im-

posed, we all proceeded to the eating-room to supper, re-

peating litanies on the way.

At supper, the ceremonies were the same as at dinner,
except that there was no lecture read. We ate in silence,
and went out bowing to the chapelle, and repeating lita-

nies. Returning to the community-room, which we had

left, we had more prayers to repeat, whih are called La

«ruronne (crown), which consista of the following parta:

1st. Four Paters.
2nd. Four Ave Marias.
3rd. Four Gloria Patria.
4th. Benissez, Santeys.

At the close of these we kissed the foor ; after which we
had recreation till half-past eight o'clock, being allowed to

converse on permitted subjecta, but closely watched, and
not allowed to sit in the corners.

At half-past eight a bell was rung, and a chapter was
read to us, in a book of meditations, to employ our minds

upon during our waking hours at night.
Standing near the door, we dipped our fingers in tbe

holy water, crossed and blessed ourselves, and proceeded up
to the aleeping-room in the usual order, two by tw<.
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Whien we had got into bed, we repeated a prayer begin-
wrnngvwth,-

'Mon Dieu, je vous donne mon ceur,'-
I y God, I give you my heart;'

and then an old nun, bringing some holy water, sprinkled
it on our beds to drive away the devil, while we took some
and crosaed ourselves again.

At nine o'clock the bell rang, and all who were awake
repeated a prayer, called the offrande ; those who were
asleep were oonsidered as excused.

After my amiin among the nuns, I had more oppor-
tunity than before to observe the oonduct of mad Jane Ray.
She behaved quite differently from the reat, and with a de-
gree of levity irreconcilable with the rules. She was, au I
have described her, a large woman, with nothing beautiful
or attractive in her face, form, or mannes ; careless in her
dresa, and of a restlesa disposition, which prevented her
from applying herself to anything for any length of time,
and kept her roving about, and almost perpetually talldng
to somebody or other. It would be very difficult to give an
accurate description of this singular woman ; dressed in the
plain garments of the nuns, bound by the me vows, and
accustoxmed to the same life, resembling them in nothing
else, and frequently interrupting all their erploymenta.
She was apparently albr.at always studying, or pursuing
some odd fancy ; now rising from sewing to walk up and
down, or straying in from another apartment, looking
about, addreming some of us, and passing out again, or
saying sometiing to make us laugh. But what showed ehe
wu no novelty, was the little attention paid to her, and the
levity with which she wu treated by the whole nuns;
even the Superior every day passed over irregularities in
this singular peron, which she would have puniahed with

penances, or at leut have met with reprimands, in any
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other. From what I saw of her I soon perceived that she
betrayed two distinct traits of character; a kind disposition
towards such as she chose to prefer, and a pleasure in tes-
ing those she dialiked, or such a had offended hr.
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Chapter VIII.

DWCRIPTION 07 APARTMENT IN THE BLACK NUNNEaT, IM

ORDiR: 1T rLooR-2ND PLOOR---GARRUT--THE POUNDER

-- SUPERIOR y MANAGEMENT wITH TRI FRIENDB OP NOVICES

-RELIGIOUS LI-CRIMTINALITY OP OONCEALING SINS AT

coNYME5ION.

I w1uL now give from mnemory a general description of the
interior of the Convent of Black Nuns, except the few
apartments which I never saw. I may be inaccurate in

nome things, as the apartments and passages of that spaci-
ous building are numerous and varions; but I am willing
to risk my credit for truth and sincerity on the general

correspondence between my description and things as they
are. And this would, perhaps, be as good a cas as any by
which to test the truth of my statements, were it possible
to obtain access to the interior. It in well-known, that
none but veiled nuns, the bishop and priests, are ever ad-
mitted; and, of course, that I cannot have seen what I pro-
fes to describe, if I have not been a black nun. The
priests who read this book will acknowledge to themselves
the truth of my description ; but w c course, deny it to
the world, and probably exe t emselves to destroy my
credit. I offer to every re9der the following description,
knowing that time may possibly throw open those sacred
recesses, and alow the entrance of those who can satisfy
themselves, with their own eyes, of its truth. Some of my
declarations may be thought deficient in evidence, and this
they must of necessity be lu the present state of things.
But here is a kind of evidenoe, on which I rely, as I se
bor unqustonable sud tisfstory it must provi, whea i
svw it hal be obtisw4.
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If the interior of the BUck Nunnery, whenever it shan

be examined, is materially different from the following
description, then I shall claim no confidence, of my readeru.
If it resemble it, they will, I presume, place confidence in
some of these declarations, on which I may nover be corro.
borated by true and living witnesses.

I am sensible that great changes may be made in the
furniture of apartments ; that new walls may be construct-
ed, or old ones removed-; and I have been incredibly in-
formed, that masons have been employed in the Nunnery
since I left it. I well know, however, that entire changes
cannot be made, and that enongh must remain as it was to
substantiate my description, whenever the truth shall be
known.

The First toreyV.

Beginning at the extremity of the western wing of the
Convent towards Notre Dame Street, on the first storey,
there is-

lot. The Nuns' private chapel adjoining which is a pas-

sage toa amall projection of the building extending from

the upper storey to the ground, with very amal1 windows.
Into the passages we were sometimes required to bring
wood from the yard, and pile it up for use.

2nd. A large community-room, with plain benches ft-

ed against the wall to ait, and lower ones in front to place
our feet upon. There is a fountain in the passage near the
clmney at the further end, for washing the hands and
face, with a green curtain aliding on a rod before i. This
passage leads to the old nun's sleeping-room on the right,
and the Superior's aleeping-room just beyond it, as well as
to a stair-case which conducts to the nuns' sleeping-room,
or dormitoire above. At the end of the passge i a dom
opsning into-

3rd. The dining-room; ths is larger than the cOm.
munity-room, and has three long tables for eating, and a

olmapell, or collection of little pictures, a cruciix, ad a

il
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mna1l image of the infant Saviou2 in a glass case. Thus
apartment has four doors, by the nrst of which we are
supposed to have entered, while one opens to a pantry, and
the third and fourth to the two next apartments.

4th. A large community-room, with tables for sewing,
and a stair-case on the opposite left-hand corner.

6th. A community-room for prayer used by both nuns
and novices. In the further right-hand corner is a amall
room, partitioned off, called the room for anination of
conscience, which I had visited while a novice by permis-
sion of the Superior, and where nuns and novices occasion-
ally resorted to reflect on their character, usually in pre-
paration for the sacrament, or when they had transgressed
some or their rules. This little room was hardly large
enough to contain hall a dozen persons at a time.

6th. Next, beyond, is a large community-room for Sun-
days. A door leads to the yard, and thencé to a gate in
the wall on the cross street.

7th. Adjoining this is a sitting-room, fronting on the cross
street, with two windows, and a store room on the side è.
posite them. There is but little furniture, and that very

8th. From this room a door leads into what I may call
the wax-room, as it contains many fgures in wax, not in-
tended for sale. There we sometimes used to pray, or me-

ditate on the Saviour's passion. This room projects from
the maii building; leaving it, you enter a long passage,
with cupboards on the right, in which are stored crockery-
ware, knives and forks, and other articles of table furniture,
to replace those worn out or broken-all of the plaineat de.
scriptn ; also, ahovels, tongs, &c. This passage leads
to-

9th. A corner room, with a few benches, &., and a door
leading to a gate in the street. Here some of the medicines
were kept, and persons were often admitted on busines, or
Io obtain medicines with ticketa from the priests ; and wait.
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ed till the Superior or an old nun could be sent for. Be.
yond this room we never were allowed to go; and I Cannn
speak from personal knowledge of what came next.

The Second Storey.

Beginning, as before, at the western extremity of the
north wing, but on the second storey, the furthut apart-
ment in that direction which I ever entered was,-

1st. The nun's sleeping-room, or dormitoire, which I
have already described. Here is an access to the projection
mentioned in speaking of the firet storey. The stairs by
which we came up to bed are at the further end of the room;
and near them a crucifix and font of holy water. A door at
the end of the room opens into a passage, with two smaIl
rooms, and closets between them, containing bed-cloth.
Next you enter,-

2nd. A amall comrnunity-room, beyond which is a pss.
age with a narrow staircase, uldom used, which leaa into
the fourth community-room, in the fourth storey. Follow.
ing the passage just mentioned, you enter by a door,-

3rd. A little sitting-room, furnished in the following
manner :-with chairs, a sofa on the north side, covered with
a red-figured cover and fringe; a table in the middle, com-
monly bearing one or two books, an inkstand, pen, &c. At
one corner is a little projection into the room, caused by a
staircase leading from above to the floor below, without any
communication with the second storey. Thi room bas a
door opening upon a staircase leading down to the yard, on
the opposite aide of which is a gate opening into the cross
street. By this way the physician is admitted, except when
he comeS later than usual. When he comes in, he usually
sits a little while, until a nun goes into the adjoiniug nuna'
sick-room, tu s,e if all i ready, and returns to admit him.
After prescribing for the patiente, he goes no further, but
returne by the way he entera ; and these are the only roomSA
into which he i ever admitted.
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4th. The nun's sick-room adjoins the little sitting-room
on the east, and has, I think, four windows towards the
north, with beds ranged in two rows from end to end, and
a few more between them, near the opposite extremity.
Tie door to the sitting-room swings to the left, and behind
it is a table, while a glass case on the right contains a wax
figure of the infant Saviour, with several sheep. Near the
north-eastern ·corner of this room are two doors, one of
which opens into a long and narrow passage, leading to the
head of the great staircase that conducts to the cross street.
By this passage the physician sometimes flnds hi way to
the sick room, when he comes later than usual. H. rings
the bell at the gate, which I was told had a concealed pull,
known only to him and the priests, proceeds up stairs and
through the passage, rapping tiree times at the door of th.
sick-roorm, which is opened by a min in attendance, after
the has given Qne rap in reply. When he has visited lis

patients and prescribed for them, he returns by the ma

way.
bth. Next beyond the ick-room, is a large unoccupied

apartment, half divided by two partial partitions, which
leave an open space in the middle. Here some of the old
nuns commonly meet in the day time.

6th. A door fron thi apartment opens into another, not
appropriated to any particular use, but containing a table,
where medicines are sometimes prepared by an old nun, who
is usually found there. Passing through this roon, you
enter a passage, with doors on its four sides ; that on the
left, which is kept fastened on the inside, leads to the stair-
case and gate; and that in front to the private sick-rooms,
oon to be described.

7th. That on the right leads to another, appropriated to
nuns suffering with the most loathsome disease. There was
uually a number of straw mattresses in that room, as I
well know, having helped to carry them in, after the yard-
man had filled them. A door beyond enters into a store-
room, which extends also beyond thus apartmeni. On the
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right, another door opons into another passage, crossing
which, you enter by a door.

8th. A room with bed and screen in one corner, on
which nuns were laid to be examined, before their introduo.
tion into the sick-room last mentioned. Another door op-
posite the former, opens into a passage, in which is a stair-
case leading down.

9th. Beyond this is a spare room, sometin used to
store apples, boxes of different things, &o.

10th. Returning now to the passage which opens on one
aide upon the stairs to the gate, we enter the only remain-
ing door, which leads into an apartment usually occupied
by some of the old nuns, and frequently by the Superior.

11th and 12th. Beyond this are two more sick-rooms, in
one of which those nuns stay who are waiting their accouch-
ment, and in the other those who have passed it.

13th. The next is a small sitting-room, where a priest
wraits to baptize the infants previous to their murder. A
passage leads from this room on the left, by the doors of two
suceeding apartments, neither of which have I ever en-
ered.

14th. The first of them is the ' holy retreat,' or room
occupied by the priests, while suffering the penalty of their
licentiouaness.

15th. The other in a sitting-room, to which they have
acces. Beyond these, the passage leads to two rooms, con-

@ taining closets for the storage of various articles ; and two
others, where persons are received who come on business.

The public hospitals succeed, and extend a considerable
distance-I believe, to the extremity of the building. By
a public entrance in that part, priests often came into the
Nunnery ; and I have often seen some of them thereabouts,
who must have entered that way. Indeed, priests often get
into the 'holy retreat,' without exposing themselves in the
view of persons in the ether parts of the Convent, and have
been first known to be there, by the yard-nuns being sent
to the 'Seminary for their clothes.
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The Congregational Nunnery was founded by a un, i
called Sister Bourgeoise. She taught a school in Mon-
tre*1, and left property for the
foundation of a Convent. Her
body in buried, and her heart is
kept under the Nunnery in an
iron chest, which has been shown
to me, with the assurance that it
continues in perfect preservation,
although ahe has been dead more
than one hundred and fifty years.
In the chapel in the following in-
ecription: 'Soeur Bourgeoise, •
londatrice du Convent.' (Sister
Bourgeoise, Founder of the Con-
vent.) SISrEn BOURGIEOIS,

Nothing was more common FOUNDER OF TR

than for the Superior to step bas- CONGREGATIONAL

tily into our community-room, NUNNraY.
while numbers of us were assem-
bled there, and hastily communicate her wishes in words
liko these:-

' Here are the parents of such a novice ; come with me,
and bear me out in ths story.' She would then mention
the outlines of a tissue of falsehoods she had just invented,
that we might be prepared to fabricate circumstances, and
throw in whatever else might favour the deception. This
was justified and indeed most highly commanded, by the
sotem of faith by which we are instructed.

It was a common remark always at the initiation of a new
nun into the Black nun department, that ls, to receive the
black veil, that the introduction of another novice into the
ecnvent as a veiled nun, always caused the introduction of
a veiled nun into heaven as a saint, which was on account
of the singular disappearance of some of the older nuns al-
ways at the entrance of new ones.

To witness the scenes which often occurred between us
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Md strangers would have struck a person most powerfuly,
if he had known how truth was set at nought. The Supe-
rior, with a serious and dignified air, and a pleasant voice
and aspect, would commence a recital of things most fa-
vourable to the character of the absent novice, represent-
ing her equally fond of her situation, and beloved by the
other inmates. The tale told by the Superior, whatever it
was, however unheard before might have been any of her
statements, was then attested by us, who in every way we
could think of, endeavourtd to confirm her declarations be-

yond t'e reach of doubt.
Sometimes the Superior would entrust the management

of such a case to some of the nuns, whether to habituate us
to the practice in which she was so highly accomplished, or
to relieve herself of what would have been a serious burden

to most other persons, or to ascertain whether she could de-
pend upon us, or al together, I cannot tell. Often, how-
ever, have I seen her throw open a door, and say, in a hur.
ried manner, ' Who can tell the best story P'

One point, on which we have received frequent and par.
ticular instructions was, the nature of falsehoods. On this
subject I have heard many a speech, I had almost said

' many a sermon; and I was led to believe that it was one of
great importance, one on which it was a duty to be welin-
formed, as wel as to act. 'What!' exclaimed a priest one
day-' what, a nun of your age, and iot know the diler-
ence between a wicked and a religious lie l'

He then went on, as had been done many time previously
in my hearing, to show the esential difference between the
two different kinds of falsehoods. A lie -told merely for
the injury of another, for our own interest alone, or for no
object at all, he painted as a sin worthy of penance.-But a
lie told for the good of the church or convent, was meri.
torios, and of course the telling of it a duty. And of this
class of lies there were many varieties and shades. Thia
doctrine has been inculcated on me and my oompanionsi in
the nunnery, more times than I can enumerate; and to oay
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that it was generally received, would be to tell part of the
truth. We often saw the practice of it, and were fre-
quently made to take part in it. Whenever anything
which the Superior thought important, could be most con-
veniently accompliahed by falsehood, she resorted to it with-
out scruple.

There was a class of cases in which she more frequently
relied on deception than any other.

The friends of novices frequently applied at the Convent
to see them, or at least to inquire after their welfare. It
was common for them to be politely refused an interview,
on some account or other, generally a mere pretext; and
and then the Superior generally sought to make as favour-
able an impression as poaible on the visitors. Sometuns
she would make up a story on the spot, and tell the strang.
ers ; requiring some of us to con firm it in the mont convino.
ing way we could.

At other times she would prefer to make over to us the
tak of deceiving, and we were commended in proportion
to our ingenuity and success.

lit Some nun usually showed her subminsion by inimnediate-
ly utepping forward. She would then add, perhaps, that
the parents of such a novice, whom ahe named, were in
waiting, and it was necesary that they should be told such
and such things. To perform so difficult a tank well, was
considered a difficult duty, and it was one of the most cer-
tai> ways to gain the favour of the Superior. Whoever
volunteered to make a story on the spot, was sent immedi-
ately to tell it, and the other nuns present were hurried off
with her under strict injunctions to uphold her in every-
thing the might state. The Superior, as there was every
reason to beleve, on all mch occasions, when she did not
herself appear, hastened to the apartment adjoining that
in whichli'the nuns were going, there to listen through the
thin partition, to hear whether aIl performed their parts
arght. It was not uncommon for her to go rather fur-
ther, when she wanted to give uch explanations as che
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oould have desired. She would then enter abruptly, and
ask, ' Who can tel a good story this morning ' and hurry
us off without a moment's delay, to do our best at a ven.
ture, without waiting for instructions. It would be curi-
ous, could a stranger from the 'vicked world' outside the
Convent, witneu such a scene. One of the nuns, who felt
in a favourable humour to undertake the proposed task,
would step promptly forward, and signify her readines in
the usual way, by a knowing wink of one eye, and a slight
tos of the head.

' Well, go and do the best you can,' the Superior would
say: ' and all the rest of you mind and swear to it.' The
latter part of the order, at least, was always performed;
for in every case, all the nuns prement appeared as unani.
mous witnesses of everything that was uttered by th*
spokeswoman of the day.

We were oonstantly hearing it repeated, that we must
never again look upon ourselves as our own ; but must re-
member that we were solely and irrevocably devoted to God.
Whatever was required of us, we were called upon to yield
under the most solemn considerations. I cannot speak on
every particular with equal freedom: but I wish my readers
clearly to understand the condition in which we were plao-
ed, and the means used to reduce uns to what we had to sub-
mit to. Not only were we required to perform the several
task imposed upon us at work, prayers, and penancos, un-
der the idea that we were performing solemn duties to our
Maker, but everything else which was required of us, we
were oonstantly told, was something indispensable in his
uight. The priesta, we admitted, were the servants of God,
especially appointed by his authority, to teach us our duty,
to absolve us from sin, and lead us to heaven. Without
their assistance, we had allowed we could never enjoy the
favour of God; unless they administered the sacrament te
as, we could not enjoy everlasting happiness. Having
consented to acknowledge all this, we had no objection to
urge against admitting any other demnand that might b.
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made for or by them. If we thought an act ever so crlai-
nal, the Superior would tell us that the priests acted under

the direct sanction of God, and could not sin. 0f course,
then, it could not be wrong to comply with any of their
requests, because they could not demand anything but
what was right. On the contrary, to refuse to do anything
they asked would necessarily be sinful. Such doctrines
admitted, and such practices performed, it will not seem
wonderful when I mention that we often felt something of
their preposterous character.

Sometimes we took pleasure in ridiculing some of the
favourite themes of our teachers; and I recollect one sub-
ject particularly, which at one period afforded us repeated
merriment. It may seem irreverent in me to give the a-
oount, but I do it to show how things of a solemn nature
were sometimes treated in the oonvent, by women bearing
the title of saints. A Canadian novice, who spoke very
broken Englihh, one day remarked' that she was perform-
ing sorne duty 'for the God.' Tha peculiar expression
had something ridiculous to the ears of some of us; and it
was soon repeated again and again, in application to various
oremonies which we had to perform. Mad Jane Ray seiz-

ed upon it with avidity, and with her aid it soon took the
place of a by-word in conversation, so that we were con-
stantly reminding each other that we were doing this thing
and that thing, how trifling and unmeaning soever, ' for
the God.' Nor did we stop here ; when the Superior call-
ed upon us to bear witness to one of her religious lies, or
to fabricate the most spurious one the time would admit;
to save her the trouble, we were sure to be reminded, on
our way to the stranger's room, that we were doing it ' for
the God.' And so it was when other things were mention.
ed--everything which belonged to our condition was spok.
en of in somewhat similar terms.

I have hardly detained the reader long eneugh on this
subject to give him a just impression of the stress laid on
confession. It la one of the great pointe to which our at-
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tention was oonatntly directed. We were directed to keep
a strict and constant watch over our thoughts ; to have
oentinually before our minds the rules of the convent, to
compare the one with the other, remember every devotion,
and tell all, even the mallent, at confesion, either to the
Superior or to the prient. My mind was thus kept in a
continual state of activity, which proved very wearisome;
and it required the constant exertion of our teachers to keep
us up to the practice they inculcated.

Another tale recurs to me, of those which were frequently
told us, to make us feel the importance of unreserved con-
fession.

A nun of our convent, who had hidden ome sin from her
confessor, died suddenly, and without any one to confems
her. Her sisters assembled to pray for the peace of her
soul, when mhe appeared, and informed them that it would
be of no use, but rather troublesome to h, as her pardon
was imposible. The doctrine is, that prayers made for
ouls guilty of unconfessed sin, do but sink them deeper in

hell ; and this is the reason I have heard given for not
praying for Protestants.

The authority of the priests in everything, and the enor-
mity of every act which opposes it, were also impreseed up-.
on our minds, in various ways, by our teachers. A ' Fa-
ther' told us the following story one day at catechism.

A man once died who had failed to pay some money
which the priest had asked of him; he was condemned to
be burnt in purgatory until h. should pay it, but had per-
mison to come back to this world, and take a human
body to work in. He made his appearance, therefore, again
on earth, and hired himself to a rich rnan as a labourer.
He worked all day, with the fire working in him, unseen
by other people: but while he was in bed that night, a girl
In an adjoining room, perceiving the srmell of brimstone,
looked through a crack in the wal, and saw him covered
with fames. She informed his master, who questioned him

AWITL DILOMUREs oir Ma m a NOXa.
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the next morning, and found that bis hired man was se-
cretly sufering the pains af purgatory, for neglecting to
pay a certain um of money to the priest. He, therefore,
furnished him with the amount due; it was paid, and the
servant went off immediately to heaven. The priest can-
not forgive any debt due unto him, because it is the Lord's
estate.

While at confession, I was urged to hide nothing from
the priests, and have been told by them, that they already
knew what was in my heart, but would not tell, because it
was necessary for me to confess it. I really believed that
the priests were aoquainted with my thoughts ; and often
stood in awe of them. They often told me, they had power
to strike me dead at any moment.
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Ohapter IX.

wmrm WITH SIILAR NAMIS-sQUAW NUNS-PIRUT VIslT TO

TE CETXT.AR-DOCBIPTION OP IT-sROCKING DIBOOV3RY

THiRI--UPIRIOR's I NTRUCTIONS--PRIVAT sIGNaL or

TR PRI35T--BOOKS Us3D IN TRI NUNNER--OPINIONs

IPRISaIn op THR RIRLI--PrCIXRNs Op WHAT I KNoW

OF TIE BCRIPTUruS.

I pouil that I had several namakeskv among the nunn, for

there were two others who had already borne away my new

name, Saint Eustace. This was not a solitary case, for

there were five Saint Marys, and three Saint Monroe, be-

aides two novices of that name. Of my namesakes, I have

little to say, for they resembled most nuns; being so much
cut off from intercourse with me and other sisters, that I
neyer Mw anything in them, nor learnt anything about
them, worth mentioning.

Several of my new companions were squaws, who had

taken the veil at different times. They were from some uf

the Indian settlements in the country, but were not distin-
guishable by any striking habits of character from other

nuns, and were generally not very different in their appear.
ance when in their usual dresa, and engaged in their cus.
tomary occupations. It was evident they were treated
with much kindness and lenity by the Superior and the old
nuns ; and this I discovered was done in order to render

them.as well contented and happy in their situations as pot-
Bible: and should have attributed the motives for this par-
tiality to their wishing, that they might not influenoe
oterSs to keep away, had I not known they were, like our-
selves, unable to exert such an influence. And therafoe,
I could bot satsf y my oWn mind why this diefforance wa
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made. Many of the Indians were remarkabiy devoted to
the priests, believing everything they were taught; and as
it is represented to be not only a high honour, but a real
advantage to a family, to have one of its members become
a nun, Indian parents will often pay large sums of money
for the admission of their daughters into a convent. The
!ather of one of the squaws, I was told, paid to the Super.

M3 SqUAW NUN, TE THI NVNIERY G]OUND8 WITH E5.B

ira3at, in mIS wArÂvM orTsi.
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iSr nearly her weight in silver on her reception, although

he was obliged to sell nearly all bis property to raise the

money. This he did voluntarily, because he thought him-

self overpaid by havng the advantage of her prayeri,
self-sacrifces, &o., for himaelf and the remainder of his

family.

The squaws sometimes serve to amuse us; for when we

were partially dispirited or gloomy, the Superior would oc-

caionally send them to dress themselves in their Indian

garments, which usually excited us to merriment.

Among the squaw nuns whom I particularly remember,
was one of the Saint Hypolites, not the one who flgured in

a dreadful scene, described in another part of this narrative,
but a woman of a far more mild and humane character.

Three or four days after my reception, the Superior sent

me into the cellar for coals; and after she had given me
directions, I proceeded down a staircase with a lamp in my
band. I soon found myself on the bare earth in a spacious

place, so dark that I could not at once distinguish its form
or size, but I observed that it had very solid stone walls,
and was arched overhead, at no great elevation. Following

my directions, I proceeded onwards from the foot of the

stairs, where appeared to be one end of the cellar. After
walking about fifteen paces, I passed three amall doors, on

the right, fastened with large iron boita on the outside,
pushed into posta of stone work, and each having a amall

opening above, covered with a fine grating, secured by a
smaller bolt. On my left were thrae amaller doors, resem-
bling these, and placed opposite them.

Beyond these, the space became broader: the doors evi-
dentiy clcsed amall compartmenta, projecting from the out.

or wall of the cellar. I aoon stepped upon a wooden foor,
on which were heapa of wood, coarse linen, and other arti-
cles, apparently deposited there for occas'onal use. I soon
crossed the foor, and found the bare earth-again undar my

A little further on, I found the cellar again %cnacted in
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me by a row of closets, or emaller compartmenta, project-
ig on each aide. These were closed by doors of a differenb

description from the firat, having a simple fastening, and
Do opening through them.

Just beyond, on the left side, I passed a staircase leading
up, and then three doors, much resembling those first de.
acribed, standing opposite three more, on the other aide of
the cellar. Having passed these, I found the cellar enlarg-
ed as before, and here the earth appeared as if mixed with
some whitish substance, which attracted my attention.

As I proceeded, I found the whitennes increase, until tae
surface looked almost like snow, and in a short time ob-
ierved¾efore me, a hole dug so deep into the earth that I
could perceive no bottom. I stopped to observe it-it was
circular, twelve or perhaps fifteen feet acrosa, in the middle
of the cellar, and unprotected by any kind of curb, so that
mne might easily have walked into it in the dark.

The white substance which I have observed, was spread
al over the surface around it ; and lay in quantities on
llsides, that it seemed as if a great deal of it muât have

been thrown into the hole. It immediately occurred to me
that the white substance was lime, and that was the place
where the infants were buried, after being murdered, as the
Superior had informed me. I knew that lime in often used
by Roman Catholics in burying places; and in that way I
acconted for its being scattered about the spot in such
quantities.

This was a shocking thought to me; but I can hardly te
how it affected me, as I had already been prepared to ex)
pect dreadful things in the Convent, and had undergone
trials which prevented me from feeling as I should formerly
have done in nimilar circumstances.

I passed the spot, therefore, with dreadful thoughts, it in
true, about the little corpses which might be in that secret
barying place, but with recollections also of the declarations
which I had heard, about the favour doem their.soula ai
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sending them direct to heaven, and the neceesary virtue ao-
companying all the actions of the priests.

Whether I noticed them or not at the time, there is a
window or two on each aide nearly against the hole, in at
which are sometimes thrown articles brought to them from
without, for the use of the Convent. Through the window
on my right, which opens into the yard, towards the cross
street, lime is received from carte; I then saw a large heap
of it near the place.

Passing the hole, I cam to a spot where was another pro-

jection on each side, with thSe cells like those I first describ-
ed. Beyond then, in another broad part of the cellar, were
heaps of vegetables, and other things, on the right ! and on
the left, I found the charcoal I was in search of. This was
placed in a heap against the wall, as I might then have ob-
served, near a wnall highWwindow, like the rest, at which it
i thrown in. Beyond this spot, at a distance, the cellar
terminated.

Tie top, quite to the point, i arched overhead, though
at different heights, for the earth on the bottom is uneven,
and in some places several feet higher than in others.

Not liking to be alone in so spacious and gloomy a part of
the Oonvent, especiaely after the discovery I had made, I
hastened to fil my basket with coal, and to return.

Here then I was in a place which I had considered as the
nearest imitation of heaven te be found on eartI, amongst a
society where deeds were constantly perpetrated, which I
had believed to be most criminal, and had now found the
place in which harmless infants were unfeeingly thrown
out of sight, after being murdered.

And yet, such i the power ofinstruction and example, a.
though not satisfied, as many around me seemed to be, that
this was all righteous and proper, I sometimes&was bal in-
clined to believe it, for the priests could do no sin, and this
was done by priests.

Among the first instructions Ireceived from the Superior,
were such as preparqd me to admit priests into the nunnery,
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from the street, at irregular houri. It is no secret that

priesti enter and go out; but if they were to be watched by
any person in St. Paul's Street all day long, no irregularity

might be suspected ; and they might be supposed to visit

the Convent for the performance of religious oerenomes

merely.

But if a person were near the gate about midnight, he

might sometimes form a different opinion; for when a stray
priest is shut out of the Seminary, or is otherwise put in

the need of seeking a lodging, ho in always sure cf being
admitted into the Black Nunnery. Nobody but a priest
can ever ring the bell at the sick-room door; much lest can

any but a priest gain admittance. The pull of the bell is

entirely concealed, somewhere on the outaide of the gate, I
have been told.

Ho makes himself known as a priest by a peculiar kind

of hiasing sound, made by the tongue against the teeth

while th ey are kept closed and the lips open. The nun

within, who delays to open the door until informed what

kind of an applicant in there, immediately recognizes the

signal, and replies with two inarticulate sounds, such as are

often used instead of yes, with the mouth closed.
The Superior seemed to consider this part of my instrue-

tions quite important, and taught me the signala. I had

often occasion to use them; I have been repeatedly called

to the door, in the night, while watching in the ick-room ;
and on reaching it, heard the short hissing sound I have
mentioned ; then, according to my standing orders, unfast-
ened the door, admitted a priest, who was at liberty to go
where he pleased. I wil name M. Bierze, from St. Denis.

The books used in the nunnery, at least such as I recol-

let of them, were the following. Most of these are lec-
ture books, or such as are ùsed by the daily readers, while
we were at work and meals. These were all furnished by
the Superior, out of her library, to which we never had ao.
oes She was informed when we had done with the book,
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nd then exchanged it for another. aw she pleaed to se-

ram strERIOR's LIrBR.Lu.

L Miroir du Chrétien (Christian Mirror), History 3f
Rome, History of the Church, Life of Seur Bourgeoiie,
(the founder of the Convent,) in two volumes, L'Ange Con-
ducteur, (the Guardian Angel,) L'Ange Chrétien, (the
Chrstian Angel,) Les Vies des Sainte, (Lives of the Saints,)

89
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in Sveral volumes, Dialognes, a volume consisting of con-
versations between a Protestant Doctor, called Dr. D., and
a Catholic gentleman, on the articles of faith, in which,
after much ingenious reasoning, the former was confuted ;
one large book, the name of which I have forgotten, occu-
pied us nine or ten montha at our lectures, night and morn-
ing, L'Instruction de la Jeunesse, (the Inatein-of
Yonth,) containing much about Convents, and the educa-
tion of persons in the world, with a great deal on confes-
sions, &c. Examen de la Conscience (xramination of Con.
science,) is a book frequently used.

I may here remark, that I never saw a Bible in the Con-
vent from the day I entered as a novice, until that on
which I effected my escape. The Catholio New Testa-
ment, commonly called the Evangile, was read to us about
three or four times a year. The Superior directed the
reader what passage to select ; but we never had it in our
hands to read when we pleased. I often heard the Protes-
tant Bible spoken of, in bitter terms, as a most dangerous
book, and one which never ought to be in the bands of
common people.

AwwuL DIBsoOsURa or MARA MONK.
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Chapter X.

XÂraCrt oP uniRn AND WIX CAXD5, CARRID ON

IN THE CONE T-sPRTION- CAPUTARI ES--VIRGIN
MARY's PiCtUaHION-HERL HOUsE-THE BISHOP's POwER

OVER PIRE-NY DsTRUCTIoNs TO NOVICEB-JANE YBT-

VACTLLATION OP PTXKLING.

LAAGE quantities of bread are made in the Black Nunnery

every week; for, besidea what is necessary to feed the nuns,
many of the poor are supplied. When a priest wishes to
give a loat of bread to a poor person, he givea him an or-
der, which in presented at the Convent. The making of

bread is, therefore, one of the most laborious employmenta
in the institution.

The manufacture of wax candles was another important
branch of busines in the nunnery. It wa carried on in a
small room, on the first floor, thence called the ciergerie, or
wax-room, cierge being the French word for wax. I was
sometimes sent to read the daily lecture and catechism to
the nuns employed there, but found it a very unpleaant
task, as the smell rising from the melted wax gave me a
uickness at the stomach. The employment was consideIed
as rather unhealthy, and those were assigned to it who had

the strongest constitutions. The nuns who were more em.
ployed in that room were Saint Maria, Saint Catherine,
Saint Charlotte, Saint Hyacinthe, Saint Hypolite, and
others. But with these, as with other persons in the Con-
vent, I was never allowed to speak, except under circum-
stances before mentioned. I was sent to read, and was not
allowed even to answer the most trivial question, if one
were asked me. Should a nun say, ' What o'clock is it F'
I never should have dared to reply, but was required to re.
port her to the Superior,

il
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Much tress was laid on the sainte scapulaire, or holy
scapulary. Tis in a mmall band of cloth or silk, formed
and wrought in a particular manner, to be tied around the
neck, by two strings, fastened to the ends. I have made
many of them ; having been sometimes set to make them in
the Convent. On one aide is worked a kind of double
cros, (thua, X X,) and on the other, I. H. 8., the mn,
ing of which I do not exactly know. Such a band incull-
ed a scapulary, and many miracles are attributed to its
power. Children on first receiving the communion are
often presented with scapularies, which they are taught to
regard with great reverence. We were told of the wonders
effected by their means, in the addresses that were made to
us, by priesta, at catechisma or lectures. I will repeat one
or two of the atories which occur to me.

A Rman Catholic servant woman, who had concealed
some of her oins at confession, acted so hypocritical a part
as to make her mistres believe her a devotu, or strict ob-
server of her duty. She even imposed upon her confessor
to such a degree that he gave her a scapulary. After he
had given it, however, one of the saints in heaven inform.
ed him in a vision, that the holy scapulary must not re-
main on the neck of so great a ainner, and that it must be
restored to the church. She lay down that night with the
scapulary round her throat ; but in the morning was found
dead, with her head cut off, and the scapulary was discover.
ed in the church. The belief was, that the devil could not
endure to have so holy a thing on one of his servants, and
had puled so bard to get it off, as to draw the silken
thread, with which it was tied, through her neck ; after
which, by some divine power, it was restored to the
chiurchi.

Another story was as follows. A poor Roman Catholic
was once taken prisoner by the heretics. He had a sainte
capulaire on bis neck, when God, seeing him in the midst

of his foes, took it from the neck by a miracle, and held it
up m the air 6bove the tbrong ! heretics; more than on
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hundred of whom were converted, by seeing it thus superna-
turally suspended.

I had been informed by the Superior, on my fint admis-
sion as a nun, that there was a subterraneous passage, lead-
ing from the cellar of our Convent, into that of the Oongre-
gational Nunnery: but, though I had so oft en visited the
celar, I had never seen it. One day, after I had been re-
esived three or four montha, I was sent to walk through it
on my knees, with another nun, as a penance. This, and
other penances, were sometimes put upon us by the priesta,
without any reason assigned. The common way, indeed,
was to tell us of the sin for which a penance was imposed,
but we were left many times to conjecture. Now and then
the priests would inform us at a subsequent confession,
when ho happened to recolect something about it, as I
thought, and not because he reflected or cared much upon
the subject.

The nun who was with me led through the cellar, passing
to the right of the secret burial-place, and showed me th.
door of the subterraneous passage, which was at the ex-
tremity towards the Congregational Nunnery. The rea.
sons why I had not noticed it before, I presume, were, that
it was made to shut cose and even with the wall: and al
that part of the ne11ar vas white-washed. The door, which
is of wood, and square, opens with a latch into a passage
about four feet and a haIlf high. We immediately got upon
our knees, commenced saying the prayers required, and be.
gan to move slowly along the dark and narrow passage.
It may be fifty or sixty feet in length. When we reached
the end, we opened a door, and found ourselves in the cellar
of the Oongregational Nunnery, at some distance from the
outer wal; for the covered way is carried on towards the
middle of the cellar by two low partitions oovered at the
top. By the aide of the door was placed a list of namas of
the Black Nuns, with a alide that might be drawn over any
cf them . W. covered our names in this mannor, as evi-

dms cf having performed the duty aigned us; and thea

7a
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returned downwards on our kaes, by the way we had come.
This penance I repeatedly performed afterwards; ad by
this way, as I have occasion elsewhere to mention, nuns
from the Congregational Nunnery sometimes entered our
Convent for worse purposes.

We were frequently assured that miracles are still per-
formed ; and pains were taken to impress us deeply on this
subject. The Superior often spoke to us of the Virgin
Mary's pincuahion, the rrmains of which are pretended to
b. preserved in the Convont, though it ha crumbled quite
to dust. We regarded this relic vith such veneration, that
we were afraid even to look at it, and we often heard the
following story related, when the ubject was introduced.

A priest m Jerusalem once had a vision, in which ho was
informed that the house in which the Virgin had lived,
should be removed from its foundations, and transported to
a distance. He did not think the communication was from
God, and therefore disregarded it ; but the house was soon
after missot, which convinced him that the vision was true,
and he told where the house might be found. A picture at
the houa. is preserved in the Nunnery, and vas sometimes
shown us. There was also wax figures of Joseph sawing
wood, and Jesus, as a child, piCkling up the chips. 
were taught to sing a little long relating to this, thé
chorus of which I remember:

' Sant Joseph Carpentier,
Petit Jesus ramassait ls copeaux
Pour faire bouillir la marmite 19

(8t. Joseph was a carponter, little JSus colected chips to
make the pot boil.)

I began to speak of miracles, and I recolloct a story cf
one, about a family in Italy saved from shipwreck by a
prist, who were in consequence converted, and had two
sens honoured with the priest's office.

b b.i heenI before I entered the Convent, about a great

lui



fire which had destroyed a number of houses in the Quebea
suburbs, and which some said the Bishop extinguished with
holy water. I once heard a Catholic and a Protestant dis-
puting on this subject, and when I went to the Congrega-
tional Nunery, I sometimes heard the children, alluding
to the mare story, say, at an alarm of fire, 'la it a Catholic
fire ? Then why does not the Bishop run P'

Among the topics on whcich the Bishop addressed the
nune in the Convent, this was one. He Uld us the story
one day, that he could have sooner interfered and stopped
the flames, but that at ast, finding they were about to
destroy too many Catholie houses, h. threw holy water on
the fire, and extinguished it. I believed this, and aleo
thought that he was able to put out any fire, but that ho
never did it except when inspired.

The holy water which the Biahop ias consecrated, was
conaidered much more effiacious than any blessed by a
commnn priest; and this it was which was used in the
Convent in sprinkling beds. It has a virtue in it, to
keep off any evil sp- .

Now that I was anun, I was occasionally sent to read
lectures to the novi, as other nunu had been while I was
a novice. There were but few of us who were thought

capable of reading Englieh well enough, and, therefore, I
was more frequently sent than I might otherwise have
Jen. The Superior often said to me, as I was going
among the novices:

' Try to convert them--save their soul--you know you
will have @, higher place in heaven for every one you con-
vert.'

For whatever reson, Mad Jane Ray seemed to take gret
delight in crossing and provoking the Superior and old
nuns ; and often she would cause an interruption when it
was most inconvenient and displeasngt them. The pre-
servation of silence was insisted upon most rigidly, and
penances of such a nature were imposed for breaking it,
thaa it wu a cmutant source of naines with me, la

AWTUL DICOISURS O r MAMA NONK. M
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know that I might infringe the rulme M so may ways,
and that inattention might at any moment subject me to
something very unplamant. During the periods of mnedi-
tation,'Aftherefore, and thos of lecture, work, and repose, I
kept a strict guard upon myselfto escape penanos, as weil

- as to avoid in; d the silence of the others convinced me
that theyw ûaly watchful, and from the same mo-
tives.

My feelin however, varied at diflerent times, and se
idid those of many, if not of all my companions, excepting

-i the older ones, who took their turns in watching us. We
sometimes feit disposed for gaiety, and threw off all idea
that talking was sinful, even when required by the rules of

_ the Convent. I even, when I felt that I might perhaps be
- , doing wrong, reflected that confession, and certainly peu-

ance, would soon wipe off the guilt.
I may remark here, that I ere long found out several

things important to be known to a person living under
such rules. One of these was, that it was much better to
confess to a priest a sin oommitted against the ruies, be-
cause he would not require one of the penance I most dis-
liked, viz., those which exposed me to the observation of
the nuns, or which demanded self-debasement before them,
like begging their pardon, kissing the floor, or the Supe-
rior's feet, &c., and, beuidea, ho as a confesor was bound
to secrecy, and could not inform the Superior against me.
My conscience being as efectually unburdened by my con-
fession to the priest, as I had been taught to believe, I
therefore preferred not to tell my sins to any one else : and
this course I found was preferred by others for the same
good reasons.

To Jane Bay, however, it sometimes appeared to be a
matter of perfect indifference, who knew her violations of
rule, to what penance she exposed herself.

Often and often, while perfect silence prevailed among
the nuna, at meditation, or while nothing was t be heurd
oxcept the voai, of the reader appointed for the day, n
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atter whose life or writings were preented for our con-
tmplation, Jane would break forth with some remark or
question, that would attract êsneral attention, and often
cause a long and total interruptI4n. Sometimes ahe would
make oome harmes remark or inqtdZ aloud, as if through
mare inadvmrtency, and thon her loud and well-knowa
voice, o strongly asociated with everything singular and
ridioulons, would arrest the attention of us all, and gener-
ally incline us to laugh. The Superior would then usually
utter some hasty remonstrance, and many a time I have
heard her pronounce nome penance upon her ; but Jane had

ome apology roady, or ome reply calculated to irritate
still further, or to prove to every one that no pnnishment
would be effectual on her. Sometime this ingular wo-
man would appear to be actuated by opposite feelings and
motives; for although she usually delighted in drawing
others into difflculty, and has thrown many a severe pen-
ance even upon her greatest favourites, on other occasions
the appeared totaly regardles of consequences herself,
and preferred to take all the blame, anxious only to shield
others.

I have repeatedly known her to break silence in the com.
munity, as il ahe had no object, or none beyond that of
oausing disturbance, or exciting a mnile, and as soon as it
was noticed, exclaim, ' Say it's me, say it's me!'

Sometimes she would even expose herself to punimrent
in place of another who was guilty ; and thus I found it
difficult fully to understand her. In ome cases she seer-
ed decidedly out of her wits, as the Superior and priests
commonly preferred to represeunt her ; but generally I saw
in her what prevented me from accounting her insane.

Among her common tricks were such as these; ahe gave
me the n4me of the ' Devout English Reader,' because I
wam often appointed to read the lecture to the English girls;
and sometimes, after taking a seat near me, under pre-
tenoe of dafunm, would whisper it in my hearing, because
ahe knew my want qielf-mmand when excited to laughe

ff
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ter. Thus she often exposed me to penances for a breach
of decorum, and set me to biting my lips, to avoid laugh-
ing outright in the midst of a solemn lecture. ' Oh! you
devout English reader ' would sometimes come upon me
suddenly from her lips, with something in it so ludicrous,
that I had to exert myself to the utmost to avoid observa-
tion.

This came so often at one time, that I grew uneasy, and
told her I mu confess it, to unburden my conscience. I
had not done so before, because she would complain of me,
for giving way to temptation.

Sometimes she would pass behind us as we stood at din-
ner ready to ait down, and softly moving back our chairs,

leave us to fal down upon the floor. This she has repeat-
edly done ; and while we were laughing together, she
would ispring forwerd, kneel to the Superior, and beg ham
pardon and a penance.
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Ohapter XI.

ATAEMING ORDER YROM THE SUPERIOR-PROCEED TO EX-

OUTE IT-sCENE IN AN UPPER BOOM-SENTENCK OF

DEATR, AND MVRDER-MY OWN DISTREe8-RPOrT8

MADE TO FRIENDS OP ST. FRANCES.

BUT I must now come to one deed in which I had some

part, and which I look back upon with greater horror and
pain than any occurrences in the Convent, in which I was
not the principal sufferer. It is not necessary for me to
attempt to excuse myself in this or any other case. Those

'vho have any disposition to judge fairly, will exercise
their own judgment in making allowances for me, under
the fear and force, the command and examples, before me.
I, therefore, shall confine myself, as usual, to the simple
narration of facta. The time was about five months after

I took the veil, the weather was cool, perhaps in September
or October. One day the Superior sent for me and severai
other nuns, to receive her commands at a particular room.
We found the Bishop and some priests with her; and
speaking in an unusual tone of fierceness and authority,
she said, 'Go to the room for the Examinatiort of Con-
science, and drag St. Frances up stairs.' Nothing more
was necessary than this unusual comand, with the tone
and manner which accompanied it, to excite in me the most
gloomy anticipations. It did not strike me as strange that
St. Frances should be in the room to which the Superior
directed us. It was an apartment to which we were often
sent to prepare for the communion, and to which we volun.
tarily went, whenever we felt the compunctions which our
ignorance of duty, and the misinstructions we received, in-
clined us to seek relief from self-reproach. Indeed I had
sen her there a little before. What terrified me was, firs,

n$
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the Superior's angry manner; second, the expression she
used, being a French term, whose peculiar use I had learnt
in the Convent, and whose meaning is rather softened when
translated into drag; third, the place to which we were
directed to take the interesting young nun, and the persons
asembled there, as I supposed, to condemn her. My fears
were mch, concerning the fate that awaited her, an4 my
horror at the ide& that she was in some way to b&sacrific-
cd, that I would have given anything to be allowed to stay
where I was. But I fteared the consequences of disobeying
the Superior, and proceeded with the rest towards the room
for the examination of conscience.

The room to which we were to proceed from that, was in
the second story, and the place of many a scene of a ahamne-
ful nature. It is sufficient to say, after what I have said
in other parts of this book, that things had there occurred
which made me regard the place with the greatest disgust.
Saint Frances had appeared melancholy for nome time. I
well knew that she had cause, for she had been repeatedly
subject to trials which I need not name-cour common lot.
When we rached the room where we had been bidden to
seek her, I entered the door, my companions standing be-
hind me, as the place wa so smallas hardly to hold five
persons at a time. The young nun was standing alone,
near the middle of the room; she was probably about
twenty, with light hair, blue eyes, and a very fair com-
plexion. I spoke to her in a compassionate voice, but at
the mre time with such a decided manner, that she com-
prehended my meaning.

' Saint Frances, we are sent for you.'
Several others spoke kindly to her, but two addressed her

very harshly. The poor creature turned round with a look
of meekness, and without expressing any unwillingness or
fear, without even speaking a word, resigned herself to our
hands. The tears came into my eyes. I had not a moment's
doubt that the considered her fate as sealed, and was already
lyond the fear of death. She was conducted or rather
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nuirried to the staircase, which was near by, and then teiuod
oy her limbe and clothes, and in fact almost dragged up
stairs, in the sense the Superior had intended. I laid my
own hands upon her-I took hold of her, too, more gently
indeed than some of the rest ; yet I encouraged and assisted
them in carrying her. I could not avoid it. My refusal
would not have saved her, nor prevented her from being
carried up ; it would only have exposed me to some sevem
punishment, as I believe some of my companions would have
seized the frst opportunity to complain of me.

Al the way up the staircase, Saint Frances spoke not a
word, nor made the slightest resistance. When we entered,
with her, the room to which she was ordered, my heart *ank
within me. The Bishop, the Lady Superior, and ave
priests, viz.: Bonin, Richards, Savage, and two others, I
now ascertained, were assembled for trial, on some charge
of great importance.

When we had brought our prisoner before them, Father
Richards began to question her, and ehe made ready, but
calm replies. I cannot pretend to give a connected account
of what ensued ; my feelings were wrought up to cuch a
pitch, that I knew not what I did, or what to do. I was
under a terrible apprehension that, if I betrayed the feelings
which overcame me, I should fall under the displeasure of
the cold-blooded pyrsecutors of my poor innocent sister ; and
this fear on the one hand, with the distress I felt for her
on the other, rendered me almost frantic. As soon as I en-
tered the room, I had stepped into a corner, on the left of
the entrance, where I might partially support myself by
leaning against the wall between the door and the window.
This support was all that prevented me falling to the floor,
for the confusion of my thoughts was so great, that only a
few words I heard spoken on either side made any lasting
impression upon me. I felt as if struck with some insup-
portable blow ; and death would not have been more fright.
ful to me. I am inclined to the belief that Father Richards
wished to shield the poor prisoner from the severity of ier
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fate, by drawing from her expressions that might bear m
favourable construction. He asked her, among other thinga,
if she was now sorry for what she had been overheard to
say, (for she had been betrayed by one of the nuns,) and if
she would not prefer confinement in the cella to the punish-
mpnt which was threatened. But the Bishop soon inter-
rupted him, and it was easy to perceive, that he considered
her fate as sealed, and was determined she should not escape.
In reply to some of the questions put to her, she was silent;
to others I heard lier voice reply that she did not repent of
words she had uttered, though they had been reported by
some of the nuns who had heard them ; that she had firmly
resolved to resist every attempt to con<el her to the com-
mission of crimes which she detested. She added that she
would rather die than cause 'ie murder of harmIess babes.

' That is enough, finish her!' said the Biahop.
Two nuns instantly fel upon the woman, and in obedi-

ence to directions, given by the Superior, prepared to exe-
cute her sentence.

She still maintained all the calmness and submission of a
lamb. Some of those who took part in this transaction, I
believe, were as unwilling as myself; but of others I can
safely say, I believe they delighted in it. Their conduct
certainly exhibited a most blood-thirsty spirit. But above
al others present, and above all hurman fiends I ever saw, I
think Saint Hypolite was the most diabolical; she engaged
in the horrid task with all alacrity, and assumed from choice
the most revolting parts to be performed. She seized a
gag, forced it into the mouth of the poor nun, and when it
was fixed between her extended jaws, so as to keep them
open at their greatest possible distance, took hold of the
straps fastened at each end of the stick, crossed them behind
the helpless head of the victim, and drew thom tight through
the loop prepared as a fastening.

The bed which had always stood in one part of the room,
atill remained there ; though the sxeen, which had usually
been placed before it, and was made of thick mualin, with
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only a crevice through which a person might look out, had

been folded up on its hinges in the form of a W., and

placed in a corner. On the bed the prisoner was laid with

her face upwards, and then bound with corda so that she

could not move. In an instant, another bed was thrown up-

on her. One of the priesta, named Bonin, sprung like a

TH? IN~MAN PRIEST, BONIN.

fury first upon it, with all his force. He was speedily fol-
lowed by the nuns, until there were as many upon the bed
as could find room, and al did what they could, not only to
amother, but to braise her. Some stood up and jumped up-
on the poor girl with their feet, some with their knees ; and
others, in different ways, seemed to seek how they might
best beat the breath out of her body, and mangle it, without
coming in direct contact with it, or seing the effectsof thir
violences. During this time, my feelings were almost too
strong to be endured. I felt stupified, and scarocly wa
conscious of what I did. Still, fear for myself remained ia
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a sufficient degree to induce me to some exertion; and I at,
tempted to talk to those who stood next, partly that I might
have an excuse for turning away from the dreadful scene.

After the lapse of fifteen or twenty minutes, and when it
was preoumed that the sufferer had been snothered and
crushed to death, Father Bonin and the nuns ceased to
trample upon her, and stepped from the bed. All was
motionles and silent beneath it.

They then began to laugh at uch inhuman thoughts as
occurred to some of them rallying each other in the most
unfeeling manner, and ridiculing me for feelings which m
vain endeavoured to conceal. They alluded to the resigna-
tion of our murdered companion; and one of them taunt-
ingly said, ' She would have made a good Catholic martyr.'
After spending some moments ini such conversation, one of
them asked if the corpse should be removed. The Superior
said it had better remain a little while. After waiting a
short time longer, the feather-bed was taken off, the cords
unloosed, and the body taken by the nuns and dragged
down stairs. I was informed that it was taken into the
cellar, and thrown unceremoniously into the hole which I
have already described, covered witha great quantity of lime;
and afterwards sprinkled with a liquid, of the properties
and name of which I am ignorant. This liquid I have seen
poured into the hole from large bottles, after the neck were
broken off; and have heard that it in used in France to pre-
vent the effluvia rising from cemeteries.

I did not soon recover from the shock caused by this
scene; indeed, it still recurs to me, with most gloomy im-
pressions. The next day there was a melancholy aspect
over everything, and recreation time passed in the dullest
manner ; scarcely anything was said above a whisper. I
never heard much said afterwards about Saint Frances.

I spoke with one of the nuns, a few words, one day, but
we were all cautioned not to expose ourselves very far, and
oould not place much reliance in each other. The mur-
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dered nun had been brought to her hocking end through
the treachery of one of our number in whom she confided.

I never knew with certainty who had reported her re-
marks to the Superior, but suspicion fastened on one, and I
never could regard her but with detestation.

I was more inclined to blame her than some of those em-
ployed in the execution ; for there could have been no ne-
cessity for the betrayal of her feelings. We all knew how
to avoid exposing each other.

I was often sent by the Superior to overhear what was
said by novices and nuns, when they seemed to shun her;
she would say, ' Go and listen, they are speaking Englisli;'
and though I obeyed her, I never informed her against
them. If I wished to clear my conscience, I would go to a
priest and confess, knowing that he dared not communi-
cate what I said to any person, and that he would not
choose as heavy penances as the Superior.

We were always at liberty to choose another confessor
when we had any sin to confess, which we were unwilling
to tell one to whom we should otherwise have done.

Not long after the murder just related, a young woman
came to the nunnery, and asked for permission to se St.
Frances. It was my former friend, with whom I had beem
an assistant teacher, Miss Louisa Bousquet, of St Denis

Nrss louzM 0ors5QuT.

U0
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From this, Im upposed the murdered nun might hAve com
from that town, or its vicinity. The only answer was,
that, St. Frances was dead.

S>me time afterwards, some of St. Frances' friends call.
ed to inquire after her, and they were told that she had
died a glorious death ; and further told, that she made
some heavenly expressions, which were repeated in order to
satisfy her frienda.
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Ohapter XITT

DESORIPTION OP THE ROOM OF THE TRUEE sTATEs, AND TE

PICTURES IN IT--JANE RAY-RIDIcULING PRIESTS-THBQR

CRIMINAL TREATMENT OP US AT CONESSION--JANE RAT' 

TalIcx WITH TUE NUNS' APRONS, HANDKERCHIEFS, AND

NIGHT-GOWN--APPLES.

Tis pictures in the room of the three states were large,
and painted by some artist who understood how to make
ome horrible ones. They appeared to be stuck to the

walla. The light is admitted from small and high windows,
which are curtained, and i rather faint, so as to make

everything look gloomy. The story told us was, that they
were painted by an artist, to whom God had given power

to represent things exactly as they are in heaven, hell, and

purgatory.
In heaven, the picture of which hangs on one side of the

apartment, multitudes of nuns and priesta are put in the
highest places, with the Virgin Mary at their head, St.
Peter and other saints, far above the great numbers of good
Catholics of other classes, who are crowded in below.

In purgatory are multitudes of people ; and in one part,
called ' The place of lambs,' are infants who died unbap.
tized. '2 The place of darknes' is that part of purgatory
in which adults are collected, and there they are surround-
ed by flames, waiting to be delivered oy the prayers of the
living.

In hel, the picture of which, and that of purgatory,
were on the wall opposite that of heaven, the human faces
wers the most horrible that can be imagined. Persons of
diferent descriptions were represented, with the most dis.
torted features, Shastly complexions, and eve variety of

S1
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dreadful expression ; some with wild beasts gnawing at
their heads, others furioualy biting the iron bars which
kept them in, with looks which could not fail to make a
spectator shudder.

I could hardly persuade myself that the figures were not
living, and the impression they made on my feelingswas
powerful. I was often shown the place where nuns go
who break their vows, as a warning. It is the hottest
place in hell, and worse, in every point of view, even than
that to which al Protestants are assigned; because they
are not no much to be blamed, as we were sometimes as-
sured, as their ministers and the Bible, by which they are
perverted.

Whenever I was shut in that room, as I was several
times, I prayed for 'les &mes des fidèles trepasses ;' the
soul of those faithtul ones who have long been in purga-

tory, and have no relations living to pray for them.
My feelings were often of the most painful description,

while I remained alone with those frightful pictures.
Jane Ray was once put in, and uttered the most dreadful

ahrieks. Some of the old nuns proposed to the Superior to
have her gagged ; ' No,' she replied, ' go and let out that
devil, she makes me sin more than all the rest.'

Jane could not endure the place; and she afterwards gave
names to many of the worst figures of the pictures. On
catechism-days she would take a seat behind a cupboard
door, where the priest could not see her, while she faced
the nuns, and would make us laugh. ' You are not so at-
tentive to your leuons as you used to be,' he would begin
to say, while we were endeavouring to suppres our
laughter.

Jane would then hold up the first letter cf some priest's
name whom she had before compared with one of the faces
in 'hell,' and so look that we could hardly preserve our

gravity.
I remember she named the wretch who was biting at the

bars of hell, with a serpent gnawing Iis head, with chains
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and padlocks on, Father Dufrene; and she would say-.
e Does he not look like him, when he comes in to catechism
with his long solemn face, and begins his speeches with,

'My children, my hope i that you have lived very devout
lives r '

The first time I vent to confession after taking the veil,
I found abundant evidence that the prièsta did not treat
even that ceremony, which in called a solemn sacrament,
with respect enough to lay aside the shameles character
they so often showed on other occasions. The confessor
sometimes sat in the room for the earination of con-
science, and sometimnes in the Superior's room, and always
alon except the nun who was confessing. He had a com-
mon chair placed in the middle of the floor, and instead of

being placed behind a grate, or lattice, as in the chapel,
had nothing before or around him.. There were no specta-
tors to observe him, and of course any ich thing would
have been unnecessary.

A number of nuns usually confessed on the Mme day,
but only one could be admitted into the room at a time.
They took their places just without the door, on their
knees, and went through the preparation prescribed by the
rules of confession; repeating certain prayers, which al-
ways occupy a considerable time. When one was ready,
she rose from her knees, entered, and closed the door be.
hind her; and no one even dared touch the latch till she
*me out.

I shall not tell what was transacted at such times, under
the pretence of confessing, and receiving absolution from
m ; far more sin was often incurred than pardoned ; and
rimes of a deep dye were committed, while trifling irre-

gularities in childish ceremonies, were treated as serious
offences. I cannot persuade myself to speak piainly on

uc a subject, as I must offend the virtuous ear. I can
orly say, that suspicion cannot do any injustice to the
priests, because their sins cannot be exaggerated.

dome idea may be formed of the mannr in whichl eva
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auch womm as many of my uister nuns, regarded the father
confessors, when I state that there was often a oontest
among us, to avoid entering the apartment as long as we
oould; endeavouring to make each other go first, as that
was what most of us dreaded.

During the long and tedious days which filled up the
time between the occurrences I have mentioned, nothing or
little took place to keep up our spirits. We wore fatigued
in body with labour, or with sitting, debilitated by the
long continuance of our religious exercises, and depreôsed
in feelings by our miserable and hopeless condition. No-
thing but the humours of mad Jane Ray could rouse us for
a moment from our languor and melancholy.

To mention all her devices, would require more room
than in here allowed, and a memory of almost all her words
and actions for years. I had early become a favourite with
her, and had opportunity to learn more of her character
than most of the other nuns. As this may be learned from
hearing what she did. I will here recount a few of her
tricks, just as they happen to present thamielves to my
memory, with regard to the order of time.

She one day, in an unaccountable humour, sprinrled the
floor plentitully with holy water, which brought upon her
a severe lecture from the Superior, as might have been ex-
pected. TIe Superior said it was a heinous offence; she
had wasted holy Isater enough to save many souls from
purgatory; and what would they not give for it. She
thon ordered Jane to sit in the middle of the floor) and
when the priest came, h. was informed of her offence. In-
stead, however, of imposing one of thon. penances to which
ahe had been subjected, but with so little effect, he said
to her, ' Go to your place, Jane ; we forgive you for this

I was once set to iron aprons with Jane; aprons and
pocket-handkerchiefs are the only articles of dres which
ar ever ironed in the Convent. As soon as we were alone,
abe repnarked, ' Wg3, we are free from the rules while we
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are at thi work ;' and, although she knew she tad no r-
son for saying au, she began to "ig, and I soon joined her,
ad thus we spent the time, while ve wer at work, to th
neglect of the prayers that we ought to have said.

We had no idea that we were in danger of being over.
heard, but it happened that the Superior was overhead al
the time, with severai nuns, who were prepring for con-
fesion ; she came down and said, ' How is this P Jane
Ray coolly replied that we had employed our time in uing-
ing hymns, and referred to me. I was afraid to confirm 0
diLect a falsehood, in order to deceive the Superior, though
I had often told more injurious ones of her fabrication,
or at her orders, and said very little in reply to Jane's re-
queet.

The Superior plainly saw the trick that was attempted,
and ordered us both to the room for the eramination of
conscence, where we remained till night without a mouth-
fui to eat. The time was not, however, unoccupied; I re.
ceived such a lecture from Jane as I have very seldom
heard, and she was so angry with me, that we did not speak
to each other for two weeks.

At length she found something to complain of against
me, had me subjected to a penance, which led to our beg-
ging each other's pardon, and we became perfectly satif.
ed, reconciled, and as good friends as ever.

One of the most disgusting penances we had ever to sub-
mit to, was that of drinking the water in which the Super-
ior had washed her feet. Nobody could ever laugh at this
penance except Jane Ray. She would pretend to oomfort
us, by saying she was sure it was better than mers plain
cear water.

Some of the tricks which I remember, were played by
Jane with nuns' clothes. It was a rule that the oldest aprons
in use should go to the youngest receîifeand that the old
nAns were to wear all the new ones. On four different oco-
casions, Jane stole into the sleeping-room at night, and un-
observed by the watch, changed a great part ci the aprons,
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them by the beds of nun to whom they did not

belg. The conne-

quence waÈ, that in the
morning they dressed
themselves in such haste,
as never to discover the
mistake they made, un-
til they were al ranged
at prayers ; and then the .
ridiculous appearance rANB RA ANGNG TH9 APSoNs.

which many of them cut,
disturbed the long devotions. I laugh so easy that, on
such occasions, I usually incurred a ful share of penances.
I generally, however, got a new apron, when Jane played
this trick; for it was part of her object to give the best

aprons to her favourites, and put off the ragged ones on
some of the old nuns whom ahe most hated.

Jane once lost her pocket-handkerchief. The penance
for smch an offence in, to go without any for five weeks.
For this she had no reliah, and requested me to pick one
from some of the nuns on the way up stairs. I succeeded
in getting two ; this Jane sid was one too many, and she
thought it dangerous for either of ns to keep it, lest<search
should be made. Very soon the two numn were complain-
ing that they had lost their handkerchiefs, and wondering
what oould have become of them, us they wer. sure they
had been careful. Jane seised an opportunity, and slipped
one into a straw bed, where it remained until the bed was
emptied to be flled with new straw.

As the winter was coming on, one year, she complained
to me that we were not as well supplied with warm night-
clôthes, as two of the nuns she named, whom she said mie
s abominated.' She soon after found means to, get po -
sion of their fine warm annel night-gowns, one of which
ahe gave to me, while the other was put on at bedtime. She

presumed the owners would have a secret seai for them;
and in the morning hid them in the stove, after the re had
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gone out, which was kindled a little befors the hour of ris-
ing, and then suffered to burn down.

Th.is she did every morning, taking them out at night
through the winter. The poor nuns who owned the gar-
ments were afraid to complain of their loss, lest they should

have ome penance laid on them, and nothing was ever said

about them. When the weather began to grow warm in

the spring, Jane returned the night-gowns to the beds of

the nuns from whom she had borrowed them, and they were
probably as much surprised to find thum again, as they had
been before at losing them.

Jane once found an opportunity to fil her apron with a
quantity of fine apples, called fameusoe, which came in her
way, and hastening up to the sleeping-room, hid -them un-
der my bed. Then coming down, she informed me, and we
agreed to apply for leave to make our elevens, as it is called.
The meaning of this in, to repeat a certain round of prayers,

for nine days in succession, to ome salnt we choose to ad-
dresa for assistance in becoming more charitable, affection-
ate, or something else. We easily obtained permission, and
hastened upstairs to begin our nine days' feast on the ap.
ples; when, much to our surprise, they had all been taken
away, and there was no way to avoid the disagreeable fate
we had brought upon ourselves. Jane, therefore, began to
search the beds of the other nuns ; but not flnding any trace

of the apples, she became doubtly vexed, and stuck pins in
those that belonged to her enemies.

When bed-time came, they were much scratched in get-

ting into bed, which made them break silence, and that sub.
jected them to penances.
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Chapter XIII.

JANB RAÂY's TRICKS CONTINUBD-THE BROOMBTICK GRT--

BLEEP-wALKIG--SALTXD CIDR--CHAKGING BBDL---CB-

JBCTS O7 SOMM OP HBR TRICK&-FBIGNBD HUMILrrY-

ALARX.

ONE night, Jane, who had been sweeping the sleeping-room
for a penance, dressed up the broomstick, when she had
oompleted her work, with a white cloth on the end, so tied
as to resemble an old woman dressed in white, with long
arms sticking out. This she stuck through a broken pane
of glass, and placed it so that it appeared to be looking'im-at
the window, by the font of holy water. There it remained
till the nuns came up to bed. The first who stopped at the
font, to dip her fnger in, caught a glimpse of the singular
object, and started with terror. The next was equally ter-
rified, as ahe approached, and the next, and the next.

We all believed in ghosts ; and it was not wonderful that
much an object should cause alarm, especially as it was but a
short time after the death of one of the nuns. Thus they
went on, each getting a fright in turn, yet al afraid to
speak. At length, one more alarmed, or with lesu presence
of mind than the rest, exclaimed, ' Oh, mon Dieu! je ne me
coucherais pas!' When the night watch called out, ' Who's
that P' she confessed she had broken silence, but pointed at
the cause; and when all the nuns assembled at a distance
from the window, Jane offered to advance boldly, and as-

certain the nature of the apparition, which they thought a
most resolute intention. We all stood looking on, when

ah. stepped to the window, drew in the broomstick, and
showed us the ridiculous puppet which had alarmed so many
superstitiouns tears.
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Some of her greatest feats ah. performed as a sleep-
walker. Whiether she ever walked in her sleep or not, I

JAE RAT' 8 MIIDNIGHT WALK.

am unable, with certainty, to say. She, however, often
imposed upon the Superior, and old nuns, by making them
think so, when I knew she did not; and yet I cannot posi.
tively say that she always did. I have remarked that one
of the old nuns was always placed in our sleeping-room'at
night, to watch us. Sometimes she would be inattentive,
and sometimes fal into a doze. Jane Ray often seized such
times to rise from her bed, and walk about, occasionally
seizing one of the nuns in bed, in order to frighten her.
This she generally effected; and many times we have been
awakened by screams of terror. In our alarm, some of us
frequently broke silence, and gave occasion to the Supe.
rior to lay us under penances. Many times, however, we
escaped with a mere reprimand, while Jane usually receiv-
ed expressions of compassion: 'Poor creature ; she would
not do so if she were in perfect possession of her roason.'
And Jane displayed her customary artfulness, in keeping
up the false impression. As soon as she perceived that the
old nun was likely to observe her, she would throw hler
arma about, or appear unconicious of what she was doing;

os
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fallmg upon a bed, or standing stock-still, until exertions
had been made to rouse her from her supposed lethargy.

We wereonce allowed to drink cider at dinner, which
was quite an extraordinary favour. Jane, howevei, on ac-
count of her negligence of all work, was dsnied the privi-
lege, which she much resented. The next day, when din-
ner arrived, we began to taste our new drink, but it was so
salt we could not swallow it. Those of us who frst disco-
vered it were as usual afraid to speak; but we set down our
cups, and looked around, till the others made the same dis-
covery, which they all soon did, and must of them in the
ame manner. Some, however, at length, taken by sur-

prise, uttered ome ludicrous exclamation, on tasting the
salted cider, and then an old nun, looking across, would
cry out-

' Ah ! tu casses la silence.' (Ah; you've broken silence.)
And thus we soon got a-laughing, beyond our power of

supporting it. At recreation that day, the first question
asked by many of us was, ' How did you like your cider ?'

Jane Ray never had a fixed place to sleep in. When the
weather began to grow warm in the spring, she usually
puehod some bed out of its place, near a window, and put
her own beside it ; and when the winter approached, ahe
would chose a spot near the stove, and occupy it with her

bed, in spite of all remonstrance. We were all convinced
that it was generally best to yield to hei.

She was often set to work in different ways; but, when-
ever she was dissatisfied with doing anything, would de-
vise mre trick that would make the Superior or old nuns
drive her off ; and whenever any suspicion was expressed
of her being in her right mind, she would say that she did
not know what she was doing ; and al the difficulty arose

from her repeating prayers too much, which wearied and
distracted her mind.

I was once directed to 'auist Jans Ray in shifting the
beds of the nuns. When we came to those o! ome of the
iters whom she mosi daliked she said, now we will pay
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&rnm for some of the penances we have suffered on their
aournt; and taking some thistles, she mixed them with

he straw. At night, the first of ther that got into bed
telt the thisties, and cried out. The night-watch exclaim-
ed as usual, I You are breaking silence there.' And then
another screamed as she was scratched by the thistles, and
another. The old nun then called on all who had broken
silence to rise, and ordered them to sleep under their beda
as a penance, which- they silently complied with. Jane and
I afterwards confessed, when it was al over, and took some
trifling penance which the priest imposed.

Those nuns who tell most under the displeasure of mad
Jane Ray, as I have intimated before, were those who had
the reputation of being most ready to inform of the most
trifling faults of others, and especially those who acted
without any regard to honour, by disclosing what they had
pretended to listen to in conf'dence. Several of the worst-
tempered 'saints' she held in abhorrence ; and I have heard
her say, that such and such she abominated. Many a trick
did she play upon these, some of which were painful to
them in their consequences, and a good number of them

have never been traced to this day. Of all the nuis, how.
ever, none other was regarded by her with so much detest-
ation as St. Hypolite; for she was always believed to have
betrayed St. Frances, and to have caused her murder. She
was looked upon by us as the voluntary cause of her death,
and of the crime which those of us committed, who, un-
willingly, took part in her execution. We, on the con-
trary, Leing under the worst of fears for ourselves, in case
of refusing toobey our masters and mistress, thought Our-
selves chargeable with les guilt, as unwilling assistants in
a scene which it was impossible for us to prevent or delay.
Jane has often spoke with me of the suspected informer,
and always in terms of the greatest bitterness.

The Superior sometimes expressed commiseration for
mad Jane Ray, but I never could teIl whether she reaUv
believed ber insane or not. I wisalways innHned to think,
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that ahe was wlling to put up with soma of her tricks. h.
cause they aerved to divert our minds from th. painful and
depressing circumstanoes in which we were placed. I knew
the Superior's powers and habita of deception also, and that
ahe would deceive us aa willingly as any one el"e.

Sometimes ahe proposed to send Jane to St. Anne's, a
plaeb near Quebec, celebrated for the pilgrimagea made to
it by persons differently afflicted. It i supposed tLat some

peculiar virtue exista there, which will reatore health to
the sick; and I have heard storiea told in corroboration of
the nommon belief.

9T. AN'S.

Many lame and blind persons, with others, visit 8I.
Anne's every year, aome of whom may be aeen travelling
on foot, and begging their food. The Superior would
sometimea ay that it wa a pity that a woman like Jane
Ray, capable of being so useful, should be unable to do her
duties, in consequence of a malady which she thought might
be cured by a ist to St. Anne's.

Yet to St. Anna's Jane was never sent, and her wil and
isrious bicks continued as before. Th ruies of uilence,
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which the others wers no scrupulous in observing, she set
mt nought every hour; and as for other rules, ah. regarded
them with as little respect when they stood in her way.
Sh. would now and then stop out and stop the clock by
whick our exorcises wee regulated, and sometimesni this

manner lengtbened out our recrMation til mnr twelve. At
luat the old nuna began to watch against mch a tick, and
"d oceaionafy go ont to se. if the dlock was going.

ýqe»o•e made a request that ahe might not eat with the
oher nuns, which wa granted, as it seemed to proceed from
a spirit of genuine humility, which made her regard her-
slf a unworthy of our society.

It being most convenient, ah. was sent to the Superior's
table, to take her m l iafter her ; and it did not at first occur
to the Superior that Jane, in this manner, profted by the
change, by getting much botter food than the rest of us.
Thus there seemed to be always something deeper than
anybody at fDt muspected, at the bottom of everything
ah. did.

She was once directed to sweep a community-room, un-
der the uleeping-chamber. This office had befors boen as-
signed to the other mnun, as a penance; but the Superior,
considering that Jane Ray did little or nothing, detemined
thus to furnish her with some employment.

She declared to us that ahe would not sweep it long, as
we might soon be assured. It happened that the stoye by
which the community-room was warmed in the winter, had
its pipe carried through the floor of our sleping-chamber,
and thence acros it in a direction opposite that in which
the pipe of our stoye was carried. It being then varm
weather, the hole was left unstopped. After we had aUre-
tired to our beds, and while engaged in our silent prayers,
we were suddenly alarmed by a bright blase of fire, which
burat from therhole in the foor, and threw sparksalaround
us. We thought the building was burning, and uttered
cries of terror, regardless of the penances, thofear of whiob

generaly kept us silent.

Uo
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The utmost confusion prevailed; for although we had so.

Iamnly vowed never to flee from the Convent even if it was

on fie, we wexe extremely alarmed, and could not repress

our feelings. We soon learnt the cause, for the flames

ceased in a moment or two, and it was found that mad

Rne Bay, after sweeping a little in the room beneath, had

stàok a quantity of wet powder on the end of her broom,
tbrust it up through the hole in the ceiling into our apart-
ment, and with a lighted paper set it on fire.

The date of this alarm I must refer to a time soon after

that of the election riota ; for I recollect that she found,/
means to get possession of some of the powder which wirs

prepared at that time for an emergency to which some

thought the Convent was exposed.
She once asked for pen and paper, and thon the Superior

told her if she wrote to her friends she must see it. She

replied that it was for no such purpose ; she wanted to
write her confession, and thus make it once for all. She

wrote it, handed it to the priest, and he gave it to the Su-

porior, who read it to us. It was full of offences which she
had never committed, evidently written to throw ridicule
on confessions, and one of the most ludicrous productions I
ever saw.

Our bedsteads were made with very narrow boards laid
acros them, on which the beds were laid. One day, while
we were in the bed-chambers together, she proposed that
we should misplace these boards. This was done, so that

at night nearly a dozen nuns feU down upon the floor in
getting into bed. A good deal of confusion naturally en.

sued, but the authors were not discovered. I was so con-
'science-stricken, however, that a week aftervards, while

we were eamining our consciences together, I told her I
must confes the sin the next day. She replied, ' Do as
you like, but you will be sorry for it.'

The next day, when we came before the Superior, I was
just going to kneel and confeas, when Jane, almost without

giviu me time to shut the door, threw holrseif at tha Su-
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perior's feet and confessed the trick, and a penafmo w&

immediately laid upon me for the min I had-concealed.

JANE AY OONF8sING TO THI SvPUinaRl.

There was an osa nun who was a farnus talker, whom
we used to call La Mère (Mother.) One night, Jane Ray
got up, and secretly cbanged the caps of several of the
nuns ; and her among the rest. In the morning there was
great confusion, and such a scene as seldom occurred. She
was severely blamed by La Mère, having been informed
against by some of the nuns; and at lasIt became o much
enraged, that she attacked the old voman, and even took
har by the thrc.p. Ua Mère called cm aIl pruamt to come

toi
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to her assiance, and several nuns interfered. Jane eized
the opportunity afforded in the confusion, to beat some of
her worst enemies quite severely, and afterward said, that
she had intended to kill monie of the racally informera.

For a time Jane made us laugh no much at prayers, that
the Superior forbade her going down with us at morning
prayers ; and ahe took the opportunity to aleep in the
morning. When this was found out, she ws forbidden to
get into her bed again after lesving it, and then aie would
creep under it and take a n4p on the ftoor. This "he told
us of one day, but threatnedus if we ever betrayed her.
At length ah. as missed at breakfast, a ahe would ome-
times oversleep hermeif, and the Superior began to be more
strict, md always inquired, in the morning, whether Ja&e
Ray was in her place.

When the question was general none of us answered;
but when it was addressed to ome nun near har by namne,
as,

' Saint Eustace, is Jane Ray in her place P' thien we had
to reply.

0f all the icones that occurred during my stay in the
Convent, there was none which excited the delight of Jane
more than one which took place in the chapel one day at
man, though I never had any particular reaoon to sup
that h. had brought it about.

Some person nnknown to me to this day, had put some
substance or other, of a mout nauseous smell, into the t
of a little boy, who attended at the altar, and h., without
observing the trick, put it upon his head. In the midat of
th ceremonies h approached ome of thé nunh, who were
almot suffocated with the odour ; and as be Inaiy
moyed from place to place, some of th.m began to beekon to
him to stand further of, and to hold their nam, vith looka
of disgust. [he boy wai quit. unconscious of(-the cause of
the difRculty, and paid them no attention, but the confu-
ion soon became so great through "he distreas of me, and
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the laughing c others, that the Superior noctid the cir'
cumstance, and beckoned the boy to withdraw.

Al attempta, however, to engage us in any work, pray-
er, or meditation, wers found ineffectual. Whmnever the

circumstanoe in the chapel came to mind, we would laugh

out. We had got into such a state, that we could not
eaily restrain ourselves. The Superior, yielding to ne.

oessity, allowed us recreation for the whole day.
The Superior uSed sometimes to send Jane to instruct the

novices in their English prayera. She would proceed to

the taak with ail seriounes; but sometimes ehos the most
ridiculous, as well as irreverent passages from the songe,
and other things, which ahe had sometimes learned, which
vould set us, who understood her, laughing. On. of ber
rhymes, I recollect, began with-

'The Lord of love-look fro aboe
Upon thia tarkey hen !'

One winter's day, she was sent to light a re ; but afier
ah. had done so, remarked privately to ome ci us, 'my
fingers were so cold-you'il see if I do it again.'

TIi next day there was a great etir in=-he house, becaa
it was said that mad Jane Ray had been seiaed with a fit
while making a ire, and ahe was taken up apparently in.
sensible, and conveyed to her bed. She oomplained to me,
who visited her in the course of the day, that ahe vas 1ke-
ly to starve, as food was denied her ; and I was persuaded
to pin a stocking under my dress, anI secretly put food in.
to it from the table. This I afterwarda carried to her, and
relieved her wants.

One of the things which I had blamad Jane most for, was
a disposition to quarrel with any nun who seemed to be
winning the favour of the Superior. She would neyer reSt
until ahe hd brought such a one into some difficulty.

Jane for a time alept opposite to me, and often in the
night vould rise, unobserved, and slip into my bed,te talk
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with me, which she did in a low whisper, and returned

again with equal caution.

JANE RAY VISMNG MARIA MONX AT NIGHT.

She would tell me of the tricks she had played, and such
as she meditated, and sometimes make me laugh so loud,
that I had much to do in the morning with begging par-
dons and doing penances.

We were allowed but little soap ; and Jane, when ah.
found her supply nearly gone, wouid take first the piece ahe

- 11% ?
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could find. One day there wa a general searob made for
a large piece that was mised; when, oon after I had been
searched, Jane Ray pased me, and alipped it into my
pocket; ahe soon after was searched herself, and then se-
cretly came for it again.

While I recall these particulars cf our Nunnery, and re-
fer so often to the conduct and language of one of the nuna,
I cannot speak of some things, wich I believed or suspect.
ed, on account of my want of sufficient knowledge. But it
is a pity you have not Jane Ray for a witness; she knew
many thmge of which I am ignorant. She muât be in pos-
session of facts that should be known. Her long residence
in the Convent, her habita of roaming about it, and of ob-
soervig everything, muet
have made her acquainted
with things which would be
heard with interest. I al-
ways felt as if ehe knew
evervthing. She>would often
go ai d listen, or look through
the crà.cke into the Superior's
room, while any of the
priests were closeted with her
and sometimes would come
and tell me what @h. wit- A" RAT LIP'rUNrN AT THU
nessed. I felt myself bound Doon or TRx seVaupzoi's
to confeus on such occasions, UooM,
and always did so.

She knew, however, that I only told it to the priest, or to
the Superior, and without mentioning the name of my in-
formant, which I was at liberty to withhold, so that &h.
was not found out. I often said to her, ' Don't teil me,
Jane, for I must confess it.' She would reply, ' It in better
for you to confeu it than for me.' I thus became, even
againet my will, informed of scenes supposed by the actors
of them to be secret.

Jane Ray once persuaded me to aocompany har intO tha
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Superior's room, to hide with her under the sofa, and await
the appearance of a viuitor whom she expected, that we
might overhear what passed between them. We had been
long concealed, when the Superior camn in alone, and mat
for some time ; when, fearing ahe might detect us in the
stillness that prevailed, we began to repent of our temerity.
At length, however, she suddenly withdrew, and thus af-
forded us a welcome opportunity to escape.

I was passing one day through a part of the cellar, where
I had not often occasion to go, when the toe of my sho. hit

omething. I tripped and fel down. I rose again, and
holding my lamp to see what had caused my fall, I found
an iron ring, fastened to a =mn1l square trap-door. This I
had the ouriouity to raise, and saw four or five stepi down,
but there was not light enough to see more, and I feared to
be noticed by somebodyand reported to the Superior; no,
closing the door again, 11ft the spot. At first I could not
imagine the use of such a passage ; but it afterwards oocur-
red to me that it might open to the subterranean passige to
the Seminary; for I never could before account for t a ap-
pearance of many of the priests, who often appeared and
disappearedamong us, particularlyat night, when I knew the
gates were closed. They could, as I nov saw, come up to
the door of the Superior' room at any hour ; then up the
utairs into our sleeping-room, or where they chose. And
often they were in our beds before us.

I afterwards asoertained that my conjectures were correct,
and that a secret communication was kept up in this manner
between these two institutions, at the end towards N5tre
Dame street, at a considerable depth under ground. I often
aftervards met priesta in the cellar, when ment there for
coals and other articles, as they had to pas up and down
the nommon cellar stairs on their way.

My wearisome daily prayers and labours, my pain of body
and depression of mind4 which were mo much increased by
penances I had muffered, and those which I constantly
reared, and the feelings of shame, remorse, and horror,
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which sometimes arobe, brought me to a state whfch I can-
not describe.

In the firt place, my frei was enfeeb.d by the uneasy
postures I was required te keep for so long a time during
prayers. This alone, I thought, was sufficient to under-
mine my heslth and destroy my life. An hour and a hall
every morning I had to sit on the floor of the community-
room, with my feet under me, my body bent forward, and
my head hanging on one aide, in a posture expressive of
great humility, it is true, but very fatiguing to keep for
such an unreasonable length of time. Often I found it im-
possible to avoid falling asleep in this posture, which I could
do withont detection, by bending a little lover than usual.
The signal to rise, or the noise made by the rising of the
other nuns, thon woke me, and I got up with therest unob-
served.

Before we took'the posture just described, we had to
kneel for a long time without bending the body, keeping
quite erect, with the exception of the knees only, with the
hands together before the breast. Tis I found the most
distressing attitude for me, and never assumed it without

feeling a sharp pain in my chest, which I often thought
womud soon lead me to my grave-that is, to the great com.
mon receptacle for the dead under the chapel. And ths

upright kneeling posture we were obliged to resume as soon
as we rose from the half-sitting posture rat mentioned, so
that I usually felt myseIf exhaustedand near to fainting be.
fore the conclusion of morning services.

I found the meditations extremely tedious, and often dia
I sink into sleep, while we were all sated in silence on the
floor. When required to hel my meditations, as it was

thought to be of no great importance what we said, I some-
times found that I had nothing to tell but a dream, and told
that, which passed off very well.

Jane Bay appeared to be troubled still more than myself
vith wsndering thoughts ; and when blamed for them,
would repty. 'I begin very wel; but directly 1 begin to

10?
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kDink of me old friend of mina, and my thoughts go a
vandering from one country to another.'

Sometimes I confessed my falling aaleep; and oftea the
priests have talked to me about the sin of sleeping in the
time of meditation. At last, one of them proposed to me
that I should prick myself with a pin, which is often done,
and so rouse myself for a time.

My close coninement in the Convent, and the want of
opportunities te brrthe the open air, might have proved
more injurious to me than they did, had I not employed a
part of my time in more active labours than those of oewing,
&c., to which I was chiefly conflned. I took part occasion-
ally in some of the heavy work, as washing, &o.

The events which I am now to relate occurred about five
months after my admission into the Convent as a nun; but
I cannot fix the time with precision, as I know not of any-
thing that took place in the world about the same period.
The circumstance I clearly remember; but as I have
elsewhere remarked, *e were not accustomed to keep any
account of time.

Information was given to un one day, that another novice

was to be admitted among us; and we were required to
remember and mention her often in our prayers, that she
might have faithfulness in the service of her holy spouse.
No information was given us concerning her beyond thi.
fact; not a word about her age, name, or nation. On all
sinilar occasions the ame course was pursued, and all that
the nuns ever learnt conoerning one another was what they
might discover by being together, and which usually
amounted to little or nothing.

When the day of her admission arrived, though I did not
witness the ceremony in the chapel, it was a gratifcation
to us all on one account, because we were always released
from labour, and enjoyed a great recreation day.

Our new sister, when she was introduced to the 'holy'
society of us ' saints,' proved to be young, of about the
middle size, and very good lookin« for a Canadien; for I



soon ascertained that she was one of my own countrywo-
men. The Canadian females are generally not handsome.
I never learnt her name nor anything of her history. She
had chosen St. Martin for her nun name. She was admit.
ted in the morning, and appeared melancholy all day. This

MELANCHOLY STATE OF MIND OP ST. MARTIN. '"vE CANAI

DIAN NUN.

I observed was always the case; and the remarks made by
others, led me to believe that they, and al they had seen,

had felt sad and miserable for a longer or shorter time.

Even the Superior, as it may be recollected, confessed to

me that she experienced the same feelings when she was re-

ceived. When bed-time arrived, she proceeded to the

chamber with the rest of us, and was assigned a bed on the
side of the room opposite my own, and a little beyond. The

nuns were all soon in bed, the usual silence ensued, and I
was making my customary menta) prayers, and composing

myself to sleep, when I heard the most piercing and heart-

rending shrieks proceed from our new comrade. Every nun
seemed to rise as if by one impulse, for no one could hear

such sounds, especially ii such total sience, without being

AWF7L DISOLOSURES OF MARIA MON. 1100
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greatly excited. A general noise suooeeded, for many
voioes spoke together, uttering cries of surprise, compas-
uion, or fear. It was in vain for the night-watch to expect
silence: for once we forgot rules and penances, and gave
vent to our feelings, and she could do nothing but caU for
the Superior.

I heard a man's voice mingled with the cries and shrieks
of the nun. Father Quiblier, of the Seminary, I had felt
confident, was in the Superior's room at the time when we
retired ; and sereral of the nuns afterwards assured me that
it was he. The Superior soon made her appearance, and in
a harsh manner commanded silence. I heard her threaten
gagging her, and then
say, ' You are no bet-
ter than anybody else,

and if you do not obey,
you shafl be sent to
the cella.'

One young girl was
taken into the Convent
duringmyabodethere,
under pecnliar circum-
stances. Iwasacquain-

ted with the whole af.
fair, as I was employed
to act a part in it.

Among the novices
was a young lady, of
about seventeen, the
daughter of an old
rich Canadian. She
had been remarkable
for nothing that I
know of, except the
livelineus of his dispo.
uition. The Superior
once expresed to us a MR au C4NÂDIAxI' DÂTGK

wish te have ber take « " or U
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the veil, though the girl hersel had never such intaation
ihat know of. Why the Superior wished to recive her 1
could only conjecture. One reason might have been that
she expected to receive a considerable su= from her father.
She vas, however, strongly desirou of having the girl in our
community, and one day said-' Let us take her in by a
trick, and tell the old man she felt too humble to take the
veil in -public.'

In obedience to the directions of the Superior we exerte&
ourselves to make her contented, especiaUly whenbhe was
frst received, when ve got round her and told her we had
felt so for a time, but having ince become acquainted with
the happineus of a nun's life, were perfectly content, and
would never be willing to leave the Convent. An excep-
tion seemed to be made in her favour, in one respect; for I
believe no criminal attempt was made upon her, until the
had been for some time an inmate of the nunnery.

Soon after her reception, or rather her forcible entry into
the Convent, her father called to make inquiries about his
daughter. The Superior spoke £rt with him herself, and
then caled us to repeat her plausible story, which I did
with accuracy. Il I had wished to say anything ele, I
never should have lared.

We told the foolish old man, that his daughter, whom we
all affectionately loved, had long desired to become a nun,
but had been too humble to wih to appear before specta-
tors, and had, at her own desire, been favoured with a pri.
vate admission into the community.

The benefit conferred upon himself and his family, by
this act of self-consecration, I reminded him, muet be truly
great and valuable; as every family who furnishea a priest
or a nun, in justly looked upon as receiving the peculiar
favour of heaven on that account. The old Canadian, firm.
ly believing every word I was forced to tell him, took the
event as a great blessing, and expressed the greatest readi-
nes to pay more than the customary fee to the Convent.

Alter tLe interview, he withdrew, vromising soon to re-

in
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turn, and pay a handsomIim of money to the Convent,

which ho performed with' all despatch and the greatest

MARIk it TELLING HRR VIfAMOUS srToR TO TEE

CANADIAN GIRL's PATHIE.

cheerfulness. The poor girl never heard that her fathet
nad taken the trouble to cal and seo her, much leus did she
know anythng of the imposition pausd upon her. She re.

eained iv the Convtet when 1 et it
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l'h. youngm~t girl who ever took the veil of our mater
hoode w«aéiny fourteen year of age and oonidwrd very
pioua. She live but a short time. I wua told that #%he
wxs ii-treated by the prneous and bel-*"eed bar dath was
la wne~quenoe.
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Ohapter XIV.

INFLU ENOINU NOVICE-DIFICULTY o- 00!;VINCtN4 pl-

SoNS PrOM THE UNITUD STATES-TALs OFT rE BIMPOi

IN TE CITY-TEE BISHOP IN TE CON V E'NT--Tx Pli-

SOXERS IN TiU S CILL--PRACTICE I.N SNGING-.-NARRA-

TIVEs--JANE BAT' S HYMN--THU BUPERIOR's BEIT

IT was onuidered a great duty to exert oureolves to infin-
eOe novices in favour of the hoinan Catholic religion; and
different nuns were, at different timcs, charged to do what
they could, by conversation, to make favourable impres-
sions on the minds of some, who were particularly indicat-
ed to us by the Superior. I often heard it remarked, that
those who were infiuenced with the greatest difficulty, were
young ladies from the United States ; and on mome of those
great exertions were made.

Cases in which citizens of the States were said to have
been converted to the Roman Catholie faith were some-
times spoken of, and always as if they were considered
highly important.

The Biahop, as we were told, was in the public square,
n the day of an execution, when, as he said, a stranger

loked at him in some peculiar manner, which made him
confidently believe God intended to have him oonverted by
bis means." When ho went home ho wrote a letter for him,
and the next day he found him again in the same place,
and gave him the letter, which- led to hie becoming a Ro-
man Catholic. This mnan, it was added, proved to be a
citisen o! the States.

The Biahop, as I have remarked, was not very dignifind
en all occasions, and sometimes acted in such a manner as

would not have appeard well in publio.
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One day I mw him preparing for mass; and because h.
had some diMculty in getting on his robes, showed evident

sign of anger. One of the nuns re-
marked: ' The Bishop is going to per-
form a passionate mass.' Some of the
others exclaimed: 'Are you not asham-
ed to speak thus of my lord ?' And efhe
was rewarded with a penance.

But it might be hoped that the Bishop
would be free from the crimes of which 41 )
I have declared so many priests to have
bein guilty. I am far from entertain-
ing su'h charitable opinion» of him;
and i had good reasons, after a time.

I was often required to sleep on a
sofa, in the room of the present Superior,
as i may have already mentioned. T[E BIsnOP PRu.

One night, not long alter I was first PAREXD ioa aà8.

introduced there for that purpose, and
within the first twelve months ö! my wearing the veil, hav-
ing retired as usual, at about half-past nine, not long after
we had got into bed, the alarm-bell from without, which
hanga over the Superior's bed, was rung. She told me to see
who was there; and going down, I heard the signal given,
which I have before mentioned, a peculiar kind of hissing
sound made through the teeth. I answered with a low
SHanm--hum;' and then opened the door. It was Bishop
Lartique, the present Bishop of Montreal. He said to me,
•Are you a Novice or a Received r meaninga Reeived
nun. I answered, ' a Received.'

He then requested me to conduct him to the Superior's

room, which I did. He went to the bed, drew the curtains
behind him, and I lay down again upon the sofa, until
morning, when the Superior caled me, at an early hour,
about daylight, and directed me to show him the door, to
which I oonducted hum, and he took his departure.

I ontinued to visit the cellar trequently, to carry up oal
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for the fires, without anything more than a general im.
pression that there were two nuns somewhere imprisonod in
it. One day, while there on my usual errand, I saw a nun
standing on the right of the cellar, in front of one of the
cel. doors I had before observed; she was apparently on-
gaged with something within. This attracted my atten-

tion. The door appeared to close in a small recea, aud
was fastened with a stout iron bolt on the outaide, the end
of which was secured by being let into a hole in the stone-
work which formed the posta. The door, which was of
wood, was sunk a few inches beyond the stonework, which
rose and formed an arch overhead. Above the bolt was a
amall window, supplied with a fine grating, which swing
open, a small bolt having been removed from it, on the out-
aide. The nun I had observed seemed to be whisporing
with some person within, through the little window ; but I
hastened to get my coal, and left the cellar, presunming that
wa the prison. When I visited the place again, being
alone, I ventured to the spot, determined to learn the truth,
presming that the imprisoned nuns, of whom the Super-
ior had told me on my admission, were confined there. I
spoke at the window where I had seen the nun standing,
and heard a voice reply in a whisper. Theaperture was so
small, and the place so dark, that I could see nobody; bii
I learnt that a poor wretch was confined there a prisoner.
1 feared that I might be discovered, and after a few words,
which I thought could do no harm, I withdrew.

My curiosity was now alive to learn everything I could
about so mysteriouis a subject. I made a few inquiries of
St. Xavier, who only informed me that they were punish-
ed for refusing to obey the Superior, Bishop, and Priesta.
I atterwards found that the other nunis were acquainted
with the fact I had just discovered. AUl I could learn,
however, was that the prisonor in the ceu whom 1 had just
spoken with, and another in the cell just beyond, had been
conined there several years without having boen taken
oU; but thear LaeU4cnexi.nis, ofences, and everythmg
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else relating to them, I could never learn, and am stil a
ignorant of as ever. Some conjectured that they had refut.
ed to comply with some of the rules of the Convent, or re-
quisitions of the Superior; others, that they were heiressos
whose property wa desired for the Convent, and who
would not consent to sign deeds of it. Some of the nuns
informed me, that the severeat of their sufferings arose from
fear of supernatural beings.

I often spoue with one of them in passing near their cefls,
when on errands in the cellar, but never ventured to stop
long, or to press my inquiries very far. Besides, I found

her reserved, and little disposed to converse freely, a thing
I could not wonder at when I considered her situation, and
the character of persons around her. She spoke like a wo.
man in feeble health, and of broken spirits. I occasionally
saw other nuna speaking to them, particularly at meal
ti mes, when they were regularly furnished with food, which
was such as we ourselves ate.

Their celis were occasionally cleaned, and then the doors

were opened. I n er looked into them, but w a informed

tht the ground w their only floor. I presumed that they
were furnished with straw to lie upon, as I always saw a
quantity of old straw scattered about that part of the cel-

lar, after the cels had been cleaned. I once inquired of

one of them whether they could converse together, and she
replied that they could, through a amall opening between
their cells, which I could not see.

%I once inquired of the one I spoke with in passing, whe-

ther she wanted anything, and she replied, ' Tell Jane Ray
I want to see her a moment if ahe can slip away.' When
I went up I took an opportunity to deliver my message to
Jane, who concerted with me a signal to be used in future,
in case a similar request should be made through me. This
was a sly wink at her with one eye, accompanied with
a slight toss of the head. She then sought an opportunity
to visit the celar, and was soon able to hold an interview

with the poor prisoners, without being noticed by any oe

11l
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but myself. I afterwards Learnt that mad Jane Ray wa
not no mad but she could fel for thos miserabe beings,

and carry through measures for their comfort. She wuuld
often visit them with sympathizing words, and when ne.

ONE OP THE NUNS IN THE UNDERGROUND CELLi.

ce-ary, conceal part of her food while at table, and secret-
ly convey it into their dungeons. Sometimes we would
combine for such an object; and have repeatedly aided her
in thus obtaining a larger supply of food than they bad
been able to obtain from others.

I frequently thought 6f the two nuns conflned in the
cells, and occasionally heard something said about themc,
but very little. Whenever I visited the cellar and thought
it safe, I went up to the first of them and spoke a word or
two, and usually got some brief reply, without ascertaining
that any particular change took place with either of them.
The one with whom alone I ever conrersed, spoke English
perfectly well, and French I thought s well. I suppomed
ahe muat have been well educated, for I could not tell which
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vas er native language. I remember that he frequently
used theso words when I wiahed tu say more to her, and
which alone showed that she was constantly afraid of pun-
ishment, ' Oh, there's somebody coming--do go away ' I
have been told that the other prisoner also spoke English.

It was impossible for me to form any certain opinion about

the se or appearance of those two miserable creatures, for

their oells were perfectly dark, and I never caught the

slightest glimpse even of their faces. It is probable they

were women not above the middle size, and my reason for

this presumption is the following: I was sometimes appoint.
ed to lay out the can clothes for all the nuns in the Con-
vent on Saturday evening, and was alwaya directed to lay
by two suits for the prisoners. Particular orders wern
givea to select the largest sized garments for several tall

nuna; but nothing of the kind wa ever said in relation to

the lothes for those in the cells.
I had not been long a veiled nun, before I requested of the

Superior permission to confess to the ' Saint Bon Pasur,'
(Holy Good Shepherd) that is, the mysterious and nameless

nun whom I had heard of while a novice. I knew of several
others who had confessed to her at different times, and of

some who had sent their clothes to be touched by her when

they were sick ; and I felt a desire to unburden my heart of

certain things, which I was loath to acknowledge to the
Superior, or any of th'e priests.

Tie Superior made me wait a little, until she could as-
certain whether the 'Saint bon Pasteur' *as ready to ad-
mit me ; and, after a time, returned, and told me to enter
the old nune' room. That apartment has twelve beda ar-
ranged like the berths of a ship, by threes; snd as eacia
bruad enough to receive two persons, twenty -four may be
lodged there, which was about the number of old nuna in

the Convent during most of my stay in it. Near an opposite
cornerof the apartment was alarge glass case, with no appear-
ance of a door, or other opening, in any part of it i; and ma
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that case stood the venerable nun, in the dreu of the com-
munity, with her thick veil spread over her lace, so as te
conceal it entirely. She was standing, for the place did not
allow room for sitting, and-moved a little, which was the
only sign of life, as she did not speak. I fell upon my knece
before her, and began to confesa some of my imperfections,
that I might be delivered from them. She appeared to lis-
ten to me with patience, but still never returned a word in
reply. I became much afected as I went on; at length be.
gan to weep bitterly : and, when I withdrew, was in tears.
It seemed to me that my hefart was remarkably relieved,
after th is exercise ; and al!therequests I had made, I foun -i.
as I believed, strictlyfnifled. Ioften, afterwards, vsited
the old nun' room for the saine purpose, and with similar
results; no that my beliel in the sanctity of the nameless
nun, and my regard for her intercession, were unbounded.

What is remarkable, .though I repeatedly was sent into
that room ta dust it, or to put it in order, I remarked, that
the glass case was vacant, and no signs were to be found,
either Of the nun, or of the way by which she had left it !
so that a soleni conclusion rested upon my mind, that she
had gone on one of her frequent visits to heaven.

A priest would sometimes come in the daytime to teach
us to sing, and this was done with some parade or stir, as if
it were considered, or meant to be considered, as a thing of

importance.
Theo instructions, however, were entirely repetitions of

the words and tunes, nothing being taught even of the irst
principlee of the science. It appeared to me that although
hymns alone were sung, the exercise was chiefly designed
for our amusement, to raise our spirits a little, which were
apt to become depressedt. Mad Jane Ray certainly usualy
treated the whole thing as a matter of sport, and often ex-
cited those of us who understood Eiglish, to a great degrec

of mirth. She had a very fine voice, which was so power-

fnl as generaUy to be heard above the rest. Sometimes ahe
*ouki b silent when the other nuns began; and the Supe-
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rior vould often caU out, ' Jane Ray, you don't sing.' She
always had some trifling excuse ready, and commonly ap-
peared unwilling to join the rest.

After being urged or commandad the Superior, she
would then strike up some English song, or profane paro-
dy, which was rendered ten times more ridiculous by the
ignoranoe of the lady Superior and the majority of the nutis.

I cannot help laughing now when I remember how she
used to stand with perfect compoémre, and sing,

' I wiah I was married and nothing to rue,
With plenty of money and nothing to do.'

'Jane Bay, you don't sing rfght,' the Superior would
exclaim. 'Oh,' she would reply with perfect coolnoea,
"that is the Engliah for

'Seigneur Dieu de clemence,
Recois ce grand pecheur l'

and, as sung by her, a person ignorant of the language
would naturally be imposed upon. It waa extremely difi-
cult for me to conceal my laughter. I have always had
greater exertion to make in repressing it than moet other
persons ; and mad Jane Bay often took advantage of this.

Saturday evening usually brought with it much unplea-

sant work for some of us. We received Sacrament every
Sunday ; and in preparation for it, on Saturday evening,
we asked pardon of the Superior, and of each other, 'for
the scandal we had caused them since we last received the
Sacrament,' and then asked the Superior's permission to
receive it on the following day. She inquired of each nun,
who necessarily asked her permission, whether she, naming
her as Saint somebody, had concealed any sin that should
hinder her receiving it ; and if the answer wus in the nega-
tive, she granted her permission.

On Saturday we were ca.tchised by a priest, boing as-
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embed in a oommunity-room. He Mat on 1h. right cf the
door, in a chair. H. oftm told us stories, and frequently
enlarge4 on the duty of enticing novices into the nunney.
« Do you not feel happy,' h. would say, ' now that you are
safely out of the world, and sure of heaven ? But rumema-
ber how many poor people are yet in the world. Every
novice you influence to take th. black eil, will add to your
honour in heaven. Tell them jappy you are.'

The Superior played on trick while I was in the Cou-
vent, which always passed for one of the mot admirable
she ever carried into execution. W. were pretty good
judges in case of thia kind ; for, as may be presumed, we
were rendered familiar with the arts of deception under s
acoomplished a teacher.

There was an ornament on hand in the Nunnery, of an
extraordinary kind, which was prized at ton pounds, but
it had been exposed to view so long, that it became damag-
ed and quite nanaleable. We were one day visited by an
old priest from the country, who was evidently somewhat
intoxicated ; and as ho withdrew to go to hi. lodgingu in
the Seminary, where the country pries often stay, th.
Superior conceived a plan for disposmg of the old orna-
ment. ' Come,' mid she, ' we will send it to the old priest,
and swear h. hau-bought it.'

We all approved of the ingenious device, for it evidently
nlaased among the pions fraude we had so often had recom-
manded to uns, both by precept and example; and the orna-
ment was sent to him the next morning, as hiz property
when paid for. H. soon came into the Convent, and ex-
premed the greatest surpriae that he had been charged with
purchasing such a thing, for which he had no need and no
desre.

The Superior heard hie declaration vith patience, but
politely insisted that it was a fair bargain; and we thon
surrounded the old priest4 with the strongest asrtions that
such vas the fact, aud that nobody would have thought of

is panhadng it uws ad eLpresaly engaged to takoi.
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The poor old man wa entirely put down. He wa ctain

of the tuth; but what oould he do to resist or disprove a
direct falsehood pronounced by the Superior of a Convent,
and sworn to by all her holy nuns ? He flnally expressed
Auz conviction that we were right: and was compeled to

pay hi* money.

1
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Chapter XV.

raqroUwCT OP T m Tra ' vrarr TO THZ vrNiNa-
THEIR RBEDOM AND CrIM&s--DIFFICULTY OP 1 BAXJDNfI

THSIR NAMR--TERIR HOLY RETRBAT-OBJECTION8 11

otTR MINDS-MRANS USD TO COUNTKRAOT CONSCIENO3-
INGENIous ARGVURNTs.

Soux of the prieats from the Seminary were in the Nun-
nery every day and night, and often sevoral at a time. I
have seen nearly al of them at different times, though

there are about one hundred and fifty in the district of
Montreld. There was a difference in their conduct: though

I believe every one of them was guilty of licentiousnese ;
while not one did I ever see who maintained a character
any way becoming the profession of a priest. Some were

grcss and degraded in a degree which few of my readers
can ever have imagined: and I ahould be unwilling to of-
fended the eye, and corrupt the heart, of any one, by an
account of their words and actions. Few imaginations can
conceive deeds so abominable as they practised, and often
required of some of the poor women, under the fear of se-
vere punishments, and even of death. I do not hesitate to

Bay with the strongest confidence, that although some of

the nuns became lost to every sentiment of virtue and hon-
our, especially one of the Congregational Nunnery whom I

have before mentioned, Saint Patrick, the greater part of
them loathed the practices to which they were compeRed to
submit, by their Superior and prieste, who kept them un.

der 8o dreadful a bondage.
Some of the priesta whom I saw I never knew by name,

ard the names of the others I did not learn for a time, and

a" lait learnt only by accident.
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They were always aUed 'Mon Pére,' (my father,) but
Aometimes when they had purchaed something in the orna.
ment-room, they would give their reaYnames, with direo.
L -ns where it should be sent. Many names thus learnt,
aind in other ways, were whispored about from nun to nun,
and became pretty generally known. Several of the pries
somne of us had seen before we entered the Convent.

Many things of which I speak, from the nature of the
cage, must necessarily rest chiefly upon my own word, un.
t I further evidence can be obtained ; but there are sorne
facts for which I can appeal to the knowledge of others.
It is commonly known in Montreal that some of the priesta
ocosionally withdraw from their customary employments,
and are not to be seen for some time; it being understood
that they have retired for religious study, meditation, and
devotion, for the improvement of their hearts. Sometimea
they are thus withdrawn from the world for three weeks:
but there is no fixed period.

This w a fact I knew before I took the veil ; for it is a
frequent sibject of remark, that such and such a Father le
on a I holy retreat.' This is a term which conveys the idu
of a religious seclusion from the world. for sacred purposea.
On the reappearance of a priest after such a period, in the
church or the streeta, it in natural to feel a peculiar impres-
sion of his devout character-an impression very different
from that conveyed to the mind who kuows matters as they
really are. Suspicions have been indulged by some in Ca.
nada on this subject, and facto are known by at least a few.
I am able to speak from personal knowledge; for I have
been aihun of Sour Bourgeoise.

The priesta are liable, by their dissolute habite, to occa-
uional attacks of disease, which render it necessary, or at
least prudent, to submit to medical treatment.

In the Black Nunnery they find private accommodation,
for they are free to enter one of the private hospitals when.
ever they please; which is a room set apart on purpose for
the accommodation of the priests, and is called a retreat-
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room. But an excuse is necessary to blind the public, and
this they find in the pretence they maxe of being in a I Holy
Retreat.' Many such cases have I known; and I can men-
tion the names of prieste who have been oonfined in this
Holy Retreat. They are very carefully attended by the
Superior s=d old nuns, and their diet consiste mostly of
vegetable soupe, &c., with but little meat, and that fresh.
I have seen an instrument of Eurgery lying upon the table
in that holy room, which is used only for particular pur-

Poses.
Father Tombeau, a Roman priest, was on one of his

holy retreats about the time when I left the Nunnery.
There are sometimes a number confin.
ed therm at the same time. The vic-
tims of these priests frequently share
the same fate..

I have often reflected how grievous.
ly I had been deceived in my opi-
nions of a nun's condition !-Al the
holinea, of their lives, I now saw was
merely prétended. The appearance
of sanctity and heavenly-nindednes'
which they had shown among us no-
vices, I found was only a disguise to ATnm TomBu&.

conceal such practices as would not be
tolerated in any decent society in the world ; and as for
joy and peace like that of heaven, which I had expected to
find among them, I learnt too well that they did not exist
ther.

The only way in which such thoughts were counteracted,
was by the constant instructions given us by the Superior
and priests, to regard every doubt as a mortal glu. Other
faulte we might have, as we were told over and over again,

whkh, though worthy of penances, wene far les sinful
than these. For a nun to doubt that she was doing her
duty in fulflfling her vows and oaths, was a heinous of-
fuec, and w were exhorted always to suppreus our doubts,
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te confes. them without reserve, and cheerfuly submit to

severe penances on account of them, as the only means of
morgtfying our evil dispositions, and resisting the tempta-
tions ot the devil. Thus we learnt in a good degr to re-
oint our minds and consciences, when we felt the rising of a
question about the duty of doing anything required of us.

To enforce this upon us they employed varions means.

Some of the most striking stories told ns at catechism by
the priasts, were designed for this end. One of these I wil

repeat. 'One day,' as a priest assured us, who was hear-

ing us sy the catechimm on Saturday afternoon, ' as one

Nfonieur • a well-known citizen of Montreal, was

walking near the cathedral, ho saw Satan giving nrders to

innumerable éèil spirits who were assembled around him.

Being afraid of being seen, and yet wishing to observe

what was done, he hid himmelf where ho could observe al
that passed. Satan despatched hie devile to different parts
of the city, with directions to do their best for him; and

returned in a ahort time, bringing in reports of their suc-
ees in leading persons of different classes to the commis.

Mon of varions sins, which they thought would be agree-
able to their master. Satan, however, expressed his dis-
satisfaction, and ordered them out again; but just then a

epirit from the Black Nunnery came, who had not been

seen before, and stated that he had been trying for seven

years to persuade one of the nuns to doubt, and had just
succeeded. Satan received the intelligence with the high-
est pleaure ; and turning to the spirite around him, said:

•Yon have not half done your work,-he has done much
more than all of you put together.é

In spite, however, of our instructions and warninge, our
fears and penances, euch doubts would obtrude; and I have
often indulged them for a time, and at length, yielding to

the belief that I vas wrong in giving place to them, would

confes. them, and undergo with cheerfulnes inch new

pmmncsas T was loaded with. Others too would occa- •

vsraLy entertain and privately express such doubte;
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though we had al been mout solenuily warned by the cruel
murder of Saint Frances. Occasionally some of the nana
would go fuither, and resist the restraints of punishments
imposed upon them; and it was not uncommon to hear
screams, sometimes of a most piercing and terrifie kind,
from nuns suffering under discipline.

Some of my readers may feel disposed to exclaim againat
me, for believing things which will strike them as so mon-
#trous and abominable. To such, I would say, without

pretending to justify myself,-you know little of the posi-
tion in which I was placed ; in the first place, ignorant of
any other religions doctrines, and in the second, met at
every moment by some ingenions argument, and the am.
pie of a large community, who recoived al the instructions
of the priests as of undoubted truth, and practised upon
them. 0f the variety and speciousnen of the argumenta
uated, you cannot have any correct idea. They were often
so ready with replies, examples, anecdotes, and authorities,
to enforce their doctrines, that it seemed to me as if they
could never have learnt it all from boeks, but muet have
been taught by wicked spirite. Indeed, when I reflect
open their conversations, 1 am astonishod at their art and
address, and flnd it diflicult to account for their subtlety
and succes in influencmg my mind, and persuading me to
anythimg th§y pleased. It seems to me that hardly any-
body would be msfe in their hands. If you were to go to
confession twice, I believe you would feel very diferent
from what you do now. They have such q¢say of avoid-
ing one thing and peaking of another, of affirming th,
and doubting and disputing that, of quoting authorities,
and speaking of wonders and miracles recently performed,
in nn¾mation of what they teach, as familiarly known to
persons whom they cal by name, and whom they pretend

to offer as witnesses, though they never give you an oppor-
tunity to speak with them,-these, and many other ammas,
they use in auch a way, that they always blinded my mind,
and, I should think, would blind the minds c other.
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Ohapter XVI.

TREATMENT OP YOUNG INPANTB IN T"P CONTENT-TALKING

tN ML E --AMUsEMENTS--CERLBMONBs AT THIB PUBLIC IN.

TEILMENT OP DECEAMD NUNS-SUlDEN DISAPPEARANCE OF

TiR OLD sUPSIaO-INTRDUCION 0F THE NEW ONE--

SUPEMSTITION-ALARM OF A NtUN-DIFFICULTY OF COM-

MUNICATION WITH OTHE3R NUNS.

IT will be recollected, that I was informed immediately af-
ter receiving the veil, that infants were occasionally mur-

dered in the Convent. I was one day in the nun's private
private sick room, when I had an opportunity unsought
for, of witnessing deeds of such a nature. It was, perbaps,
a month after the death of St. Frances. Two little twin
babes, the children of St. Catherine, were brought to a
priest, who was in the room, for baptism. I was present
while the ceremony was performed, with the Superior and
several of the old nuns, whose names I never knew, they
being caled Ma tante (Aunt).

The priests took turns in attending to confession and
catechism in the Convrent, usually three months at a time,
though sometimes longer periods. The priest then on duty
was Father Larkin. He is a good-looking European, and
has a brother who is a Professor in the College. He first
put oil upon the heads of the infants, as is the custom be-
fore baptism. When he had baptized the children, they
were taken, one after another, by one of the old nuns, in
the presence of us all. She pressed ber hand upon the
mouth and nose of the first so tight that it could not
breathe, and in a few minutes, when the hand was remov .
ed, it was dead. She then took the other, and treated it ia
the uome way. No sound was heard, and both the chlü.
dmen woen ocorps. The greatest indiffrence was showvi
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by al present during this operation ; for all, as I wel knew,

were long accustomed to such scenes. The little bodies
were then taken into the cellar, thrown into the pit I have
mentioned, and covered with a quantity of lime.

I afterwards saw a new-born infant treated in the same
manner, in the same place ; but the actors in this scene I
choose not to name, nor the circumtances, as everything
connected with it is of a peculiarly trying and painful n»
ture to my own feelings.

These were the only instances of infanticide I witnessed;
and it seemed to be merely owing to accident that I was
then present. So far as I know there were no pains taken to
preserve secrecy on this subject ; that is, I saw no attempt
made to keep any inmate of the Convent in ignorance of

the murder of the children. On the contrary, others were
told, as well as myself, on their first admission as veiled
nuns, that all infants born in the place were baptized and
killed, without loss of time; and I had been called to wit-
ness the murder of the three just mentioned, only because I
happened to be in the room at the time.

That others were killed in the same manner, during my
stay in the nunnery, I am well assured.

How many there were I cannot tell, and having taken
no account of those I heard of, I cannot speak with preci-
uion; I believe, however, that I learnt through nuns, that
at least eighteen or twenty infants were smothered, and se-
cretly buried in the cellar, while I was anun.

One of the efects of the weariness of our bodies and
minds, was our proneness to talk in our sleep. It was both
ludicrous and painful to hear the nuns repeat their prayers
in the course of the night, as they frequently did in their
dreaas. Required to keep our minds continually on the
stretch, both in watching our conduct, in remembering the
rules and our prayers, under the fear of the consequences
of any neglect, when we closed our eyes in sleep, we often
vent over again the acens of the day, and it w as n-
nommnn thing for me to hear a nun repeat one or two of
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her long exorcises in the dead of the night. Sometimes by
the time eh. had finiahed, another, in a different part of the
room, would happen to take a similar turn, and commence
a imilar recitation; and I have known cases in which
several such unconscious exercises wore performed, aIl with-
in an hour or two.

We had now and then a recreation day, when we were
relieved from our customary labour, and from all prayers
except those for morning and evening, and the short ones
said at every striking of the clock. The greater part of our
time wa then occupied with different games, particularly
backgammon and draughts, and in such conversation as did
not relate to our past lives, and the outuide of the Convent.
Sometimes, however, our sports would be interrupted on
such days by the entrance of on* of the priests, who would
come in and propose that his fête, the birthday of his pa-
tron saint, should be kept by ' the saints.' We saints 1

Several nuns died at different times while I was in the
Convent; how many, I cannot say, but there was a consi-
derable number. I might rather say many in proportion
to the number in the nunnery. The proportion of deaths
I am sure was very large. There were always some in the
nune' sick-room, and several interments took place in the
chapel.

When a Black Nun is dead, the corpse is dressed as if
living, and placed in the chapel in a sitting posture, within
the railing round the altar, with-a book in hand as if read-
ing. Persona are then freely admitted from the street, and
some of them read and pray before it. No particular no-
toriety is given, I believe, to this exhibition out of the
Convent, but such a case usually excites some attention.

The living nuns are required to say prayers for the de-
livery of their deceased sister from purgatory, being in-
formed, as in all other such cases, that if she i. not there,
an4 has no need of our intercession, our prayers are in no
danger of being thrown away, s they will be set down to
MO. ao0ow4 of some of our decesed frienda, or at leas te
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that of the souls whicb have no acquaintances to pray fez
them.

It was customary for un occasionally to kneel before a
dead nun thus seated in the chapel, and I have often per-
formed that task. It was always painful, for the ghastly
countenance.þeing seen whenever I raised my eyes, and the
feeling that the position and dress were entirely opposed to
every idea of propriety in such a case, always made me
melancholy.

The Superior sometimes left the Convent, and was ab-
sent for an hour, or several hours at a time, but we never
knew of it until she had returned, and 'vere not informed

1-4 Ea NC9 TO 1Wl PRI3STS' F43
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where ehe had been. I one day had reason to preume that
she had recently paid a visit to the priests' farm, though I
had not dirées evidence that such was the tact. The
priest@' farmn i a fine tract of land belonging to the Se.
ninary, a little distance from the city, near thé Lachine

road, with a large old-fashioned edifce upon it. I hap.
pened to be in the Superior's room on the day alluded to,
when ahe made some remarks on the plainness and poverty
of her furniture. I replied that @he was not proud, and
could not be dissatiafied on that account ; she answered,-
' No ; but if was, how much superior is the furniture at
the priesta' farm ; the poorest room there is furiahed bet-
ter than the best of mine.'

I was one day mending the fir in the Siperior's roum,
when a priest was conversing with her on the scarcity of
money ; and I heard him say that very little money was re.
ceived by the priests for prayers, but that the þrincipal
part came with penances and absolutions.

One of the most remarkable and unaccountable things
that happened in the Convent, was the disappearance of the
old Superior. She had performed
her customary part during the day,
and had acted and appeared just as
usual. She had shown no symptoms
of ill health, met with no particular
ditBiculty in conducting business, and
no agitation, anxiety, or gloom had
been noticed in her conduct. We
had no reason to suppose that dur-
ing that day @he had expected any.
tiing particular to occur, any more
than the rest of us. After the close

of our customary labours and evening
lec1tres, she disiussed us to retire to mu oD KoTKra v-
bed, exactly in her usual manner. zIMon.
The next iorning the bell rang, we
spranàg frnm oar beds, hurried on our clothes, a usual, aPt
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proceeded to the community-room in double lin., to cam.
mence the morning exorcises. There, to our surprise, we
found Biahop Lartique; but the Superior was nowhere to
be seen. The Bishop soon addressed us, instead of her,
and informed us, that a lady near him, *hom h. presented
to us, was now the Superior of the Convent, and enjoined

upon us the rmne respect and obedience which we paid to
her predecessor.

The lady ie introduced to us was one of our oldest nuns,
Saint Du*, a very large, fleshy woman, with swelled
limbs, which rendered her very slow in walking, and often
gave her great distress.
Not a word was drup-
ped from which we
could conjecture the
cause of this Change,
nor of the fate of the
old Superior. I took
the first opportunity to
inquire of one of the
nuns, whom I dared to
talk to, what had be-
come of her ; but I
found them as ignorant
as myself, though sus-
picious that she had'
been murdered by order
of the Bishop. Never-
did I obtain any light TEM XEW MOTHEI sUPERIOn.
on her mysterious dia-
appearance. I am confident, however, that if the Bishop
wished to get rid of her privately, and by foul means, he
had ample opportunities and power at his command. Jane

Ray, as usual, oould not allow such an occurrence to pass

by without intimating her own suspicions more plainly
than any other ai the nuns would have dared to do. Sh.
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spoke out one day in the community-room, and said, 'I'm
going to have a hunt in the celar for my old Superior.'

' Hush, Jane Ray !' exclaimed some of the nuna, 'you'll
be puniahed.'

' My mother used to tel me,' replied Jane, 'never to be
afraid of the face of man.'

It cannot be thought strange that we were superstitions.
Some were more easily terrified than others by unaccount-
able sighta and sounds ; but all of us believed in the power
and occasional appearance of spirits, and were ready tolook
for them at almost any time. I have een several instannoe
of alarm caused by such superstition, and have experienced
it myself more than once. I was one day sitting mending
aprons, beside one of the old nuns, in the oommunity-room,
while the litanies were repeating: as I was very easy to
laugh, Saint Ignace, or Agnes, came in, walked up to her
with much agitation, and began to whisper in her ear. She
usually talked but little, and that made me more curious to
know what was the matter. I overheard her say to the
old nun, in much alarm, that in the cellar from which ahe
had just returned, she had heard the most dreadful groans
that ever came from any human being. This was enough
to give me uneasiness. I could not account for the appear-
ance of an evil spirit in any part of the Convent, for I had
been assured that the only one ever known there was that
of the nun who had died with an unconfessed sin; and that
others were kept at a distanée by the holy water that was
rather profusely used in different parts of the nunnery.
Still, I presumed that the sounds heard by Saint Ignace
must have proceeded from, some devil, and I felt great
dread at the thought of visiting the cellar again. I deter-
mined to seek further information of the terrified nun, but
when I addressed her on the subject, at recreation-time, the
first opportunity I could find, she replied, that I was al-
ways trying to make her break silence, and walked off to
another group in the room, so that I could obtam so satir
factiou.
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It in remarkable that in our nunnery, we were almnd
entirely cut off from the means of knowing anything even
of each other. There
were many nuns whom
I know nothing of to

tis day, after having
been in the same rooms
with them every day
and night for four

years. There was a
nun, whom I Suppoa-
ed to be in the Con-
vent, and whom I was
anxious to learn some-
thing about from the
time of my entrance as
a novice; but I never
was able to learn any-
thing concerning her,
not even whether she
was in the nunnery or
not, whether alive or
dead. She was the
daughter of a rich fa-
mily, residing at Point
aux Trembles, ofwhom
I had heard my' mo-
ther speak before I
entered the Convent.
The name of her fa-
mily I thin wau La- 1M(as LÂPAYETT.

fa yette, and she was
thought to be from Europe. She was known to have taken

the Black Veil; but as I was not acquainted with the Bamt
she had assumed, and I could not describe her in 'the

world,' al my inquiries and obeervations proved ently in
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I had heard before my entrance into the Convent, that

one of the nuns had made her escape from it during the lat
war, and once inquired about her of the Superior. She ad-
mitted that such was the fact: but I was never able to
learn any particulars concerning her name, origin, or man-
ner of escape.
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Cb.apter XVII.
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1 Am uuabie to eay how mauy nuJis disappeared while I wus
iu the Couvent. There wern several. One wuas young
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lady called St. Pierre, I think, but am not certain of her
nam. Ther were two nuna by this name. I had knowa
her as a novice with me. She had been a novice about two
years and a half before I becar one. Sh. was rather large
without being tall, and had rather dark hair and eyes. She
disappeared unaccountably, and nothing vas said of her
excopt what I heard in whispers from a few of the nuna, as
we found moments when we could speak unobserved.

Some told me they thought .he muât have left the Con-
vent; and I might have suppoed so, had I not ome time
afterwards found sorne of her things lying about, which the
would, in such a mase, doubtless have taken with her. I
had nover known anything more of her than what I oould
observe or conjecture. I had always, however, the idea
that her parents or friends were wealthy, for the some-
times received clothes and other things which were very

rich.
Another nun named St. Paul, died suddenly, but as in

other cases, we knew so little, or rather were so entirely ig-
norant of the cause and circumstances, that we oould only
conjecture ; and being forbidden to speak freely upon that
or any other subject, thought little about it. I have men-
tioned that a number of veiled nuns thus mysteriously dis-
appeared during my reaidence among them. I cannot per.
haps recall them al, but I am confident there were as many
as five, and I think more. Al that we knew in such cases
was, that one of our number who appeared as usual when

last observed, was nowhere to be seen, and never seen
again.-Mad Jane Ray, on several such occasions, would
indulge in her bold, and, as we thought, dangerous re-

marks. She had intimated that some of those, who had
been for some time in the Convent, were by ome means
removed to make room for new ones ; and it was generally

the tact, that the diappearance of one and the introduc-
tion of another into our oommunity, were nearly at the
ame time. I have repeatedly heard Jane Ray say, wita
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one of her siguificant looks, ' Whe you appear, somabody
eW disappears '

It is ·unpleaamnt enough to diatries or torture one's self;
but there is something worse in being tormented by others,
especially when they resort to force, and show a pleasure in
compelling you, and leave you no hop* to escape, or oppor.
tunity to resist. I had seen the gags repeatedly in use,
and sometimes applied with a roughnes which seemed ra-

ther inhuman ; but it i one thing to se and another thing

to feel. They were ready to recommend a resort to com-

pulsory measures, and ever ready to run for the gag.
These were kept in one of the ommunity-rooms, in a
drawer between two closets ; 'and ther. a stock of about
fifty of them were always kept in deposit. Sometimes a
number of nuns would prove refractory at a time ; &nd I
have seen battles commenced in which several appeared on
both aides. The disobedient were, however, soon over-
powered; and to prevent their screami being heard beyona
the walls, gagging commenced immediately. I have seen
hall a dozen lying gagged and bound at once.

I have been subjected to the same state of involuntary si.
lence more than once; for sometimes I became excited to a
state of desperation by the measures used agaist me, and
then conducted myself in a manner perhape not les. violent
than some others. My hands have been tied behind me,
and a gag put into my mouth, sometimes with such force

and rudenes as to separate my lips, and cauase the blood to
flow freely.

Treatment of this kind i apt to teach submission; an¢
many times I have acquiesoed under orders received, or
wishes expressed, with a fear of a recurrence to some severe
meaures.

One day I had incurred the anger of the Superior in a
greater degree than usual, and it wa ordered that I should
be taken to one of the cells. I wa taken by some of she
nuns, bound and gagged, carried down the stairs into the

celiar, and laid upoS the toor. Not long aftsrwarda I in.



duced one of the nuns to request the Superior to come down
and see me; and on naking ome acknowledgment, I was
released. I will, however, relate this story rather more in
detail.

On that day I had been engaged with Jane Ray, in car-
rying into affect a plan of revenge upon another permon,

when I fel under the vindictive spirit of some of the old
nuns, and suffered severely. The Superior ordered me to
the cells, and a scene of violence commenced which I will
not attempt to describe, nor the precis circumstances
which led to it. Sufilce it to say, that after I had exhaust-
ed all my strength, by reisting as long as I could, against

several nuna, I had my hands drawn behind my back, a
leathern band pasmed first round my thumbs, then round
my hands, and then round my vaist and fastened. This
was drawn mo tight that it eut through the flesh of my
thumbs, makiug wounds, the scars of which still remain.
A gag was then forced into my mouthu, not indeed so vio-

lently as it ometimes was, but roughly enough; after
which I was taken by main force, and carried down into

the cellar, acrosm it almost to the opposite extremity, and

brought to the laut of the second range of cells on the left

hand. The door was opened, and I was thrown in with
violence, and left alone, the door being immediately closed,
and bolted on the
outside. The bare
ground was under

me, cold and hard
as il it had been
beaten even. I
lay till in the
position in which
I had fallen, as it INsTRUMENTS OP TORTURE IN USE IN

would have been THE CONNENT.

difficult for me to
move, confined as I was, and exhausted by my exertions;

and the ahock of =y f1, and my wrethed sâtate oI desper

,W&lm DsmOLuMas or XMIA xo-X.
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ation and fear, disinclined me from any further attempt. I
was in almost total darknees, there being nothing percepti-
ble except a slight glimmer of light which came in through
the little window far above me.

How long I remained in that condition I can only con-
j6cture. It seemed to me a long time, and muet have been
two or three hours. I did not move, expecting to die there,
and in a state of distress which I cannot describe, from the
tight bondage about my hands, and the gag holding my
jawe apart at their greatest extention. I am confident I
must have died before morning, if, as I then expected, I
had been left there al night. By-and-bye, however, the
bolt was drawn, the door opened, and Jane Bay spoke to
me in a tone of kindneu.

She had taken an opportunity to slip into the cellar un-
noticed, on purpose to see me. She unbound the gag, took
it out of my mouth, and told me ah* would do anything to
get me out of the dungeon. If she had had the bringing
of me down the would not bave thrust me in so brutally,

~-and she would be resented on those who had. She offered.
to throv herself upon her knees before the Superior, and
beg her forgiveness. To thi I would not consent; but
told her to ask the Superior to come te me, as I wished to
speak to her. This I had no idea she would condescend to
do; but Jane had not been long gone before the Superior
came, and asked if I repented in the sight of God for what
I had done. I replied in the affirmative; and after a lec-

ture of ome length on the pain I had given the Virgin
Mary by my conduct, she asked whether I was wifling to
ask pardon of al the nuns for the scandal I had caused them
by my behaviour. To this I made no objection; and I
was then released from my prison and my bonds, went up
to the community-room, and kneeling before all the sisters
in succesion, begged the forgiveness and prayers of each.

Among the marks which I still bear of the wounds re-
o.ived from penanes and violence, are the scars left by the
bolt with which I repeatedly tortured myself, for the mSrp
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tifcation of my spirit. Thee are mont distinct on my
ide: for although the band, which was four or five inches

in breadth, and extended round the waist, was stuck full of
sharp iron points in all parts,
it was sometimes crowded
most against my side, by
resting in my chair, and
then the wounds were usual.
ly deeper there than any-
where else.

My thumb were noverai
times cut severely by the
tight drawing of the band
used to confine my arma ;
and scars are still visible
upon them.

The rough gagging which
I neveral times endured
wounded my lips very much;
for it was commra, in that
operation, to thrust the gag IROIN MARY.

hard against the teeth, and catch one or both the lips,
which were sometimes cruelly cut. The object was to stop
the screama made by the offender, as soon as possible ; and
some of the old nuns delighted in tormenting us. A gag
was once forced into my mouth, which had a large splinter
upon it; and this cut through my under lip, in front, leav-
ing to this day a scar about hall an inch long. The same
lip was several times wounded as well as the other ; but one
day worse than ever, when a narrow piece was eut off from
the left side of it, by being pinched between the gag and
the under fore-teeth; and thi han left an inequality in it
which is still very observable.

One of the most nhocking atories I heard, of events that
oocurred in the nunnery before my acquaintance with it,
was the folowing, which ws told me by Jane Ray. What
is uneummon, 1 can fix the date whn 1 heard it. It wa
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on New Year's Day, 1834. The ceremomes, customary M
the early part of that day, had been performod ; after mais,
in the morning, the Superior had shaken hands with all the
nuns, and given us her blessing, for she was said to have
received power from heaven to do so once a year, and then
on the first day of the year. Besides this, cakes, raisins,
&c., are distributed to the nuns on that day.

While in the community-room, I had taken a seat just
within the cupboard-door, where I oflten found a partial
shelter from observation with Jane, when a conversation
incidentally began between us. Our practice often was, to
take places there beside one of the old nuns, awaiting the
time when she would go away for a little while, and leave
us partially screened from the observation of others. On
that occasion, Jane and I were left for a time alone; when,
after some discourse on suicide, she remarked that three
nuns once killed themselves in the Convent. This happen-
ed, she said, not long after her reception, and I knew,
therefore, that it was several years before I had become a

-,ice. Three young ladies, she informed me, took the
veil together, or very near the same time, I am not cerltm
which. 1 know they have four robes in the Convent, to be
worn during the ceremony of taking the veil: but I never
have seen more than one of them used at a time.

Two of tlie new nunis were sisters, and the other their
cousin. TIey had been received but a few days, when in-
formation was given one morning, that they had been found
dead in their beds, amid a profusion of blood. Jane Ray
said she saw their corpses, and that they appeared to have
killed themselves by opening veins in their armas with a
knife they had obtained, and al had bled to death together.
What was extraordinary, Jane Ray added, that she had
heard no noise, and she believed nobody had auspected that
anything wua wrong during the night. St. Hypolite, how.
ever, had stated, that she had found them in the morning,
after the other nune had gone to prayers, lying lifelka in
their beds.
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For some reason or other, their death was not made

piblic; but their bodies, instead of being exhibited in full

dress, in the chapel, and afterwards interred with solemnity

beneath it, were taken unceremoniously into the cellar, and

thrown into the hole I have so often mentioned.

There were a few instances, and only a few, in which we

knew anythmig that was happening in the world; and even

then our knowledge did not extend out of the city. I can

recall but thxee occasions of this kind. Two of them were

when the cholera prevailed in Montreal ; and the other was

the election riots. The appearance of the cholera, in both

seasons of its ravages, gave us abundance of occupation.

[ndeed, we were more borne down by hard labour at those

times, than ever before or afterwards during my stay. The

Pope had given early notice that the burning of wax candilts

would afford protection from the disease, because, so long

as any person continued to burn one, the Virgin Mary

would intercede for him. No sooner, therefore, had the

alarming disease made its appearance in Montreal, than a

long wax candle was lighted in the Convent, for each of

the inmates, so that al parts of it in use were artificiaily

illuminated day and night. Thus a great many candles

were constantly burning, which were to be replaced from

those manufactured by the nuns. But this was a trifle.

The Pope's message having been promugated in the Grey

Nmnnery, and to Catholics at large through the pulpit, an

extaordinary demand was created for wax candles, to sup-

ply which we were pnncipally depended upon. Al who

could possibly be employed in making them were, there-

fore, set to work, and 1, among the rest, assisted in differ-

ent departments, and witnessed ail.

Numbers of the nuns had long been familar with the

business; for a very considerable amount of wax had been

annually manufactured in the Convent; but now the works

were much extended, and other occupations ia a great de-
gree lai tside. Large quantities of wax were received in

tre atMrWimg, which was said to have been imported from
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England; kettles were placed in ome of the working.
rooms, in which it was clarified by heat over coal fres, and

when. prepared, the proces of dipping oomenoed. The

wicks, which were quite long, were piaced, hanging upon a
reel, taken up and dipped in succession, until after many

slow revolutions of the reol, the candles were of the proper

aize. They were then taken to a part of the room where

tables were prepared for rolling them smooth. This is done

by pasing a ruiler over tham, until they became even and

pohshed; after which they are laid by for sale. These

processes caused a constant bustle in several of the rooms ;

and the melancholy reports from without, of the ravages

of the cholera, with the uncertainty of what might be the

result with us, notwithistanding the promised intercession

of the Virgin, and the briliant lights constantly burning

in such numbers around us, impressed the acenes I used to
witness very deeply on my mind. I had very little doubt,

myseIf, of the strict truth of the stcry we had heard about

the security conferred upon those who burnt candles, and

yet I sometimes had serious fears arise in my mind. These

thoughts, however, I did my utmost to regard as great ins,
and evidences of my own want of faith.

It was during that period that I formed a partial acquain.

tane with several Grey Nuns, who used to come frequent-

ly for supplies of candles for their Convent. I had no op-

portunity to converse with them, except so far as the pur-

chase and sale of the articles they required. I became fa-
miliar with their countenances and appearances, but was

unable to j udge of their characters or feelings. Concerning

the rules and habits prevailing in the Grey Nunnery, 1
therefore remained as ignorant as if I had been a thousand
miles off ; and they had no better opportunity to learn any-

thing of us, beyond what they could se. around them in the

room where the candles were sold.
We supplied the Congregational Nunnery alo with wax

candisa, as 1 before remarked; and in both these institu-

twons, it was understood, a constant illumination was kept
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up. Citizens were also frequently ruinig ia to buy San-
dies in great and amall quantitiea, ,o that the huenno of
store-keeping was far more laborious than commun.

We were confirmed in our faith i the interesion of the
Virgin, when we found that we remaineud safe trom the
cholera : and it is a renarkable fact, that not one case of
that disease existed in the Nunnery, during either of the
soaaons in which it proved so fatal in the city.

\When the election riots prevailed at Montreal, the city
was thrown into general alarm; we heard some reports
fromi day to day, which made us anxiotu for ourselves.
N othing, however, gave me any serions thoughts, uantil I
saw uncommon movements in some parts of the Nunnery,
and ascertained, to my own satis±action, that there was a
large quantity of gunpowder atored in some secret place
within the walls, and that some of it was removed, or pre-
pared for use, under the direction of the Suptrior.

Penacue.-I have mentioned several penances in differ-
ent parts of this narration, which we sometimes had to per-
form. There in a grett variety of them ; and, while some,
though trifling in appearance, becane very pain'ful, by long
endurance or freq uent repetition, others are never. in their
nature, and never would be rubmitted to, unless, through
fear of something worse, or a real belief in their eI¶cacy to
remove guilt. I will mention here such as I recollect,
which can be named without offending a virtuous ear; for
some there were, which, although I have been compelled
to submit to, either by a misled conscience, or the fear of
severe punishment, now that I am better able to judge cf
my duties, and at liberty to act, I would not mention or de.
scribe.

Kissing the floor in a very common perance: kneeling
and kissing the feet of the other nuns ia another; as are
kneeling on bard peas, and walkmg with thom in the ohoo.
We had repeatedly to walk on our knees through the sub-
terranean passage, leading to the Congregational Tunnery;
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and someti mes to eat our meals with a rope round our

necks. Sometimes we were fed only with such things a
we most disliked. Garlic was given to me on this account,
becàuse I had a strong antipathy against it.

Eels were repeatedly given some of us, because we felt

THE OCCASIONAL FOOD 0F TH CONVi1-

an unconquerable repugnance to them, on account of reports
we heard of their feeding on dead carcases in the river St.
Lawrence. It was no uncommon thing for us to be requir-
ed to drink the water in which the Superior had washed her
feet. Sometimes we were required to brand ourselves with
a hot iron, so as to leave scars ; at other times, to whip our
naked flesh with several small rods, before a private altar,
until we drew blood. I can assert, with the perfect know-
ledge of the fact, that many of the nuns bear the scars of
these wounds.

One of the penances was to stand for a length of time
with our aris extended, in imitation ut the Saviour on tue

OUR SAvloUR ON HIS PROGRBSS To THE PLACE Or

oEUoIVIZIuo.
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Crosa. The Chemin de la croix, or Road to the Cross, in,
in fact, a penance, though it consiste of a variety of pro-
strations, with the repetition of many prayers, occupymg
two or three hours. This we had to perform frequently
g8ing to chapel, and falling before each chapelle in succes-
sion, at each time commemorating some particular act or

circumetance reported of the Saviour's progreus to the place
of his crucifixion.

Sometimes we were obliged to sleep on the floor in the
winter, with nothing over us but a single sheet ; and some-
times to chew a piece of window glass to a fine powder, in
the presence of the Superior.

We had sometimes to wear a leathern belt stuck full of
sharp metallic points, round our waists and the upper part

of our arma, bound on so tight that they penetrated the
flesh, and drew blood.

Some of the penances were so severe, that they seemed
too much to be endured; and when they were imposed, the
nuns who were to suffer them showed the most violent
repugnance. They would often resist, and still oftener ex-
press their opposition by exclamations and screams.

Never, however, was any noise heard from them for a
long time, for there was a remedy always ready to be ap-
plied in caes of the kind. The gag which was put into the
mouth of the unfortunate Saint Frances, had boen brought
from a place where there were forty or fifty others of differ-
ent shapes and sizes. These I have seen in their deposi-

tory. which is a drawer between two closets, in one of the
community-rooms. Whenever any loud noise was made,
one of these instruments was demanded, and gagging com-
menced at once. I have known many instances, and some-
times five or six nuns gagged at once. Sometimes they
would become so much excited before they could be bound
and gagged, that considerable force was necesary to be
exerted ; and I have seen the blood flowing from mouths
into which the gag had bee thrust with violence.
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Indeed I ought to know something of this ipartment of
nunnery discipline; I have had it tried ipa myself, and
can bear witness that it is not only mooc humiliating and
oppressive, but often extremely panful. The mouth is
kept forced open, and the strainig of the jaws at their ut-
most stretch, for a considerable time, is very distressing.

One of the worst punishments which I ever saw infiicted,
was that with the cap; and yet some of the old nuns were
permitted to inflict it at their pleasure. I have repeatedly
known them to go for a cap, when one of our number had
transgressed a rule, sometimes though it were a very un-
important one. These caps were kept in a cupboard in the
old nuns' room, whence they were brought when wanted.

They were small, made of a reddish looking leather, fit-
ted closely to the head, and fastened under the chin with a
kind of buckle. It was the common practice to tie the
nun's hands behind, and gag her before the cap was put on
to prevent noise and resistance. I never fw it worn by
any one for a moment, without throwing them into severe
sufferings. If permitted, they would scream in the most
shocking manner, and always writhed as much as their con-
finement would allow. I can speak from personal know-
ledge of this punishment, as I have endured it more than
once; and yet I have no idea of the cause of the pain. I
never examined one of the -caps, nor saw the inside, for they
are always brought and taken away quickly ; but although
the first sensation was that of coolness, it was hardly put on
my head before a violent and indiscribable sensation began,
like that of a blister, only much more insupportable; and
this continued until it was removed. It would produce
such an acute pain as to throw us into convulsions, and I
think no human being could endure it for an hour. After
this punishment, we felt its effect throUgh the system for
many days. Having once known what it was by experi.
ence, I held the cap in dread, and whenever I was con-
deuaed to Mer the p-inm=t a&gla, feIt ready to do
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anything to avoid it. But when tied and gagged, with
the cap on my head again, I could only sink upon the floor,
and roll about in agony and anguish until it was taken off,
and placed in the repository.

IARIA MON' 6 SUPERINGS APTER THE PENANCE OP WEAR-

ING TE CAP.

This was usually done in about ten minutes, sometimces

les, but the pain always continued in n y head for several
days. I thought that it might take away a person's reason
if kept on a much longer time. If I had not been gagged
I am sure 1 should have uttered awful screams. I have
felt the effects for a week. Sometimes fresh cabbage leaves
were applied to my head to remove it. Having had nô op-
portunity to examine my head, I cannot say more.

Among al the nuns there was the same universal dread
and horror of the puniahment of the cap. I have heard
sone of them shriek as loud as their voices would allow
therm, when they have been told they were to wear it as a
penance for some tri.iUg offence of which they have been

1oi
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guilty ; formerly, Jane Ray told me, she had known nuns
who wore it when I was a novice, who have gone complete.
ly off their mids, so severe was the suffering which it in-
fiicted upon that tender part of the body, the head. Blood
ws ofic. drawn from a few minutes' infli~ton, and the
baàin J the strongest person wonld reel if it'.wa allowed
to remain upon the head for a quarter of an hour.
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Chapter XVIII.

T.. P UNTIEMXNT oP TE CAP--TUE PRITs O TUE Dis.

TRJCT oF MoWTREAL HAvE PR3E AoCE8s To TE RLACK

NUNNE RY--JiMEs OOMMXD AVD REQUTRED E TI "M

-- THE POP'S COMMAND TO COMMIT INDECENT CRIME--

oenR A01TE O F TUE OLD A3rD Niw SUPIMOUS--TR3

T!MIDITT OP TUE LAITR- 3EGAN TO BI EMPLoED Ig

Rl osPITALa--4o3 AOcoUIrr or TxEm--WARNING

GTTIN ME ET A 1CRL NUN-PAENANCE OP RANGING.

TEx, punishment was oneaaionally resorted to for very trifl.

ing ofences, such as washing the handi without permis-
sion ; and it wau generally applied on the spot, and belore
the other nuna in the oommunity-rom.

I have mentioned before, that the country, o far down
as the Three Rivera, is furnished with priests by the Semi-
nary of Montreal; and that these hundred and flfty men
are liable to be occasionally transferred from one station to
,other. Numbers of them are often to be seen in the
str"ts of Montreal, as they may find a home in the Remi-

They are considered as having an equal right t enter
the Black Nunnery whenever they please; and then, ac-
cording to our oaths, they have complete control over the

inun. To name all the works of shame of which they are
guilty in that retreat, would requin much time and space,
neithSe would it be necessary to the accomplishment of my
object, which is, the publication of but some of their crimi-
nality to the world, and the development, in general terns,
of scenes thus far carried on in secret within the wal] of
that Convent, where I waso long an inmate.

acur against detection by the world, they never beiev.

15u
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ed that an ey.-witnem would ever escape to teil of ir
crimies, and declare Bome of their names betore the world;
but the time has come, and some of their deeds of darkness
must come to the day. I have seen i the Nunnery, the
priesta from more, I presume, than a hiundred oountry
pl ces, admitted for shamefuil and crimim purposes ; from
St. Cres, St. Denis, St. Mark's, St. &ntoine, Charbly,
Berti , St. John's, &c.

How expected to them wil be the disclosuros I make!
Shut up inapkaifrom which there has been thought to be
but one way of egress, and that the passage to the grave,
they considered themselves safe in perpetrating enmes in
our presence, and in making us share in their cruumaUlity
as often as they chose, and conducted more shamelessly than
even the brutes.

These debauchies would come in without ceremony, con-
coaling their names, both by night and day. Being with-
in the walls of that prison-house of death, where the cries
and pains of the injured ininocence of their victims would
never reach the world, for relief or redress for their wrongs,
without remorse or shame, they would glory, not only in
sating their brutal passions, but even in torturing, in the
most barbarous manner, the feelings of those under their
power; telling us at the same time, that this mortifying
the tlesh was religion, and pleasing to God. The more
they could torture us, or make us violate our own feelings,
the more pleasure they took in their unclean revelling ;
and all their brutal obscenity they cailed meritorious before
God.

We were sometimes invited to put ourselves to voluntary
sufferings in a variety of ways, not for a penance, but to
show our devotion to God. A priest would sometimes say
to us-

'Now, which of you have love snough for Jesus Christ to
stick a pin through your cheeksr

Some of us would signify our readiness, and inmediately

rwt one throug> gg to the head. Sometimes b woul4
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propoas that we should repeat the operatlon several times

on the spot; and the theeks of a number of the nuns vould

be bloody.
There wer other acts oocasionally propoeed and consent-

ed to, which I cannot name in a book. Such the Superior

would sometimes command us to perform ; many of them,

things not only useles *lad unheard of, but loathsome aà
indecent in the highest possible degree. How they ever
could have been rnvented, 1 never could conceive. Things
were done worse than the entire exposure of the person,
though this was occasionally required of several at once in
the presence o! priesta.

The Superior of the Seminary would sometimes come and
inform us that eh. had receivsd orders from the Pope to
request that those nuns who possessed the greatest devo-
tion and faith, should be requested to perform some parti-
cular deeds, which she named or described in Our presence,
but of which no decent or moral person could ever venture

to speak. I nannot repeat what would injure any ear, not
debased to the lowest possible degree. I am bound by s
regard to truth, hcwever, to confes, that deluded women
were found among us, who would comply with their re-
questa.

There vas a great difference between the characters o!
our old and new Superiors, which soon became obvious.
The former used to say she liked to walk, because it would
prevent her from becoming corpulent. She was, there-
fore, very active, and constantly going about from one part
of the Nunnery to another, overseeing us at our various

employments. I never saw her in any appearance of timid.

ity ; h. seemed, on the contrary, bold and masculine, and
somotimes much more than that, cruel and cold-blooded, in
scenes calcuIated-bovercome any common person. Such a
character she had particularly exhibited at the murder of
St. Frances.

The new Sperior, Ou the other haud, was so heavy and
lame, tht sh» walksd with muc& difficulty, and conse-
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qnently exercised a les vigilant oversight of the nn. a 'ne
was also of a timid disposition, or else had been overcome
bysomè great fright in her past lie; for she was apt to be-
come alarmed in the night, and never liked to be alone in
the dark. She had long performed the part of an old nun,
which in that of a spy upon the younger ones, and was well
known to us in that character, under the name of St. Mar-
garite. Soon after her promotion to the station of Supe-
rior, she appointed me to sleep in her apartment, and as-
signed me a sofa to lie upon. One night, while I was
asleep, she suddenly tkrew herself upon me, and exclaim-
ed, in great alarm, ' Oh ! mon Dieu ! mon Dieu ! qu'estque
ca P' (Oh ! my God ! my God ! what is that ?) 1 jumped
up and looked about the room, but saw nothing, and endea-
voured to convince her that there was nothing extraordin-
ary there. But she insisted that a ghost had come and held
her bei-curtain, so that she could not draw it. I examin-
ed it, and found that the curtain had been caught by a pin
in the valence, which had held it back; but it was impos-
sible to tranquilize her for some time. She insisted on
my sleeping with her the rest of the night, and I streh-
ed myself acrous the foot of her bed, and slept ther till
miorng.

During the last part of my
stay in the Convent, 1 was often
employEd in attending in the
hospitala. There are, as I have
before mentioned, several apart-
ments devoted to the sick, and
there is a physician of Montreal,
who attends as ordinary physician {
to the Convent. It must not be
supposed, however, that he knows
anything concerning the private
hospitals. It is a tact of great im- mARIA KONI ATrEND-

portance to be distinctly under- uwo TE aIcx Ix

st4ood, and constantly borne in Tus aosrxTAL.
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mmd, that ho in never, under any circumstances, admitted

into the private hospital rooms. Of those he e8 notLhng

more than any stranger whatever. le is limited to the
care of those patient8 who are admitted from the city into
the-public hospital, and one of the nuns' hospitals, and
these he visita every day. Sick poor are received Por

charity by the institution, attended by some of the nun»,
and often go away with the highest idene of our (harit.>Ie

characters and holy lives.

The physicianhimelf might,
perhaps, in some cases, share

im the delusion.

1 frequenLty followed Dr.

Nelson through the publio

hospital at the direction of-

the Superior,withpen, mk and

paper, in my hands, and

wrote down the prescriptions

which ho ordered for the dil-

ferent patients. These were

afterwards prepared and ad-
rnixustered by the attend-

ants. About a year before I

left the Convent, I was first

appointed te attend the pri-

vate sick-rooms, and was fre.

quently employed in that

duty up to the day of my de.

parture. 0f course, I had

opportunities to observe the

number and classes of pa-

tients treated there: and in

what I am about to say on

this subject, I appeal, with

perfect confidence, to any

true and competent witness

to corfirm my words, when-

DR. NELs0X.
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Cver rsuch a wituess may appear. It would be' vain UM
anybody who has merelv viated the Oonvent from cun -
uaity, or resided in it as a novice, to question my declara.
tions. Such a person must nuoesarily be ignorant of
even the existence of the private romis, unless infornmed
by nome one else. Such rooma, however, there are,
and I could relate many things which have passed
thiore dunng the hours i was employed in them, as 1 have

One night i was called tu sit up witi an Iid un, named
St. Clare, who, in going down tairm, had dialocated a bmb,
and lay in a sick-room adjoining the hospital. She seemed
to be a little out of her head a part of the tuno, but appear.
ed to be quite in possesson of her reason mosit of the night.

It was easy to pretend that ahed was delirious ; but I consil-

dered her as ispeaking the truth, though 1 telt reluctant to

repeat what I heard her say, and excued myself from men-

tiouing it even at confession, on the ground that thesu -

rior thought her deranged.

What led her to some of the mut remarkabie parts uf
her conversation was, a motion i nade, m the ourse of the
night, to take the light out of her little room into the ad-
jomuing apartment, to look once more at the aick persons
there. She begged me not to leave her a moment in the
dark, for the could not bear it. 'I have witnessed so mnany
horrid acenes,' said she, in tUis Convent, that I want
somebody near me constantly, and muet always have a light
burning in my room. i cannot tel you,' she added, ' what
things I remember, for they would frighten you too much.
What you have seen are nothing to them. Many a mur-
der have I witnemsed; many a nice young creature has
been kiUed in this Nunnery. I advise you to be very eau-
tious-keep everything te yourself-there are many here
ready to betray you.'

What it was that induced the old n=n to exprmes su much
kindnes to me I could not tel, unleas ehe was frightened
at tho recolection of her own crimes, aud thome of others,
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nd felt grateful for the care I took of her. Mhe had been
one of the night watches, and never before showed me any
particular kindness. She did not, indeed, go into det-d
concerning the transactions to which she alluded, but told
me that some nuns had been murdered under great aggra.
vations of cruelty, by being gagged, and left to starve in
the cells, or having their flesh burned off their bones with
red hot irons.

It was uncomimon to tind compunction expreae-d by any
of the nuns. Habit renders us insensible to the sufferings
of others, and careless about our own oins. I had become
no hardened myself, that I find it difficult to rid myself of
many of my former false principles and views of right and
wrong.

I was one day set to wash some empty bottlee from the
cellar, which had contained the liquid that was poured into
the cemetery there. A ninber of these had been brought
from the corner where so many of them were always to be
seen, and placed at the head of the cellar stairs, and there
we were required to take, them and wash them out. We
poured in water and rinsed them ; a few drops which got
upon our clothes soon made holes in thom. I think the li-
quid was called vitriol, or some such name, and I heard
some persons say that it would soon destroy the flesh and
even the bones of the dead. At another time, we were fur-
nished with a little of the liquid, which was mixed with a
quantity of water, and used in dying some cloth black,
which was wanted at funerals in the chapel. Our hande
were turned very black by being dipped in it, but a few
drops of some other liquid were mixed with fresh water,
and given us to wash in, which left our skin of a bright
red.

The bottles of whicI I spoke wére made of very thick
dark -coloured glass, large at the bottom, and, I should say,
held somothing lesu than a gallon.

I was on-e much shocked, on entering the room for the
«aminiation of conscience, at seemg a nun han gmg by a
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cord from a ring in the ceiling, with her head downwarti.

Her clothes had been tied round with a leathern strap, to
keep them in their place, and then she had been fastengd
in that situation, with her head some distance from the
floor. Her face had a very unpleasant appearance, being
dark coloured, and swollen by the rnshing in of the blood ;
her hands were tied, and her mouth stopped with a large
gag. This nun proved to be no other than Jane Bay, who
for some fault had been condemned to this puniishment. I
could not help noticing how very similar this punihmnent
was to that of the Inquisition.

!s D!<QULSrrioa.

lb

h
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Thie was not, however, a solitary case ; I ha&rd of nu.m-
ben who wer & hung,' as it was caled, at different timose;
and I saw St. Hypolite and St. Luke undergoing it. This
was considered a mot distressing punishment; and it wu
the only one which Jane Ray could not endure, of all she
had tried.

Some of the nuns would allude to it in her presence, but
It uualy made her angry. It was probably practised in
thesame place *while I was a novice, but I never heard or
thought of such a thing in those days. Whenever we wish-
ed tu enter the room for the exawination of conscience, we
had to ask love, and, after some delay, were permitted to
go, but aIways umnur a strict charge to bend the head fur-
yard, and keep the eyes tixed upon the floor.
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Chapter XIX.

MORE VISITS TO THE lMPRISONED NUN--THEIR TEAE-
OTHER TZMPORARILY PUT INTO THE OELL8--RRL140~--
TUE AGNUS DEI--TIHE PRIESTS' PRIVATE HOKFITAL, OR
HOLY RETRAT-ECRET RoOMS IN THE RASTERN WINQ
-REPORTS OF MURDERW IN THE CONVENT-TEE 8UPE-
RIOR'S PRIVATE RECORDS--UMBER OF NUTNS IN TE
CONIVENT-DESIRE OF ESCAPE--URGENT REAsoN FOR IT
-LAN---DF.LTBERATION-ATTEMPT--StUCCEU.

I orrs seized an opportunity, when I safely could, to
speak a cheering or friendly word to one of the poor pri-
soners, in passing their cells, on my errands in the cel-
lar. For a time I supposed them to be sisters; but I af-
ter'wards discovered that this was not the case. I found
that they were always under the fear of suffering some pun.
ishment. in case they ahould be foumd taking with a pet.
son not commissioned to attend them. They would often
ask, ' Is not somebody coming F'

I could easily believe what I heard affirmed by others,
that fear was the severest of their suSferings. Conflned in
the dark, in so gloomy a place, with the long arched cellar
stretching off this way and that, visited only now and then
by a solitary nun, with whom they were afraid to speak
their feelings, and with only the niserable society of each
other; how gloomy thus to spend day after day, months,
and even years, without any prospect of liberation, and li-
able at any moment to another fate to which the Bishop or
Superior might conderan them. But these poor creatures
must have known something of the horrors perpetrated in
otIer parts of the building, and could not have been ignor-
ant of the hole in the cellar, which was not fat from the
oWr, and the use to which it was 4evotd. One uto

0
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told me, in conLdence, "u wishea tiey could get out. They
must also have been often disturbed in their sleep, if they
*ver did sleep, by the numerous priesta who passed through
the trap-door at no great distance. To be subject to sich
trials for a single day would be dreadful ; but these nuns
had them to endure for years.

I often felt much compassion for them, and wished to seo
them released ; but at other times, yielding to the doctrine
perpetualy taught us in the Convent, that our future hap-
piness would be proportioned to the sufferings we had to
undergo in this world, I would rest satisfied that their im-
prisonment was a real blessing to them.

Others, I presume, participated with me in such feelinga;
One Sunday afternoon, after we had performed aU our
ceremonies, and were engaged as usul, at that time, with
backgamon and other amusements, one of the young nuns
exclaimed, ' Oh ! how headstrong are those wretches in
the celis, they are as bad as the day they were put in'

This exclamation was made, as I supposed, in conse-
quence of some recent conversation with them, as I know
her to be particularly acquainted with the older one.

Some of the vacant cells were occasionaly used for tem-
porary imprisonment. Three nuns were confined in thein,
to my knowledge, for disobedience to the Superior, as shs
called it. They did not join the rest in singing in the
evening, being exhausted in the various exertions of the
day. The Superior ordered them to sing; and, as they did
not comply, after the command had been twice repeated,
she ordered them away to the cells.

They were immediately taken down into the celar, plao-
ed in separate dungeons, and the door shut and barred up-
on tham. There they remained through the night, the fol-
lowing day and second night, but were released in time to
attend mass on the second morning.

The Supenor used occasionally to show oruething in a

glam box, which we were required to regard with the high-
e S.gree of reveruace. It was made of wax, and caied
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an Agnus Dei. She used to exhibit it to us when we were

in ç state of grace ; that is, after confession and before

Sacrament. She 8aid it had been blessed tn the very diîs

in which our Saviour had eaten. It was brought froin

Rome. Every time we kissed it, or even looked at it, we

were told it gave a hundred days' release from purgatory

to ourselves, or if we did not need it, to our next of kin in

purgatory, if not a Protestant. If we had no such kins.

man, the benefit was to go to the souls in purgatory not

prayed for.

Jane Ray would sometimes say to me, ' Let's kims it--

some of our friends wil thankisa for it.'

I have been repeatedly employed in carrying daintie, of

different kinds into the little private room I have mention-

ed. next beyond the Superior's sitting-room, in the second

story, which the priests made their ' Iluy letreat.'

1H s KUOOM CALLED THIR 'HOLY RETREAT' THE RESORT OF

THE PRIBSTS AND THIS BISHOP.

That room I never was allowed to enter. I could only

go to the door with a waiter of refreshments, set it down

upon a little stand near it, give three raps on mie door, and

thon retire to a distance to await order. Wheu anythmg
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was to be taken away, it was placed on the stand by the
Superior, who then gave three raps for me, and closed the
door

The Bishop I saw at least once, when he appeared worse
for wine, or something of the kind. After partaking of re-

freshments in the Convent, he sent for all the nuns, and on

our appearance, gave us his blessing, and put a piece of
pound cake on the shoulder of each of us, in a manner
which appeared singular and foohsh.

There are three rooms in the Black Nunnery, which I
never entered. I had enjoyed much liberty, and had seen,
as I supposed, all parts of the building, when one day I
observed an old nun go to a corner of an apartment near
the northern end of the western wing, push the end of her
scissors into a crack in the panelled wall, and pull out a
door. I was much surprised, because I never had conjec-

tured that any door was there; and it appeared, vhen I

afterwards examined the place, that no indication of it
could be discovered or. the closest scrutiny. I stepped for-

ward to see what was within, and saw three rooms opening

into each other ; but the nun refused to admit me within
the door, which she said led to rooms kept as depositories.

She herself entered and closed the door, so that I could
not satisfy my curiosity ; and no occasion presented itself.
I always had a strong desire to know the use of these apart-
ments; for I am sure they must have been designed for
some purpose of which I was intentionally kept ignorant,
9therwise they never would have remained unknown to me
so long. Besides, the old nun evidently had some strong
reason for denying me admission, though she endeavoured
to quiet my curiosity.

The Superior, after my admission into the Convent, had
told me I had access to every room in the building, and I
had seen places which bore witness to the cruelties and the
crimes committed under ber commands or sanction; but
aere was a succession of rooms which had been concealed
trom me. anac se coustriucted as if designed to be unkuwn
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to aUl but a few. I am sure that any person, who might be

able to eamine the vall in that place, would pronounce

that secret door a surprising piece of work. I never saw

anything of the kind which appeared to me @o ingenious

and skifuly made. I told Jane Ray what I had meen, and

she said at once, ' We wil get in and mee what is thers.'

But I suppose she neyer found an opportunity.

I naturally felt a good deal of curiosity to learn whether

such scenes, as I had witnessed in the death of Saint

Frances, were common or rare, and took an opportunity to

inquire of Jane Ray. Her reply was-

' Oh, yes ; and there vere many murdered while you wer

a novice, whom you heard nothing about.'
This was all I ever learnt on this subject; but ithough

I was told nothing of the manner inVhich they wre kill-

ed, I suppose it to be the mme which I had seen practised,

namely, by smothering.
1 went into the Superior's parlour one day for some-

thing, and found Jane Ray there alone, looking into a book

with an appearance of interest. I asred her what it was,
but he made some trifling answer, and laid it by as if un-

willing to let me take it. There are two book-cases in the

room ; one on the right as you enter the door, and the other

opposite, near the window and the sofa. The former con-

tains the lecture-books and other printed volumes, the lat-

ter seemed to be filled vith note and account books. I have

often seen the keys in the book-cases while I hawe been

dusting the furniture, and sornetin observed letters stnck

up in the room ; although I never looked into one, or thought

of doing so. We vere under strict araers not to touch any

o! them, and the ide& of sina and penances was alvaya pre-

sent in my mind.
Some time after the occasion mentioned, I vas sent into

the Superior's room with Jane, to arrange it ; and as the

same book was lying out of the case, she said, ' Come let

us look into it.' I imnediately consented, and we opened

h. ad turned over several leaveu. It was about a foot and

___ý mm -
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a half long, as nearly as I can remember, a foot wide, and
about two inches thick, though I cannot speak with parti-
cular precision, as Jane frightened me almost as soon as I
touched it, by exclaiming, ' There, you nave looked into it,
and if you tell of me, I will of you.'

The thought of being subjected to a severe penance,
which I had reason to apprehend, fluttered me very much ;
and, although I tried to cover my fears, I did not succeed
very well. I reflected, however, that the sin was already
oommitted, and that it would not be increased if I examin.
ed the book.

I therefore looked a little at several pages, though I still
felt a good deal of agitation. I saw at once that the vo-
lume was a record of the entrance of nuns and novices into
the Convent, and of the births that had taken place in the
Convent. Entries of the last description were made in a
brief manner, on the following plan: I do not give the
names or dates as real, but only to show the form of enter-
ing them.

Saint Mary, delivered of a son, March 16, 1834.
Saint Clarioe, ,, daughter, April 2.
Saint Matilda, ,, daughter, April 30.
Saint Eunace, ,, son, May 1.

Saint Martha, ,, daughter, May 10.
Saint Clotilda, ,, son, May 29.
Saint Catherine, ,, son, June 1.
Saint Florence, ,, daughter, June 12.
Saint Bertha ,, son, June 29.
Saint Emeline, ,, daughter, July 4.
Saint Maria, ,, son, July 9.
Saint ilypolite, ,, daughter, July 20.

So the record went on, enumerating a very large num-
ber of birha, which had taken place in the Convent. Fear
of diecovery made Jane and myself close the book socner
than we should bave done, if our curiosity could have been

1 Er
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gratified without rnning the risk of being detected. We
both gave utterance to our horror and surprise as we closed
that volume which ia a standing proof of the criminality of

the priests and bishopo that are now, and have been fto
years, the so-called 'spiritual guides' of the poor deluded
females who have sought shelter in the Convent from the
uins of the wicked world without.

No mention was made in the bock of the death of the
children, though I well knew not one of them could be liv.

ing at that time.
Now I presume that the period the book embraced vas

about two years, as several names near the beginning 1
knew; but I can form only a rough conjecture of the num-
ber of infants born, and murdered, of course, records of
which it contained. I suppose the book ocntatned at lesat
one hundred pages, and one fourth were wntten upon, and
that each page contained fifteen distinct records. Several
pages were devoted to the list of births. On this supposi-
tion there must have been a large number, which I oan
easily believe to have been born there in the course of two
years.

What were the contents of the other books belonging to
the same case with that which I had looked into, I have no
idea, having never dared to touch one of them; I believe,
however, that Jane Ray was well acquainted with thein,
knowing, as I do, her intelligence and prying disposi-
tion. If she could be brought to give her testimony, she
would doubtless unfold many cunous particulars now un-

known.
1 am able, in consequence of a circunstanno which ap-

peared accidental, to state with confidence the exact num-
ber of persons in the Convent one day of the week in wurh
I left it. This may be a point of some interest, as several
deaths had occurred aince my taking the veil, and many
buriala had been openly made in the chapel.

I was appointed, at the time mentioned, to lay out the
covera for all the inmates of the Ocavent, including the
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nun in the cells. Thee novers, ap I have said belore,

were linen banda, to be bound aroind the knives, forks.

spoons, and napkins, for eating. These were for all the

nuns and novices, and amounted to two hundred and ten.

As the number of novices was then aboat thirty, I knnw

that there must have been at that time about one hundred
and eighty veiled nuns.

I was occasionally troubled with a deuire of eucapina from
the Nunnery, and was much distreused whenever I felt so
evil an imagination rise in my mind. 1 believed that it was

a in, a great sirn, and did not fail to confess, at every op-

portunity, that I felt discontent. My confessorm informed
me that I was beset with evil spirite, and urged me to pray

against it. Still, however, every now and then, I wnuld
think, ' Oh, t I could get out.'

At length one of the priests to whom 1 had confesed this
sin, informed me, for my comfort, that he had begun to
pray to Saint Anthony, and hoped hi@ intercession would,
by-and-bye, drive away the evil spirit. My desire of es-

THI PR[8ST INTERCEDING WITH 9T. ANTHONY TRAT MAJUA

MONK MAT BU DZLIVRBU PROM TRI ETL SPIRIT.

cape w. partly excited by the fear of briging an infant to
the murderous hands of my companions, or of taking apo.

tion whose violent effects I too well knew.
Ona vening, however. I fnund myself mor- 6s#4d with a

169
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desire to escape than ever ; and what exertions I made lu
diemisa the thought proved entirely unavailing. Dunng

evening prayers I bcame quite occupied with it; and when

the time of meditation arrived, metead of falling into a doze,
a I often did, though I was a good deal fatigued, I tound
no difficulty in keeping awake. When this exercise wa#
over. and the other nuns were about to retire to th. sleep-

ing-room, my station being in the private sick-room for the
night, I withdrew to my post, which was the little sittiag
room adjoining it.

Here, then, I threw myself upon the sofa, ad being
alone, reflected a few moments on the manner of escaping

which had occurred to me. The physician had arrived a
little before, at half-past eight; and I had now to accom-
pany him as usual from bad to bed, with pen, ink, and pa-
per, to write down hie prescriptions for the direction of the
old nun, who wa to see them administerpd.

What I wrote on tt evenlng, I cannot now recollec,
ue my mind was uncommonly a&tated ; but my cnstomary
way was to note down briefiy hie orders, in this manner-

i i. malta, St. Matilde.
1 blister, St. Genevieve, &o.

I remember that I wrote these orders that evening, and
then, having tinished the rounda, I returned fur a few mo-
ments to the sittxng-room.

There wer, two ways of access to the street from those
rooma; first, the more direct, from the passage adjoinimg
the ick-room down stair, through a door, into the Nun-
nery-yard, and through a wicker gate: that is the way by
which the physician usually enters at night, and he is pro-

vided with a key for that purpose.

It would have been unsafe, however, for me te pav; out
that way, because a man e kept continually in the, yard,
near the gate, who sleepsea: night in a nall hut nmar the
door, to escape whose Observation would be inpoembl. My
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only hope, therefore, was, that I nught gam my passage
through the other way, to do which I must pas through
the sick-room, then through a passage, or mmall room usual
ly occupied by an old nun ; another passage and staircase
les.ding down to the yard, and a large gate opening into the
cross street. I had no liberty to go beyond the sick-room,
and knew that several of the doors might be fastened ; still
I determined to try ; although I have often since been am-
toniahed at my boldness in undertaking what would expowe
me to so many hasards of failure, and to severe punimhment
i found out.

It seemed as if I actsd under ome extraordinary impulse,
which encouraged me to what I should hardly at any other
moment have thought of undertaking. I had mat but a
abort time upon the sofa, however, before I rose with a des-
perate determination to make the experiment. I therefore
walked hastily acrois the sick room, passed into the nun's
roon, walked by her in a great hurry, and almost without
giving her time to spesk or think, said, ' A message l' and
In an instant was through the door, and in the next paa-
sage. I think there was another nun with her at the mo-
ment; and it is probable that my hurried manner, and

prompt intimation that I vas sent on a pressing mission to
the Superior, prevented the= from entertaining any suspi-
cion of my intention. Besides, I had the written orders of
the physician in my hand, which may have tended to nis-
lead them ; and it was well known to some of the nuns, that
I had twioe Ieft the (onvent, and returned from choice, no
that I was probably more likely to be trusted to remain than
many of the others.

The passage which I now reached had several doors, with
all which I was acquainted; that on the opposite saide open.
ed into a community-room, where I ahould have probably
found nome of the old nuns at that hour, and they would
eertinly have stopped me.

On the left, howves, was a large door, both locked and
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barred : but T gave the door a sudden swing, that it might

creak as little as possible, being of iron. Down the stairu

I hurried, and making my way through the dçoor into the

yard, stepped across it, unbarred the great gate and was at

h'oest.y 1
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Conclusion.

TnE following circumstances comprise aU that is dernedI

necessary now to subjoin to the preceding narrat. e.

Alter my arrival in New York I was introduced to the

almshouse, where I ws attended with kindness and cai e,

and, as I hoped, was entirely uinown. But when I had

been some time in that institution, I found that it wa-s re.-

ported that I was a fugitive nmn; and not lonir Ater, nu
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Iriab woman, belonging to the kouos, brought me ecret
message, which caused me some agitation.

1 was itting in the room of Mrs. Johnson, the matron,
engaged in sewing, when that Iriah woman, employed in
the institution, came in and told me that Mr. Oonroy was
below, and had sent to see me. I was informed that he
vas a Itoman priest, who often visited the house, and h
had a particular wish to se. me at that time ; having ome,
as I believe, expressly for that purpose. I showed un-
williagness to comply with such an invitation, and did
not go.

The woman told me, further, that ho sent me word that
I need not think to avoid him, for it would be imposuible
for me to do so, I might conceal myself as well as I could,
but I should be found and taken. No matter where I
went, or what hiding-place I might choose, I should be
known ; and I had better come at once. He knew who I
was ; and h. was authorized to take me to the Siters of
Charity, il I should preter to inin them. He would pro-
mise that I might stay with them il I chose, and be per-
mitted to remain in New York. He sent me word further
that he had received full power and authority over me from
the Superior of the Hotel Dieu Nunnery at Montreal, and
was able to do al that she could do; as her right to dispose
of me at her will had been imparted to him by a regular
writing received from Canada. This was alarming inform.
tion for me, in the weakness in which I was at that time.
The woman added, that the same authonty had been given
to al the priesta; so that go wher, I might I ahould meet
men informed about me and my escape, and fully empower-
ed to seize me whenever they could, and convey me bac k t
the Convent from which I had escaped.

lUnder these circumatances, it seemed to me that the of-
fer to place me among the Sistens of Charity, with per-
mision to remain in New York, was mild and favourable.

Hovever, I had resolution enough to refus to seue prie4

cwinoj.
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Not long afterwardâ I was informed, by &ho mme mee-
senger, that the priest was again in the building, and re-
peated bis requmst. i deuired one of the gentlemen con-
nected with the institution, that a stop might be put to
such mesages, au i wished to receive no more of them. A
short time after, however, the woman told me that Mr.
Conroy wished to inquire of me, whether my name was not
St. Eustaoe while a nun, and if I had not oonfemSed to
Priest Kelly in Montreal. I answered, that it was all
true ; for I had confessed to him a short time while in the
Nunnery. I was then told again that the priest wanted to
see me, and I sent back word that i would see him in the
presence of Mr. T- or Mr. 8-- ; which, however, was
not agreed to ; and I was afterwards informed, tta Mr.
Conroy, the Roman priest, spent an hour in the room and
a passage where I had frequently been ; but, throuagh the
mercy of God, I was employed at another place nt that
time, and had no occasion to go where I should have met
him. I afterwards repeatedly heard that Mr. Conroy con-
tinued to visit the house, and to ak for me ; but I never
saw him. I once had determined to leave the institution,
and go to the Sisters of Charity; but circumstances occur-
red which gave me time for further reflection; and I was
saved from the destruction to which I should have been
exposed.

As the period of my accouchement approached, I some-
timee thought that I should not survive it; and then the
recollection of the dreadful crimes I had witnesaed in the
Nunnery would come upon me very powertully, and I
would think it a solemn duty to disclose them before I died.
To have a knowledge of those thinge, and leave the world
without making them known, appeared to me like a great
sin, whenever I could divest mysel of the impression made
upon me by the declarations and arguments of the Supe-
rior, nuns, and prieste, of thduty of submitting to every.
thing, and the nbcemsary holinues of whatever they did or
iq.red.

1l$
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The evening but one before the period whieh I anticipat.

ed with so much aniety, I was sitting alone, and began to

indulge in reflections of this kind. It seemed to me that I

must be near the close of my life, and I determined to make

a disclosure at once. I spoke to Mrs. Ford, a woman

whose character I respected, a nurse in the hospital, na.

ber t-nty-three. I informed her that I had no exipreta.

tion of hving long, and had some thinga on my mmd whi, h

I wished to communicate befoie it should be too late. I

alded, that I should prefer telling them to Mr. T- , the

chaplain ! of which she approved, as she considered it a duty

to do so, under those circumstances. I had no opportunity,

however, to converse with Mr. T- at that time, snd,
probably, my pirpose of disclosing the facts already given

in this book, would never have been executed, but for what

subsequently took place.

It was alarm which led me to form such a determination;

and when the period of trial had been safely passed, and I
had a prospect of recovery, anything to me more uniLkely
than that I should make this exposure.

1 was then a Roman Catholic, at least a great part of my

8&me , aund my conduct, in a great measure. was aceording
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to the faith and motives of a Roman Oatholic. Notwith-
sanding what I knew of the conduct of so many of the
prests and nuns, I thought that it had no effect on the
sanctity of the church, or the authority or effects of the
acts performed by the former at the mass, confession, &c.
I had such a regard for my vows as a nnn, that I consider-
ed my haind as well as my heart irrevocably given to Jesus
Christ, and could never have allowed any person to take it.
Indeed, to this day, I feel an instinctive aversion to offer-
ing my hand, or taking the hand .f another person, even
as an expression of friendship.

I also thought that I might soon return to the Catholics,
although fear and disgust held me back. I had now that
infant to think for, whose life I had happily saved by my
timely escape from the Nunnery ; what its fate might be,
in case it ahould ever fall into the puwer of the priesta, I
ould not teil.

I had, however, reason for alarm. Would a child, des-
tinod to destruction, like the infants I had seen baptized
and smothered, be allowed to go through the world unmo-
lsted, a living memorial of the truth of crimes long prac-
tised in security, because never exposed P What pledges
could I get to satisfy me, that I, on whom her dependence
must be, would be spared by those who, I had reason to
think, were wishing then to sacrifice me ? How could I
trust the helpless infant in hands which had hastened the
baptism of many such, in order to hurry them into the se-
cret pit in the cellar ? Could I suppose that Father Phelan,
Priet of the Parsh Church of Montreal, would see his
oSmo child growing up in the world, and feel willing to run
the risk of having the truth expoeed P What could I ex-
pect, especially from him, but the utmost rancour, and the
mot determined enmity, against the innocent child and its
abused and defenceles mother P

Yet, my mind would sometimes still incline to the oppo-
ige direction, and indulge the thought, that perhaps the

a
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only way to secure heaven to us both. was to throw our-
selves back into the hana. of the church, to be treated ase
she pleased.-When, tnerefor j, the fear of immediate death
was removed, I renounced all thoughts of communicating
the substance of the facts of this volume. It happened,
however, that my danger was not passed. I was soon msez-
ed with very alarming symptoms; then my desire to di»-
close my story revived.

I had before had an opportunity to speak in private with
the chaplain ; but, as it was at a time when I supposed my-
self out of danger, I had defêrred for three days my pro-
posed communication, thinking that I might yet avoid it
altogether. When my symptoms, however, became more
alarming, i was anxious for baturday to arrive, the day
which I had appointed; and when I had not the opportun-
ity, on that day, which I deired, I thought it rmight be too
late. I did not see him till Mfonday, when my prospects
cf surviving were very gloomy, and I then informed him
that I wished to communicate to him a few secrets, which
were likely otherwise to die with me. I then told him,
that while a nun, in the Conent of Montreal, I had witr-
nessed the murder of a nun, called Saint Frances, and of
at least one of the infants which I have spoken of in this
book. I added some few circumstances, and I believe dis-

losed, in general terms, some of the crimes I knew of in
that Nunnery.

My anticipations of death proved to be unfounded; for
my heaith afterwards improved, and had I not made the
confessions on that occasion, it is very possible I might ne-
ver have made them. 1, ho wever, afterwards, felt more
wiling to listen to instruction, and experienced friendly at-
tentions from some of the benevolent persons around me,
who, taking an interest in me on account of my darkened
undsrstanding, furnished me ith the Bible, and were ever
ready to counsel me when I dusired it.

I oo bega> to believe that God might have itendad
"ha his rSetures should learu aia will 1 y readiug bis word,
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and taking upun tem the free exercise Jf their reason, aud
acting under responsibility to him.

It is difficult for one who has never given way to such
argumenta and influences as those to which I had been ex-
S-osed, to realiz how hard it is to think aright, after think-

mng wrong. The Scriptures always affect me powerfully
when I read them ; but I feel that i have but just begun to
learn the great truths, in which I ought to have been early
and thoroughly instructed. I realize, in some degree, how
it in, that the Scriptures render the people of the United
States so strongly opposed to such doctrines as are taught
in the Black and Oongregational Nunneries of Montreal.
The priesta and nuns used often to declare that of all here-
tics, the children from the United States were the most
difficult to b. converted ; and it was thought a great
triumph when one of them was brought over to ' the true
faith.' The first passage of Scripture that made any serious
impression upon my mind, was the text on which the chap-
lain preached on the Sabbath after my intr6duction to the
house.-' Search the Scriptures.'

AWYTL DINGLOSRE 0F MARIA MONIL
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EXTRACTS FROM PUBLIC JOURNALS,

RELATIVE TO.

THE TRUTH OF

DISOLOSURES.

The following Certificate appeared in the Pro
testant 7indicator, in March, 1836.

Wz, the subscribers, have an acquaintance with Mis Maria
Monk, and having considered the evidence of different
kinds which bas been oollected in relation to her case, have
no hesitation in declaring our belief in the truth of the
statements she makes in her book, recently publianid in
New York, entitled ' Awful Disclosures,' &a.

'We at the same time declare that the assertion, orgin-
ally made in the Roman Catholie Newspapers of Boston,
that the book was oopied from a work entitled ' The Gates
of Hell Opened,' is wholly destitute of foundation; it be-
ing entirely new, and not copied from anything whatso-
ever.

'p1
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'And we further declare, that no svidence has been prom.
duced which diocredits the s0tmmnts cf Mis Monk ;
while, on the cntrary, her story has yet received, and
continues to receive, nfrmation from various sources.

<During the last week, two important witnesses spon.
aneously appeared, and offered to give public testimony in

her favour. From them the following delineations have
beon received. The firat in an affidavit given by Mr. Wil-
liam Milleu, now a resident of this city. The second is a
statPment roeived from a young married wman, who,
with her husband, also resides here. In the clear and re-
peated statements made by these two witnesses, we place
entire reliance ; who are ready to furtish satisfaction to
any persons making reasonable enquiriee >n the subject., '

' W. C. BRowiNREz,
'Joax J. SLocum,

'A.nauw BRucz,

<D. F&xsHÂw,

'AMos BELDN,

'Day WussoN,

£THoxAi HoGANx.

From the American Protestant Vindicator.

f It was expected that, after Maria Monk's disclosures,
an artful attempt would be made to invalidate her testi-
mony-which was done secretly after her escape from the
Botel Dieu Nunnery, by so altering the appearance of that
institution by planking, and bricking, and stoning, as to
deceive Col. Stone, who was then requested to examine it
for himelf and the world. The Col. misrepresented what
he MW, he was deceived regarding those alterations by the
imatOs, who dragged him, as it we, by force through

1lu
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the building during his examination, which was performed
in the amazingshort space of a few hours. But time is the
grand unraveller of mysteries. On the appearance of the
book of Miss Monk, the hoodwinked people of Montresl
were so surprised and stupefied at finding that the imima-

culate purity of the Hotel Dieu had been no disparaged,
that theyforgot to think seriously on the subject-but, un,
derstanding that the story had gained almost general be.
lief abroad, they, at last, were led to conjecture that per-
haps it was partiality that prevented them from believing
it at home. General attention, therefore, in Montreal, was
directed towards that edifice-and those residing in its ira-
mediate vicinity cast a retrospective glance over what they
had seen transacted there, betweente time at which the
' Disclosures' were published, and the visit of Col. Stone.
The result of this investigation has been lately given on the
spot to the Rev. Jas. P. Miller, of New York, who visited
that city for the purpose of hearing that the trath was gra-
dually coming to light. The neighbours informed Mr.
Miller that about the time it was rumoured that she had
exposed the institutio.n, a mysterious pile of planku, twenty.
five feet in height, had been placed mysteriouuly in the
yard, which were wonderfully and gradually used in pro-
gressing ome improvements in the building-for they vers
neither employed outside nor hauled away.

Whatever may be the fact with regard to Maria Monk's
alleged disclosures, those of our people who have read your
papers, are satisîfed in one point: that Mr. Stone's credi-
bility as a witness has been successfully impeached ; tha
his oarinatinn cf the Nunnery, was a mere sham; that he
was either the dupe of Jesuiticalimposture, or that he him.
~self is a fond impostor ; that he has been unwillingly or
ignorantly befooled ; and unless he has had a tangible re-
ward, that he has ' got his labour for his pains.

'My wife, who spent her cildhhnod in Montreal, Mys,
that he and lier schorates, vhen valking the street near
the Nunnery, oftPn used to wonder if the famous subterra-
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nean passage was under the place where they then stood:
and yet, forsooth, no person in Canada ever before heard of
it ! Whatever may be the facts in relation to those dis-
cloepres, we needed not your paper to satisfy us either that
Jesuits must be as holy as the ' Blessed Virgin Mother'
herself, or those conventicles of unprotected females are
scenes of the moet damning character.-A PnaeranstÂN.'

From the Long Island Stap, of Feb, 2 Dh.

Since the publication of our last paper, we have receiv-
ed a communication from Messrs. Howe and Bates, of New
York, the publishers of Miss Monks 'ÂAwful Disclosures.'
It appears that some influence has been at work in that city,
adverse to the free examination of the case between her and
the priests of Canada; for thus far the newspapers have
been most entirely closed against everything in her defence,
whilst most of them have published false charges &.gainst

-the book, some of a preposterous nature, the contradiction
of which is plain and palpable.

' Returning to New York, she then first resolved to pub-
lish her story, which she has recently done, after several
intelligent disinterested persons had satisfled themselves by
much examination that it in true.

'When it became known in Canada that this was her in.
tention, six affidavits were published in some of the news-
papers, intended to destroy confidence in her character; but
these were found very contradictory in several important
points, and in others to afford undesigned confirmaticn ai
statements before made by her.

' On the publication of her book, the New York Catholio
Dairy, the Truth-teller, the Green Banner, and other pa-
P•es, made virulent attacks upon it, and one of thsmpro@
p«e that the publiuhoe should be 'lynched.' An anuiq.
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mous handbill was alsgo circulated in New York, declarmng
the work a malignant libel, got up by Protestant clergy-
men, and promising an ample refutation of it in a few
days. This were re-published in the Catholie Dairy, &c.,
with the old Montreal affidavits, which latter were distri-
buted through New York and Brooklyn; and on the au-
thority of these, several Protestant newspapers denounced
the work as false and malicious.

' Another charge, quite inconsistent with the rest, was
also mado, not only by the leading oman Catholic papers,
but by several- others at second hand-viz., that it was a
mere copy of an old European work. This had been prompt-
ly denied by the publishers, with the offer of 100 dollars
reward for any book at all resembling it.

'Yet such is the resolution of some, and the unbelief of
others, that it is impossible for the publishers to obtain in-
sertion for the replies in the New York papers generally,
and they have been unsuccessful in an attempt at Phila-
delphia.

' This ie the ground on which the following article has
been offered to us, for publication in the Star. ftvas of-
fored to Mr. Schneller, a Roman Priest, aid Editor of the
Catholic Dairy, for insertion in his paper of Saturday be-
fore last, but refused, although written expressly as an an-
swer to the affidavits and charges his previous number had
contained. This article has also been refused insertion in
a Philadelphia daily paper, after it had been satisfactorily
-ascertained that therc was no hope of gaining admision for
it into any of the New York papers.

'It should be stated, in addition, that the authoress of
the book, Maria Monk, is in New York, and stands ready
to answer any questions, and submit to any inqui.ies put in
a proper mainer, and desires nothing Bo strongly as an op-
portunity to prove before a court the truth of her story.
She had already found several persons of respectability who
bave confrmed some of the facta, important and likely to
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be attested by concurrent evidence ; and much further tee-
timony in her favour may be soon expected by the public.

* With these facts before them, intelligent readers will
judge for themselves. She asks for investigation, while
her opponents deny her every opportunity to meet th-
charges made against her. Mr. Schneller, after expressing
a wish to see lier, to the publishers, refused to meet her
anywhere, unless in hie own house; while Mr. Quarter, an
other Ronun Catholic priest, called to see her at ten o'clock
one night, accompanied by another man, without giving
their names, and under the false pretenoe of being bearers
o! a letter from her brother in Montreal.

MLNER AND CO, PRINTERS, MANCHISTLRX
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